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COMMISSION.

WILLIAM THE FOURTH, by the grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland King, Defender of the Faith. TO the Most Reverend Father in God, Our right trusty and right entirely beloved Councillor Richard Archbishop of Dublin, and our trusty and well beloved the Most Reverend Daniel Murray, Doctor in Divinity, Charles Vignoles, Doctor in Divinity, Richard More O'Ferrall, Esquire, the Reverend James Carlyle, Fenton Hort, John Corrie, James Naper and William Battie Wrightson, Esquires, Greeting: WHEREAS an humble Address has been presented to Us by the Knights, Citizens and Burgesses, and Commissioners of Shires and Burghs in Parliament assembled, humbly beseeching Us, that We would be graciously pleased to issue a Commission to inquire into the condition of the Poorer Classes of our Subjects in Ireland, and into the various Institutions at present established by Law for their Relief; KNOW YE, That We, reposing great trust and confidence in your intelligence, discretion and diligence, have authorized and appointed, and by these Presents do authorize and appoint you the said Richard Archbishop of Dublin, Daniel Murray, Charles Vignoles, Richard More O'Ferrall, James Carlyle, Fenton Hort, John Corrie, James Naper and William Battie Wrightson, to inquire into the condition of the Poorer Classes of Our Subjects in Ireland, and into the various Institutions at present established by Law for their relief; and also, Whether any and what further remedial measures appear to be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the Irish Poor, or any portion of them; and for the better discovery of the truth in the premises, We do by these Presents give and grant to you, or one or more of you, full power and authority to call before you or anyone or more of you such persons as you shall judge necessary, by whom you may be the better informed of the truth in the premises: And We do further by these Presents give and grant to you, or any one or more of you, full power and authority to inquire of the premises and every part thereof, by all lawful ways and means whatsoever, within all parts of Our United Kingdom: And We do further by these Presents give and grant to you, or any one or more of you, full power and authority where the same shall appear to be requisite, to administer an Oath to any person whatsoever to be examined before you, or any one or more of you, touching or concerning the premises: And We do further by these Presents give and grant to you, or any one or more of you, full power and authority to cause all persons to bring and produce upon Oath before you, or any one or more of you, all and singular Records, Books, Papers and other Writings touching the premises, and which shall be in the custody of them, or any of them: And Our further will and pleasure is, that you or any Three or more of you, upon due inquiry into the premises do propose and reduce into writing, and submit to Us such further remedial measures (if any) as may appear to you to be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the Irish Poor, or any portion of them; And do certify to Us from
from time to time, under your hands and seals, your several Proceedings, as the same shall be completed, and do within the space of One year after the date of these Presents, or sooner if the same can reasonably be, certify unto Us in like manner the whole of your proceedings under and by virtue of these Presents, together with what you shall find touching or concerning the premises upon such inquiry as aforesaid: And We further will and command, and by these Presents ordain, that this Our Commission shall continue in full force and virtue, and that you Our said Commissioners, or any one or more of you, shall and may from time to time proceed in the execution thereof, and of every matter and thing therein contained, although the same be not continued from time to time by adjournment: And for your assistance in the due execution of this Our Commission, We have made choice of Our trusty and well-beloved JOHN REVANS, Esquire, to be Secretary of this Our Commission, and to attend you, whose services and assistance We require you to use from time to time as occasion shall require. In witness whereof, We have caused these Our Letters to be made Patent. Witness Ourself at Westminster the Twenty-fifth day of September in the Fourth year of Our Reign.

By Writ of Privy Seal.

BATHURST.
POOR INQUIRY, IRELAND.

FIRST REPORT.

TO THE KING'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY.

SIRE,

WE, The Commissioners commanded by Your Majesty "to inquire into "the Condition of the Poorer Classes of Your Majesty's Subjects in "Ireland, and into the various Institutions at present established by law for their "relief; and also, whether any, and what, further remedial measures appear to "be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the Irish Poor, or any portion of "them;" having made very considerable progress in the arduous duties entrusted to us, are now enabled to lay before Your Majesty the large body of Evidence, which has been collected.

This Evidence solely relates to the first branch of the Inquiry, which is now complete; namely, as to the modes in which the destitute classes in Ireland are supported, to the extent and efficiency of those modes and their effects upon those who give, and upon those who receive relief.

The Appendix (A.) contains Parochial Examinations relative to the modes of relieving,—

Deserted and Orphan Children.
Illegitimate Children and their Mothers.
Widows having Families of young Children.
The Impotent through Age or other permanent Infirmitv.
The Sick Poor, who in health, are capable of earning their subsistence.
The Able-bodied out of Work.
Vagrancy, as a mode of relief.

An examination relative to these subjects was made in one parish in every barony, in each of the following counties, seventeen in number:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONNAUGHT</th>
<th>LEINSTER</th>
<th>MUNSTER</th>
<th>ULSTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galway</td>
<td>Carlow</td>
<td>Clare</td>
<td>Antrim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo</td>
<td>Kildare</td>
<td>Cork</td>
<td>Donegal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roscommon</td>
<td>Longford</td>
<td>Kerry</td>
<td>London</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sligo</td>
<td>Westmeath</td>
<td>Limerick</td>
<td>Tipperary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wexford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To these parochial examinations, a Supplement is annexed, containing Answers to Nine Questions on these subjects. The Answers are made by the clergy (of the various persuasions), the magistracy and others, from every part of the country.

The Appendix (B.) contains the Examinations relative to Hospitals, Dispensaries and other Medical Charities.

An examination was made of every Dispensary in each of the following counties:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONNAUGHT</th>
<th>LEINSTER</th>
<th>MUNSTER</th>
<th>ULSTER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Galway</td>
<td>Louth</td>
<td>Cork</td>
<td>Armagh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roscommon</td>
<td>Meath</td>
<td>Kerry</td>
<td>Down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wicklow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

369. And
And of some Dispensaries and Hospitals, and every Infirmary in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To this Appendix there is attached a Supplement containing Answers by the Medical Attendants of 413 Dispensaries, of 56 Fever Hospitals and of 53 Infirmaries, to 13 Questions.

The Appendix (C.) contains the Examinations concerning Institutions not Medical for the relief of different classes of the Destitute.

These Institutions are principally Mendicity Institutions, Houses of Industry, Almshouses and Societies for visiting the destitute, and distributing food, money or clothes in the following large towns:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Having given this summary of the contents of our Appendix, we take this opportunity of stating to Your Majesty,—

I. The difficulties which we have had to encounter both from the extensive and complicated nature of the subject itself, and from the peculiar social condition of the people of that portion of Your Majesty's Dominions in which the Inquiry has been prosecuted.

II. The course which we have pursued in collecting information; showing how far it is full and impartial, and therefore how far worthy of confidence.

III. The reasons why we are not yet enabled to obey Your Majesty's Command to report, "Whether any and what further remedial measures appear to be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the Irish Poor, or any of them."

I. As to the difficulties of the Inquiry.

The great proportion of the Population about and amongst whom the Inquiry was to be made, is constantly fluctuating between Mendicancy and Independent Labour. In whole districts, scarcely one of that class of substantial capitalist farmers so universal in England, can be found. The small resident gentry are but few, and the substantial tradesman is not to be met with at intervals of two or three miles as in England; for there are but few towns of sufficient trade to create such a class. The clergy of the various persuasions, and the proprietors, when resident, are, in many cases, so much at variance with each other, or with the working population, upon political questions, that great caution was requisite in regard to the manner and degree, in which we could avail ourselves of their assistance. Similar difficulties existed with regard to the constabulary, from the frequent collision in which they are placed with the people; and parochial authorities can scarcely be said to exist.

In an inquiry about a population, in which many of the ordinary distinctions
tions of society are commonly merged in the same individual, and in an inquiry amongst a people the various classes of whom had long been at variance with each other, it became a matter of fearful moment to determine respecting whom the inquiry should be made, and from whom testimony could be received, which would not merely be impartial, but which would be admitted by all to be so; the one requisite being as important as the other. We became quickly and painfully alive to the danger which would attend the slightest error in our procedure. Did we appear to rely too much on the clergy or laity of any one persuasion, we were certain to be accused of political or religious bias. Did we receive testimony more freely from the rich man than from the poor man, or from the poor man than from the rich, we were certain to be denounced as having prejudged the subject about which we had undertaken impartially to inquire.

But great as were these difficulties, great as was the circumpection which they required, another and yet more formidable difficulty existed. Your Majesty had commanded us to determine "whether any, and, if any, what further remedial measures appear to be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the Irish Poor, or any portion of them."

To determine what measures might be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the poorer classes in Ireland, required an investigation extending to almost the whole social and productive system; for the poorer classes in Ireland may be considered as comprehending nearly the whole population; and as no institution is isolated in its effect, it is impossible to decide upon the consequence of removing or creating one law or custom, without considering its connexion with every other. It became therefore matter of grave importance to determine whether so extensive an inquiry was practicable; and if not, what portion should be chosen. It also became necessary and difficult to decide as to the order in which such an investigation should proceed;—which class of subjects should be taken first, which last,—which were primary in their effects, which secondary.

On every side we were assailed by the theories of those who were born or had long resided in the country, and consequently might be supposed to have possessed good opportunity for ascertaining the soundness of their opinions. One party attributed all the poverty and wretchedness of the country to an asserted extreme use of ardent spirits, and proposed a system for repressing illicit distillation, for preventing smuggling, and for substituting beer and coffee. Another party found the cause in the combinations amongst workmen, and proposed rigorous laws against Trades Unions. Others again were equally confident, that the reclamation of the bogs and waste lands was the only practicable remedy. A fourth party declared the nature of the existing connexion between landlord and tenant to be the root of all the evil; pawnbroking, redundant population, absence of capital, peculiar religious tenets and religious differences, political excitement, want of education, the mal-administration of justice, the state of prison discipline, want of manufactures, and of inland navigation, with a variety of other circumstances, were each supported by their various advocates with earnestness and ability, as being either alone, or jointly with some other, the primary cause of all the evils of society; and loan funds, emigration, the repression of political excitation, the introduction of manufactures, and the extension of inland navigation, were accordingly proposed each as the principal means by which the improvement of Ireland could be promoted.

Having so difficult a question to deal with, and so many plausible solutions offered to us, aware that the public would be impatient of a second inquiry, we felt bound to use great consideration in selecting the subjects and the order of investigation. That many, if not all, of the alleged causes of evil did exist in a greater or less degree, was sufficiently evident; and that good might arise from some of the remedies proposed, we were not prepared to deny. To decide, without careful investigation, upon the degree in which each might be productive of evil or of benefit, would have been at variance with the trust which Your Majesty had confided to us. We therefore determined that the Inquiry should embrace every subject to which importance seemed to be attached by any large number of persons.

The great range of Inquiry thus opened to us, made it desirable that it should be conducted in separate branches. It was evident that the minds of the Assistant Commissioners, if employed each upon a multitude of subjects, many of which were
were of themselves sufficiently extensive for a separate Commission, would be incapable of minutely investigating any one, and consequently that the most obvious facts alone would be ascertained; whilst it was evident, from the great variety of opinions, that the truth was far from obvious, and required a patient, minute and diligent search. Two other evils seemed inevitably to attach to such a general Inquiry. The great length of time during which the Examination would last, if each subject were thoroughly investigated, would render those who gave evidence impatient; consequently the latter subjects of the Inquiry would in most cases be neglected. Again, several of the subjects could be far more efficiently conducted by persons having peculiar practical knowledge. The Inquiry into the management and efficiency of Hospitals, Dispensaries and other Medical Establishments, would in all probability be more usefully conducted by medical men; whilst an Inquiry into the wages and habits of farm labourers, and into the nature and extent of employment for them, would be better entrusted to those long practised in rural occupations.

The Division which appeared to us the most convenient was into two principal Branches:

The first, An Inquiry into the Extent of Destitution, into the Modes in which Relief was afforded to the Destitute, and into the effects of those Modes.

The second, An Inquiry into the Causes of Destitution.

It was considered advisable to subdivide this latter branch into four distinct heads:

An Inquiry into the rate of Agricultural Wages, the habits of Farm Labourers, the nature and extent of Employment in Agriculture, the nature and state of Agriculture, to endeavour to discover whether there might be any measures within the reach of the Legislature which would tend to increase the demand for labour.

An Inquiry relative to the Manufacturing Population, and to Trade and Manufactures for similar purposes.

An Inquiry relative to the Fisheries,

And one relative to Mining.

II. We will now state the course which we have pursued in collecting information; showing how far the evidence is full and impartial, and therefore how far worthy of reliance.

Our first act in the collection of information was to circulate a set of Statistical Questions. These Questions were sent to the Clergy of each persuasion, to the Magistracy, to the heads of the Police, and to such educated persons as had been named as able and willing to give us assistance. The purport of these Questions was to obtain an outline of the extent and nature of each Parish, the number of destitute Persons it contained, the number and nature of the Institutions for the relief of the Poor, the rates of Wages, rents of Cottages, &c.; about 7,000 of these Questions were circulated, about 3,100 were returned, and the state of about 1,100 Parishes was described by them. Many well-informed persons in every part of the country were induced, through answering these questions, to send statements by which considerable insight was afforded upon many subjects of importance.

To obtain information sufficiently extensive in its range, and sufficiently impartial, by means of circulated Questions, was obviously impossible. As a Board, we could not pass from one district of the country to another, and receive local evidence, if the country was to be extensively visited, and if our inquiry was to conclude within any reasonable number of years. If each Member of the Board had taken a separate District, it is probable that each would have been more impressed by those circumstances which had been subjects of personal observation, than by those which had been collected by his colleagues, and consequently were to him only written evidence. Besides, many of the Commissioners had other important duties which would not admit of their leaving Dublin. To have contented ourselves with such information as we could obtain by Witnesses brought to Dublin would have been materially to lessen the chance of obtaining full and impartial information, not only as regarded classes of persons, but as regarded the various districts of the country.
It was obviously necessary, therefore, that others should be deputed to make local inquiries.

The difficulty, great under any circumstances, of selecting persons upon whom reliance could be placed as possessing intelligence in tracing the truth, diligence in pursuing it, patience in examining a variety of persons of different views and habits, and impartiality in deciding between conflicting statements, was much increased by the peculiar state of society.

In a community which had long been divided into politico-religious parties, each regarding the other with jealousy and animosity, it was extremely difficult to find persons who would be able, even if they were desirous, to divest themselves of every partial feeling, nurtured as they had been in an anti-social state. And even when persons should have been found who really were themselves thus impartial, there was still a danger that they would be suspected of partaking of the prejudices with which their relatives, friends and connexions were known to be imbued.

On the other hand, to have left the inquiry to those who were foreign to the country, would have been to entrust it to persons ignorant of its peculiar social construction; of the peculiar habits and feelings of its people; of the peculiar idioms of its language, and consequently to those who would be incapable of guarding against imposition in the receipt of evidence, and against giving offence to those from whom they received it. The only mode of combining the national knowledge possessed by the one, with the impartiality almost certain in the other, appeared to be by joining in the inquiry a native of Great Britain with a resident native of Ireland.

In order to reap the fullest advantage possible from such an arrangement, we required that all Evidence should be taken in the joint presence of the Irish and English Assistant Commissioners; and we have in a few instances been compelled to reject Evidence which, through accident, had not been thus taken. We likewise empowered either Assistant Commissioner to invite the presence of any person whose Evidence might appear to him individually to be important, and to put any question he might think pertinent to the Inquiry.

In preparing Instructions for the Assistant Commissioners, we searched the Evidence given at various times before Committees of Parliament relative to the condition of the people, and to the causes which have directly or remotely led to that condition, and also the various private publications upon the subject, and consulted those persons who from their habits and position were likely to be the best acquainted with the situation of the people. Certain circumstances were stated by those whose opinions were thus obtained, as conveying a faithful representation of the general physical and moral condition of the working classes. Other circumstances were mentioned either as the immediate or remote causes of that condition; and again, others as the immediate or remote effects. We felt it to be necessary, not only to ascertain to what extent those statements might be facts, but whether they embraced the whole of the facts; and whether those facts affected a few districts, or the whole country. With this view minute Heads of Inquiry, based upon the information thus obtained, were drawn up. Those Heads of Inquiry did not anticipate the negative or affirmative, but were so framed as to admit of any explanation within the range of the class to which each belonged, being general as to that class, but confined to the main subject of which each formed only a subdivision. It was carefully enforced upon the Assistant Commissioners, that those Heads of Inquiry were not for the purpose of restricting them, but merely as an assistance to the memory, ensuring that, at each examination, no portion of the subject, however minute, which was known by us to be worthy of consideration could be omitted. The Assistant Commissioners were expressly reminded that they were not merely at liberty to probe each portion of the subject as far as it might in their discretion appear necessary, but that they were positively required to do so; the Heads of Inquiry being merely for the purpose of putting them, previously to their going out, in possession of all points of the subject, as far as they were known.
In order that the Evidence might be at once full and impartial, and be collected and registered in a manner perfectly satisfactory, the Assistant Commissioners were desired to adopt the following course:—

1st. To request the attendance of persons of each grade in society, of each of the various religious persuasions, and of each party in politics; to give to the testimony of each class an equal degree of attention, and to make the examinations in the presence of all; in fact, in open court. Not to allow any person to join in conducting the examination, and to state at the opening of the proceedings, that any statement made by an individual, and not impugned by any person present, would be considered to be acknowledged as at least probable by all.

2dly. To note down, at the time of examination, the replies given, or the remarks which occurred to him; to register, as nearly as might be possible in the words of each witness, the statements which might be made; to register the names of all the persons who attended the examination; and before proceeding to examine another district, to send the minutes of the previous examination to the office of the Commissioners in Dublin, signed by both the Assistant Commissioners.

By the first of these directions, it was hoped, that as none are so conversant with those matters which peculiarly or chiefly belong to any class, as the members of that class, by receiving their Evidence, the Assistant Commissioner would possess himself of the most competent testimony; and that by receiving the statement in the presence of other classes, not having the same interests or even having opposite interests, but possessing, from local connexion, sufficient knowledge of the circumstances of the witnesses, to determine its probability, the best security possible would be obtained that each statement would be worthy of credence, and that it had not been made solely with a view to a sinister and class interest; that by refusing to allow any resident of the district to sit with the Assistant Commissioner, or join in the examination, the working classes would feel more confidence in the impartiality of the procedure, and would therefore speak without restraint. By the second head of direction, we hoped to provide against the possibility of misrepresentation through any of the circumstances being forgotten, or others which did not exist being inadvertently inserted; by the words of each Witness being recorded as nearly as might be, to leave the evidence less open to misinterpretation, and in effect, to bring the reader more immediately in contact with the Witness; by the list of persons who attended the examination being given, to enable the public to decide, whether each class was fairly represented; and by the Minutes of Evidence being transmitted to the Board immediately after the examination, and the Assistant Commissioner not being permitted subsequently to alter them, to obtain a sufficient guarantee that they had not been adapted to the theories of the Examiner.

The Assistant Commissioners were required only to collect evidence (facts and opinions), and to record their personal observations on the subjects, and in the manner already detailed; they had merely, in the examination of Witnesses and of local circumstances, to act as our representatives; they were not instructed to furnish any general Report nor to make recommendations; for as each Assistant Commissioner was restricted to one branch of the general Inquiry, and prosecuted that branch in a single division of the country, we considered that any general conclusions to which he might come would be drawn from partial evidence, and consequently be little trustworthy. We however reserved the power to call for either should we ultimately deem it expedient.

In addition to the certainty of having every portion of the inquiry investigated in each of the districts visited, the systematic form adopted, makes the evidence bear the same arrangement for every district,—each point for each district being always in the same part of the evidence. It has also enabled us to separate the evidence upon each branch of the Inquiry into several distinct heads, and to print the evidence on each head taken in various parts of the country conjointly. By this arrangement the mind will not be perplexed in the consideration of any subject, by the constant intervention of matters wholly foreign. The examinations relative to the support of deserted and orphan children,
children, for instance, taken in a variety of parishes, and in each parish nearly at the same time with examinations relative to six other subjects, have been separated from those other subjects, and have been printed consecutively in the alphabetical order of the names of the parishes; a certainty is created by this arrangement, that however extensive the whole evidence may be, every fact bearing upon any one subject will be found within a small compass. The primary Questions circulated have each, with the Answers belonging to it, been added as a supplement to that portion of the evidence collected by the Assistant Commissioners to which it relates.

The Evidence collected in the great towns and contained in the Appendix (C.) however is in most points an exception. This was one of our earliest inquiries, and before our system had been matured. The instructions given to the Assistant Commissioners were so general as to be vague, and so extensive in the range of subject as to preclude the possibility of minute investigation upon any portion of their inquiry; the circumstances too under which the testimony was received, and the manner in which it has been recorded, render it of much less value than that subsequently taken, and forming the Appendixes (A. & B.) We should not have printed it had we not felt that we had better publish much which we consider of inferior value, than give the slightest countenance to an assertion that any of the evidence we had collected has been either suppressed or mutilated.

III. The reasons for not yet being able to obey Your Majesty's Command to report to you, "Whether any and what further remedial measures appear to be requisite to ameliorate the condition of the Irish Poor, or any portion of them," are perhaps sufficiently given in the fact, that we have not yet completed the second branch of our Inquiry, namely, that which relates to "the causes of destitution." We feel, however, at liberty to make a more extended explanation, and we think such due to ourselves. We should be little worthy of the high trust reposed in us, did we content ourselves with deciding upon the extent and nature of distress, or upon the means of only present alleviation. We consider it fell to our duty to endeavour, if possible, to investigate the causes of the destitution which we discover, and to ascertain why classes of Your Majesty's subjects are from time to time falling into a state of wretchedness; why the labouring population do not provide against those events which seem inevitable; why the able-bodied labourer does not provide against the sickness of himself or that of the various members of his family; against the temporary absence of employment; against the certain infirmity of age; or against the destitution of his widow and his children, in the contingent event of his own premature decease; whether these omissions arise from any peculiar improvidence in his habits, or from the insufficiency of employment, or from the low rate of his wages. It would not even be sufficient did we answer, that the limited amount of employment and the rate of his wages will not permit him. It is our duty to carry the investigation further, and at least to endeavour to trace whether there be any circumstances which restrict the amount of employment or the rate of wages; or in any other way offer impediments to the improvement of the people, which are such as can be remedied by legislation.

The principal occupation in Ireland being agricultural, our first attention has been directed to that branch of industry. We are informed, both through private communications, and through Parliamentary and other public documents, that there is much unreclaimed land in Ireland which might be brought into cultivation, and that land already under cultivation might throughout Ireland be more efficiently worked, and thus increase the demand for labour. We wish to ascertain to what extent these statements are well founded, and whether the evil is attributable to want of capital or to want of skill, and whether there are any circumstances which have deterred British capitalists from coming to Ireland, or have prevented the investment in agriculture of capital actually existing in Ireland; and to what extent those circumstances have proved injurious;—in case the evil arises from a deficiency of skill in the tenantry, to ascertain whether there are any means by which a superior knowledge of agriculture can be diffused; whether it be possible generally to introduce those systems which, in Down, Armagh, and in other counties are reported to have produced the most beneficial results, both to the owner and to the occupier.
Other causes of inferior cultivation have been assigned, upon which it is necessary to possess information. Some of these respect corporate lands, lands of minors, lands in litigation, lands held under custodiam, &c.; and more particularly lands in possession of sub-landlords, whose interest is not sufficiently extensive to permit them to look beyond present gain, whilst the interest of the head landlord is too remote to induce him to lay out capital, the benefit of which could scarcely accrue to himself, even at a very distant time: others respect the conditions upon which the tenantry hold the land and buildings: others respect the means of communication, their absence, or their imperfect condition as creating an impediment between the grower and his market.

We are also about to inquire into the actual condition of the agricultural labourer as to food, clothing and habitation; and the terms upon which he possesses con- acre ground or holds as a cottier tenant.

We feel that in endeavouring to prevent the existence of destitution, we shall more strictly fulfil Your Majesty’s Commission, than if we merely devised means for alleviating misery after it had arisen. We shall feel deep pain should we ultimately be compelled to leave to any portion of the Peasantry of Ireland a continuation of distress on the one hand, or a mere offer of charity on the other. Far more grateful would be the office of recommending measures by which the industrious labourer might have the prospect of a constant field for his exertions, with a remuneration sufficient for his present demands, and admitting of a provision against those contingencies which attach to himself and to his family. It is our anxious wish to do more than diminish the wretchedness of portions of the working classes; we are most solicitous to place the whole of those classes in the greatest state of comfort which it may be within the reach of the Legislature permanently to provide, consistently with the good of the rest of society.

But even were there not that necessity which we are convinced there is for further inquiry to enable us to decide whether much of the now existing misery might be prevented, still we should be compelled to proceed in order to avoid recommending measures which might lead to new evils. We cannot otherwise tell what might be the effects upon those who are now able to support themselves, of any mode of relief which might be proposed; how far such mode of relief to those who are destitute might increase the amount of destitution. These are not idle fears, but such cautions as necessarily suggest themselves to those who are acquainted with the effects produced upon the labourers in England, by the public provision for the destitute in that country. Looking beyond the physical condition of the working classes, we also are desirous of guarding against the moral degradation which might follow in the train of measures benevolently intended, but ill-judged, when applied to a nation possessing the habits and being in the peculiar situation of the People of Ireland.

Having heard complaints within and out of Parliament, that we have consumed much time and money in prosecuting our inquiry, we avail ourselves of this opportunity of soliciting the attention of Your Majesty to one or two remarks on these alleged grounds of complaint. Your Majesty’s Commission bears date 25th September 1838; we have therefore to the present time been occupied one year and ten months. We have the fullest reason to believe that we shall have completed the Evidence before the close of the autumn, and that we shall then be able to lay an additional portion of it before Your Majesty, accompanied by some recommendations as to certain parts of the subject referred to us; and that early in February we shall be able to close the Commission by a final Report. Whether the time occupied by the Commission be or be not unreasonably long, must wholly depend upon the nature and extent of the subject; the extent of the district to which it refers; the number of classes of persons in those districts whom it peculiarly concerns; the willingness and ability for giving the required information possessed by those of whom the Inquiry must be made; and, finally, upon the minuteness of the investigation. To estimate fairly the time necessary for an Inquiry, without considering those circumstances, would be impossible: One Commission might be fairly accused of being dilatory, though it had existed but six months; whilst another might have been most active and diligent, and yet have extended over several years. An Inquiry for obtaining an accurate body of Statistics—for ascertaining the numbers of each religious denomination in a country,
a country, would require far less time than an Inquiry for instance into the mental and moral effects produced upon a population by various systems of Education.

An Inquiry into the circumstances which retard the prosperity of a nation, and into those circumstances which might improve its general condition, (the objects of our Inquiry) is clearly very different in its scope and difficulty from an Inquiry into the effects of a single Institution, as for instance into Corporations. For an Inquiry relative to Corporations is not only confined to the effects of a single institution, but even to its effects upon a very small portion of a community. In like manner an Inquiry into the administration and operation of an existing system of Poor Laws, though most extensive as regards the district of country and the classes of persons affected—including the whole Country and its Population—is yet comparatively very limited in the subject. An Inquiry as to whether any measures can improve the condition of a people, might and would include an investigation into the immediate and remote effects, both on morals and on production, of every law and every usage. It must embrace every class of the community, in every district of the country.

No Commission could possibly be entrusted with a wider or more complicated subject for its investigation than ours; few Commissioners, perhaps, ever received such wide instructions. Few Commissions have had a greater district over which to extend their examinations. None could have had a larger portion of a community to consult. None have had a community in which information was more difficult to collect than that of Ireland; and we think the Evidence which we now lay before Your Majesty will show that the minuteness and accuracy of investigation will bear a comparison with the known results of any other inquiry. Thus, whilst no other inquiry has upon any one point exceeded in difficulty that with which we have had to contend, we have had to encounter the combined difficulties of all other inquiries.

These remarks are not made under the impression that Your Majesty has considered us to have been dilatory in our proceedings: they are not made with the desire to disparage the labours of others; nor to claim for ourselves any peculiar merit. They are made because we know that on the close of our labours a period will have elapsed rather exceeding that occupied by several very effective inquiries, particularly by that on the English Poor Laws. We refer to that inquiry, because the highest estimate has been formed of the manner in which it was conducted, both as regards diligence and accuracy, and because we feel that in measuring our labours, and the time they are likely to occupy, by such a standard, we shall have taken the surest mode of showing that we have used the utmost diligence.

With a view to lighten as far as possible the arduous duties attaching to us, the collection and the arrangement of the Evidence, and the general machinery of all Commissions being to a great extent similar, a Secretary was appointed who possessed experience in such occupations, and who was therefore likely to anticipate many facilities and difficulties which would escape the observation of those who were not equally practised. From the similarity in many respects of an Inquiry into the operation of the Poor Laws in England, and an Inquiry into the condition of the poorer classes in Ireland, the Secretary to the former Inquiry was appointed. But the business of the English Inquiry having been prolonged beyond the period anticipated, he was not permitted to join us till six months after the Commission had been in operation, and consequently the experience by which we were to benefit, and thus to shorten our labours, was withheld during a very important period of our sittings.

With regard to the economy with which we have conducted the Inquiry, this cannot, any more than the time, be justly estimated without considering the extent and difficulty of the duties, and the manner in which they have been performed. An Inquiry which contains but one branch can, of course, be conducted for a smaller sum than one which contains three or four; for either an additional number of Assistant Commissioners will be required for the latter, or if an equal number only be employed, they must be continued during a far greater length of time. Again, a Commission, the examinations of which can be conducted by Assistant Commissioners acting singly, will be at far less expense than
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than one the examinations of which must be taken before two Assistant Commissioners. On the English Poor Law Inquiry, the Assistant Commissioners were only engaged during three months; the Assistant Commissioners on this Inquiry have been constantly employed during nearly eighteen months. The great expenditure upon every Inquiry of this description consists in the travelling expenditure of the Assistant Commissioners. Had it been possible to bring before a Parliamentary Committee the same description and the same number of witnesses as have been examined before our Assistant Commissioners, twenty times the amount of our expenditure would not have sufficed: and yet the value of Evidence depends chiefly upon the number of persons examined, and upon the number of districts about which information is gained.

We cannot conclude this sketch of our proceedings up to the present period, without remarking that, having been appointed to inquire into the condition of that portion of Your Majesty's Irish subjects, who are or may be considered as requiring relief, we have felt it our duty to devote our attention, in the first instance, to those classes in which distress was known or supposed principally to prevail. We think it necessary to make this observation, in consequence of our Evidence containing so few details as to the condition of the poor placed in more favourable circumstances. We know that there is a very large number of instances in which through the benevolent and judicious devotion of individuals to the personal superintendence of their estates, and the improvement of the condition of their poorer neighbours, much misery has been alleviated, and much wholly prevented.

All which We humbly certify to Your Majesty.

Richd. Dublin. (L.S.)
D. Murray. (L.S.)
Charles Vignoles. (L.S.)
R. More O'Ferrall. (L.S.)
James Carlile. (L.S.)
P. Hort. (L. S.)
John Corrie. (L.S.)
J. L. W. Naper. (L.S.)
W. B. Wrightson. (L.S.)
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APPENDIX (A)

DESERTED AND ORPHAN CHILDREN.

Persons who attended the Examination.

John Boroughs, labourer.—Joseph Botherell, servant to Mr. St. George.—John Burke, esq. —Rev. J. Fitzgerald, roman-catholic rector.—Dr. Hartnett.—Dr. Kelly.—James Lynch, labourer.—Rev. J. Mara, protestant rector.—John O'Flahertry, esq.—John Ryan, labourer.—R. J. Mansegrn St. George, esq., Headfort Castle.—Mr. C. Jamison, merchant.—Lawrence Toole, carman.—Rev. J. Walsh, roman-catholic rector.

"There have been no children deserted in this parish for these last three years; before the discontinuance of the practice, the average was one each year; they were always watched, until taken up by some persons; and I have reason to believe that they were left by strangers."—(Marz.)

"There are fewer desertions than there were formerly, the principal cause of which is, that there is now no assessment made by the vestry for their support."—(St. George.) — "About four years ago a dead child was found in this parish."—(Ryan.)—"The working classes here could not lay by one halfpenny; it is seldom tried by any except the farmers; the latter might be able to lay something up for their children to assist them if they were left orphans; the others are too poor."—(Ryan.)—"When they get constant work they might, and do."—(St. George.)

"Orphans are chiefly supported by small collections made at chapel and from house to house."—(Walsh.)—"I know two orphan children who are supported by a poor man who is an insolvent, and was badly able to do it; he is in gaol for the Foundling Hospital: —(Walsh.)—"

The Foundling Hospital was open, it was much less expense to send them up to Dublin than to pay for nursing them in the parish."—(St. George.)—"I think the closing of the Foundling Hospital was a loss; I should be in favour of re-opening it."—(St. George.)

"I knew many children to have been kept in the country rather than send them to the Foundling Hospital."—(Walsh.)—"I think the people are, generally speaking, content with the present state as regards deserted children; it would be very difficult to establish a legislative interference that would not be calculated to increase the number of desertions. The Foundling Hospital was good in the days wherein it existed, because as the children were brought up in the faith of the established church, the mothers made every exertion to maintain them rather than put them in the way of being brought up in a faith uncongenial to their opinions; it was therefore a great check to desertion, without being so severe a one as to produce infanticide, for any that were deserted were brought in such a manner as to be brought under the eyes of the churchwardens."—(St. George.)

"I am a widow. My daughter also is a widow. I am rearing a foundling, who is now 12 years old. I have a cabin, for which I pay 8s. a year rent; I am two years in arrear. I was not able to work hard for the last three years; before that, I used to manufacture a bit of canvass to pay my rent. I often go with the risk of my life to places for the neighbours, striving to earn something. For one day that we have enough to eat, we are two days that we have not. I attend the sick sometimes. I need not risk myself at all, but for the little boy, who must have something to eat. I received altogether £6 1s. 4d. from the parish for supporting the child. The people are unwilling to pay the cess; I do not think they were able. The blanket that was on my bed I cut up to make two little petticoats for the child. I do not know what kitchen means; I am not able to buy a half-penny-worth of milk in the fortnight, and have not tasted even a herring these three months; o.5. I get
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Any children that are deserted are supposed to be illegitimate. There have been some instances of their perishing before they were discovered, but they have been very few.

From the present rate of wages and quantity of employment given to laborers, it would be impossible to reserve what would support their children, in case of their being left orphans; they never attempt it. How are they to attempt making such a provision, when the rate of wages is not sufficient for their support, if they have large families? The support of orphans generally falls upon the nearest relatives. Formerly, and even within these latter years, the churchwardens took charge of deserted children.

At the last assizes the Protestant clergy sought for presentments from the going judge assize, but few parishes obtained what was requisite; it is hoped, however, that at the spring assizes what is required will be done. The churchwardens do not now, in several parishes, take charge of children who have been deserted. At last Easter there was no appointment of such officers; there was responsibility and risk and odium attached to it; and it was severe to inflict upon Protestants exclusively such an office.

No parochial provision was ever contemplated by the Irish laws for any children but those who had been deserted.

They were usually (when taken charge of by the churchwardens) put out to nurse; they were always taken good care of, and had great tenderness shown them. The clergy visit them, and the churchwardens see them, at the periods when those who take care of them are paid. Five pounds per annum is the highest sum which can be expended on the support of each child. Heretofore the sum was provided by a vestry assessment; but since that was abolished it has been sought for, under a special law, from the going judge of assize.

There is no Foundling-hospital to which they can be sent. I never heard of any complaints being made concerning the distribution of the fund by the churchwardens. Those deserted children who were taken care of by the churchwardens were, under the direction of the vestry, apprenticed to trades or as servants.

There was as little as an apprentice fund levied on the parish. When children are deserted at a more advanced age than what may be termed infancy, the law makes no provision for them, and they generally become beggars. I think the practice of taking care of deserted children increases the number of desertions; but if no charge were taken of them, might not a worse crime and consequence be apprehended? Desertion has not decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. The parish still afforded protection to the deserted. It may be remarked, however, that the Foundling-hospital discontinued the indiscriminate reception of children long before it closed.

The present system certainly requires improvement; the provision is now no longer by vestry, but from the grand jury through the judge. The superintendence of churchwardens either has been or will soon be withheld, and the office itself will cease altogether.

The improvement which I would propose, is to commit the superintendence of deserted children exclusively to the parochial ministry, I mean the ministry of the Established Church, and that the funds requisite be entrusted to their hands, and the due administration thereof be accounted for before the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, whose duty it should be made to control this expenditure.

Evidence of the Archbishop of Tuam, written by himself:

Parish Tuam.
Town of Tuam.
Bar. Clare.

Deserted and Orphan Children.

Connought, County Galway.

Examinations taken by
Frances Digges, Esq.
W. T. McCollough, Esq.,

Parish Kilcummin,
Bar. Magdalen.

I got no meal since the time it was given out by the committee. I cannot spin wool, but sometimes get a stone of potatoes from a neighbour for spinning one pound of flax; a cripple, three feet high, might spin flax, but it requires a strong person to spin wool. A woman would get 6d. a dozen for yarn 15 years ago, but now she would not get 3d. —(Mary Carr.)

"Mary Carr is a fair specimen of the widows. I believe there are 50 in the parish, who are living upon the brink of professional mendicancy, and supported by the bounty of the neighbours." —(George Cottington.) —"A strange woman come into the parish about nine years ago, and left a child with a woman, to whom she gave 1l. I gave the woman with whom the child was left 3l. for two years; she is wife to one of the poorest men in the country; they were obliged, last winter, to get clothes and meal to keep the life in them, on credit, and were wretchedly uneasy until it was paid, which set them very hard." —(H. Flanagan.)

"There are no regular books kept in the parish. You will find in the account, perhaps, an entry of the whole amount of assessment, and the payment of the sexton and the clerk; but we never kept any account of the sums due for the support of children; 3 l. yearly were voted for Carr's child, but I believe it was paid in full to her; I do not think the book will show how much she got, nor can I tell it: Mr. Carr got the most part of the collections made at the church. The collection is sometimes 1 d. and sometimes 1 d. a week, it never exceeds 1 s., except on festival days." —(Rev. Mr. Wilson.) —"I collected the full amount of vestry cess from the year 1824 to 1829; I levied it from all the villages equally. I think it would be quite impossible to collect it by itself, I would not attempt it, but being high constable during those years, I found it easy to collect it along with the other taxes. The last assessment was made last Easter 12 months, there was no attempt made to levy it; the year before there was hardly any of the cess levied." —(Mr. Edmund O'Flaherty.)
into the STATE OF THE POORER CLASSES IN IRELAND.

The general opinion was against provision by vestry, as has recently been expressed. How far the mode by grand jury presentment will be more generally acceptable, is yet to be proved.

Evidence of Dr. M'Hale, &c. Archbishop of Tuam, as written by himself.

There is scarcely an example (I never heard of any) of legitimate children having been deserted. There are not any funds for the support of deserted children; few of them are sheltered or educated by the religious orders. The churchwarden does not always take charge of them.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. William Birmingham, woollen-dyer.—Rev. Dr. Burke, roman-catholic rector of this parish and dean of Dunmore.—George Clendenning, esq., magistrate.—Mr. Collins, a gentleman connected with the press.—Richard Gibbons, small farmer of 12 acres.—Mr. Large, clerk of petty sessions and churchwarden.—Matthew M'Donivel, esq. magistrate.—Robert W. McIvair, esq., magistrate.—William McIver, small farmer of 12 acres.—Edward McNally, weaver.—John Reilly, labourer.—Thomas Reilly, labourer.—Mr. George Woods, general merchant.—Mr. John Wynne, general merchant.

Mr. Large, churchwarden, says: "The parochial assessment for the support of deserted children has been discontinued for three years. Since that time only one child has been deserted, though the practice had previously been very common. This child is supported by a subscription among the richer classes.

The number of orphans has been lately very much increased by the prevalence of cholera. Mr. Large, having been one of the officers of health, has had an opportunity of judging of their numbers, which he thinks cannot be under 500, of children below the age of 12 years, left without father or mother. He says a subscription was raised at the time for their relief, by which perhaps one-fourth of them were assisted. Some of them were clothed, so as to fit them to be taken as helpers into farmers' houses or families in the town. Some got provisions that kept them together for a few months. If the parents had held land, and any of the family were able to hold it on, they were never disturbed in the possession, and the arrear due by the parents was generally forgiven them. I cannot call to mind any instance in which some of the family were not able to hold on the farm. What became of the other three-fourths has not fallen under my notice, but from what I know of the habits of the country people, I must suppose that a large proportion were sheltered by relatives or neighbours, by whom the services of the elder children would be deemed nearly as equivalent for their food; the younger would be a dead weight on them. A very large number must have been reduced to begging; the children of the town labourers, particularly, could scarcely have any other resource. Mr. McIver and Reilly think there cannot be less than 40 to 50 orphans begging in the town alone, and mention one case of three children, the eldest about eight years old, not having a single friend to look after them, who may be seen every day going together from door begging for food; their door begging publicly. They get from any of the poorer classes. McNally, who lives in the country, says: "In the houses next to me, on each side, two families of children, one consisting of four, the other of three, were last year left orphans, their fathers and mothers being carried off within a few hours of each other by cholera. In the former case the parents held a rood of land, on which they had planted some potatoes before their death. The children received some assistance from the subscription fund mentioned above, which helped them until their crop was fit for use. Their cabin fell in, and the neighbours rebuilt it, and whenever they came short of provisions the neighbours were ready to assist them, but they never begged publicly. The eldest was a boy, of 12 years; a merchant, out of charity, gives him some employment in his store, which enables him to do something for himself and his brother and sisters. I, myself, took one of them, a girl, into my own house; I am a weaver, and she winds some quilts for me; I took her in from charity, but this makes it come easier to me. The other family of three got no assistance from the subscription fund. My daughter took one of them into her house for charity, though no way related, but as a neighbour; the child makes herself of use, she minds an infant for her while she is otherwise engaged. Their aunt, a hard struggling widow, undertook the support of the other two. This is the way orphan children are dispersed, through their charitable neighbours and relatives, if they have any such to look after them; if they have not they must beg."

The witnesses do not know any instance of an infant being left an orphan without elder brothers or sisters to take charge of it. If such occurred there would most probably be found some relatives of the parents to undertake the care of it.

* McNally is a very poor man, a weaver; he has not constant employment; but may earn on an average 3s. a week. He holds half an acre of land.
Persons who attended the Examination.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG, esq., at present engaged building a bridge, and employs many labourers.—EDWARD ATKINSON, esq., merchant and churchwarden.—JAMES BROWNE, labourer.—WILLIAM CALDWELL, esq., c. c.—THADY CURRAN, labourer.—PATRICK COOPER, labourer.—Rev. Mr. COSTELLO, parish priest.—Mr. MARTIN CULNESS, classical teacher.—R. DEVANIS, esq., m. d.—JOHN DUFFY, labourer.—JORDAN FENTON, broken down labourer.—CATHERINE FLYNN, beggar.—OWEN GALAGHER, broken down labourer.—WILLIAM HANLEY, labourer.—MARY HANLEY, beggar.—Mr. JOHN IRVIN, farmer.—WILLIAM KILROY, labourer's widow.—STEPHEN LOFTUS, esq., merchant.—JAMES LOFTUS, labourer.—Mr. MICHAEL M'NAMARA, labourer.—Mr. JOHN MOLLOY, farmer, and owner of a number of labourer's cabins.—THOMAS O'HARA, labourer.—DOMINICK WALDRON, labourer.—Rev. Mr. VERSHOLLE, protestant rector.

There are at present four deserted children in the parish, all of whom were deserted more than two years ago; they were at first supported by parochial assessment; but for the last two years the parishioners have refused to assess themselves for that purpose; some giving reason that no churchwarden would undertake to collect the assessment; others, that it operated as an encouragement to the practice of desertion. There have been no desertions since the assessment has ceased, which all the witnesses agree in considering as a consequence of this cessation, "for while the funds were forthcoming there was no lack of applications." The support of the children deserted before that time now falls on the nurses with whom they were put out by the churchwardens, before the collection of the parochial funds for their support ceased. Assistance of a few shillings is occasionally given from the poor-money collected at the protestant church. John Walsh, a labourer, one of the persons on whom the support of three foundlings has now devolved, says: "I have seven children of my own, from nine months to 18 years of age, to support. Four years ago my wife undertook the care of a foundling for 6s. per month; we were regularly paid for the first and second years; the third year, I processed the churchwardens and recovered the amount. 2s. is now due to me, and if I had it, it would enable me to release my cowrace potatoes. But though I know the churchwarden is accountable to me for the money, the law is little protection to me, as I am too poor to pay for it. I worked yesterday for 6d., and have no work to get to-day, and the expense of filing and serving the process and the attorney's fees would amount to 4s. 6d."

No instance of infanticide has occurred for several years, nor any of deserted children perishing before discovered.

Mr. Atkinson mentions an instance of the inhabitants of a village where a child was deserted undertaking the support of it four years ago, at a time when funds were levied for that purpose off the parish, and they might have relieved themselves of the burden by an application to the churchwarden. They passed the child from house to house, leaving it a few weeks at each, as they had agreed on among them, until it came to a married couple, who, having no children, adopted it, and have since cared for it as their own. Mr. Atkinson cannot explain the indifference of the villagers to ridding themselves of the burden otherwise than by supposing that each individual might have thought it less trouble to support the child for a few weeks than to take it four or five miles to the churchwarden, where probably he had some doubt of succeeding in his application.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Cong. Village Cong.

Blake, esq., police officer.—FRANCIS BURKE, esq.—Mr. BUTLER, large farmer.—WILLIAM BUTLER, landholder, 10 acres.—Rev. Mr. CAMPBELL, protestant rector, and magistrate.—ELWOOD, esq., magistrate.—Mr. JOHN ELWOOD, shopkeeper.—JOHN FING, esq., magistrate and resident proprietor.—THOMAS HOPKINS, labourer.—MICHAEL HYNEE, butcher.—WALTER JENNINGS, labourer.—Mr. M'DONEL, large farmer.—PETER MOLONY, weaver.—ANTHONY O'BRIEN, stone-cutter.—Rev. Mr. WALDRON, roman-catholic rector.

No child has been deserted in this parish for several years; and the case of a young child, or family of children, deprived of both their parents, is rare; when it does occur, they are taken care of by the relatives of the parents, if they can afford it, or if the parents have left any means; if not, the eldest would beg with or for the youngest. O'Brien mentions one case of two very young children deprived of their parents, and having no friend to provide for them; he himself gave them lodging in his house for a year-and-a-half, while they begged for their food, which he could not afford them.
Persons who attended the Examination.

John Barns, cottier, holds 2½ acres.—John Cox, farmer, holding 8 acres.—James Frehill, cottier, holds 18 acres.—James Gallagher, farmer, 7 acres.—Rev. Mr. Gibbons, roman-catholic rector.—Mr. Austin Gibbons, assistant to Mr. Durkin, apothecary.—Miles Joyce, cottier, holds 2½ acres.—Pat Mally, an old man past his labour, did hold 2 acres.—Roger McDonogh, cottier, holds 2½ acres.—Pat McDonnell, farmer, holding 8 acres.—William McEvil, farmer, 5 acres.—Rev. Mr. Potter, protestant curate.—Mr. Reed, land-steward to Marquis of Sligo, the principal proprietor of the parish.

Only one child has been deserted in this parish for several years, and the instances altogether have been so rare that the witnesses cannot say whether the practice is on the decline or otherwise; nothing can be ascertained of the number of orphans. The witnesses do not recollect an instance of an infant being deprived of both its parents; orphans of a more advanced age sometimes beg, and sometimes are sheltered by the neighbours, particularly when old enough to render some assistance about the house or farm.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Edward Burke, farmer of 13 acres.—Brien Deane, cooper and small farmer.—Edmund Dickson, mendicant.—James Donoghoe, bailiff to Major Bingham, the principal proprietor in the parish.— Widow Early.—William Fragus, bailiff to Mr. Everard.—Dominick Frehill, labourer.—Widow Geraghty.—Martin Horan, labourer.—Captain Ireland, stipendiary magistrate.—Pat Lavelle, labourer.—Rev. Mr. Lyons, parish priest.—Mr. Wm. Meredith, chief constable of police.—Captain Nugent, magistrate.—Mr. O'Brien, parish schoolmaster.—Frank O'Donnell, labourer, impotent from age.—Hugh O'Mally, cottier.—Widow Reilly.

No children have been deserted in this parish within the recollection of any of the witnesses. There have been a few cases of infanticide, in which the children have been invariably believed illegitimate: two such cases have happened within the last two years, both supposed to have been caused by the father's refusal to support the child. In one case, the mother was turned out of doors by her parents, partly for the disgrace she brought on them, partly from their inability to support an increase of family; under these circumstances, and being unable to support the child by any industry of her own, she was driven to the commission of the crime.

There is a great number of orphan children through the villages, their number being greatly increased since cholera visited this district; they live mostly by begging, their relatives being for the most part too poor to undertake the support of them. Many of them between the ages of 12 and 18 hire with the small farmers, perhaps for one quarter, and beg the next. During spring and harvest they may obtain some casual employment, but in winter and summer begging is their only resource. This applies only to orphans above 12 years, below that age they must beg through the whole year; the elder beg for the younger children; and if any be old enough to marry, all the others fall in upon them for support.

Persons who attended the Examination.


The year before last, the number of deserted children in the parish was eight; there are now six on the list; five within the last three years. All who are deserted are supposed to be illegitimate. The mother either stays near the child, to see what becomes of it, or if fear or shame induces her to leave the neighbourhood, she generally returns soon after to know the result; more children are left in houses than in the fields or on the road. The working classes could certainly not provide for their children, in the event of their being orphans. "How could I do it," said Mr. O'Brien, "when I have not regular work perhaps more than three or four days in the week, at 8d. a day?" There is scarcely any observation to be made on the provision for deserted children; the cases are so few, that no distinct opinion is entertained by the majority of intelligent persons on the subject, and the recent changes in the law have not yet had time to be understood or practised. There is no orphan institution of any kind, no hospital for foundlings, or apprentice fund, in the parish. There would be much less expense in nursing foundlings in the country than in providing for them in an hospital. The women who nurse them become almost invariably attached to them, and rear them as their own children. There has been no observable increase or decrease in the number of deserted children. There is a general regret throughout the country, that the number has not increased.
the National Hospital should have been closed. "I am opposed," said Mr. Devine, "upon religious grounds, to the re-establishment of the Foundling-hospital." The people have the same feeling, and are also opposed to it, because it separated, for life, the child from the unfortunate mother.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Dr. Blindell, protestant rector of Kilkivan.—Rev. John Boyd, catholic curate of Kilkivan.—Francis Clancy, farmer.—Cox Cotton, small farmer.—James Coulon, potter.—Mr. Thomas Dillon, shopkeeper.—James Gaffney, working mason.—Capt. Gray, Dalfield.—John Kelly, labourer.—Rev. Peter McDermott, catholic curate of Kilkivan.—Thomas McGrath, esq., J. P. Curator.—O'Connan Don, Clonalice.—Mr. George Vaughan, farmer.—William R. Wills, esq. Castlebar.—Owen Young, esq., Harristown.

There are five at present on the list; none have been added to the number for the last 12 months, and the habit of deserting is greatly decreasing within the last 10 years; there was once instance last year of a child perishing before it was discovered. Looking to the wages in this country, it was considered that no man could lay by a provision for his children; but Kelly stated, he knew a man who went to England for four years, to harvest-work, and at his death left his daughter 30 l.: but here, between funerals and holidays, and days lost attending markets and fairs, and not having any certain employment for the remainder, they never successfully attempt it. In the barony there are no religious houses where deserted children could find shelter. According to the laws providing for deserted children, it is compulsory on the vestry to assess for wages. In case of refusal, application is to be made to the judge of assize; no such applications have been made. As to the comparative expense of deserted children reared in the Foundling-hospital and those brought up among the peasantry, the hospital provision was much more expensive. As to their comparative morals, many brought up in the Foundling-hospital have turned out badly; cannot tell of the others. To the question, "Were not the latter obliged to beg when a few years old?" it was answered, "That the practice of taking charge of them by the parish was too recent to allow of one judging of the fact." The custom of supporting deserted children by the parish of course leads to their desertion, but desertion of children has materially decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. On the point of further legislative interference, it was conceived advisable to extend the provisions of the Acts at present in force, making it compulsory on the grand jury to assess to a fixed amount for children up to the age that they are able to go to work for their own support.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Killinora and Carros.
John Byrne, esq.—Rev. Patrick Conispe, catholic curate.—Thomas Conispe, labourer.—Mr. James Elliott, miller.—Mr. John Finnern, general shopkeeper.—Rev. J. Fitzherald, catholic rector.—Matthew Kelly, weaver.—Mr. Michael Kelly, farmer.—Thomas Kenny, labourer.—John E. Maguire, esq.—James Rattigan, beggar.

There are three deserted children for the last four years in the Union, and the practice of deserting children had decreased. There was not any reason to suppose that any of those deserted were legitimate, nor was any instance known where the child perished before it was discovered. As to the labouring man's ability to provide for his children, neither he nor the small farmer can save anything, if it was the will of God to take him away, to leave for the support of his children. Since the abolition of the vestry-cess, in order to save the expense of collecting the small funds that by the late Act of Parliament a vestry was still left power to assess for providing for deserted children, we have annually made collections in the chapels and collect adequate funds.

The instances of children losing both parents are extremely rare, and when they do arise, some relative or neighbour is found willing to befriend the destitute orphan.

The expenditure on each child by the parish is about 4 l. or 5 l. to the nurse.

Persons who attended the Examination.

County Sligo.
Rev. Edward Alward, protestant curate.—Mr. James Barber, land agent.—Dr. Coulter, dispensary surgeon.—John Fenny, labourer.—Michael Fenny, labourer.—William P. Fenny, farmer.—Mr. P. McTuckan, farmer.—James Mulven, labourer.—Rev. Michael O'Callaghan, p. p.—Rev. Mr. Saundersson, presbyterian minister.—C. Symson, farmer.

There is not a single deserted child in the parish; there are many orphans, but they are all supported by their relations. There have been only two cases of deserted children within the last five years; and since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin, the practice of desertion has been on the decrease. No further legislative interference is deemed necessary for the protection of deserted children, as a certainty of support would increase the number.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. GEORGE DAWSON, impropriate curate of Aghade, and vicar of Ballin.—Rev. Mr. KINSELLA, P. P., of Ballin.—Mr. MICHAEL LENNON, miller and farmer.—Mr. THOMAS TOMLISON, farmer.

At the time of our visit, the Rev. Mr. Dawson had not in his portion of the district under consideration a single deserted child, nor had a case of desertion occurred during the previous three years. On the other hand, the Rev. Mr. Kinsella informed us, that within the limits of his (the Catholic) parish, there were four deserted children and eight orphans, and he estimated at about the number of desertions each year; and nearly as many orphans were left unprovided for.

The number of desertions continues steady, and the children exposed are for the most part illegitimate.

The scanty wages of the labouring man render it impossible for him to leave anything to his children; and when these are left orphans at an early age, they are generally brought up by some charitable neighbour, and when old enough are expected to provide for themselves. The law provides for the deserted only, and in order to obtain the benefit of it, it is only necessary that the churchwardens should receive an affidavit from the person finding the child that the parents are unknown; and that the child should appear to be under 12 months old. Sometimes deserted children have recourse to begging, when a few years old. Mr. Kinsella “recollects a family of four children who supported themselves in this way, until they were able to earn wages by going to service.”

There is no foundling-hospital; and neither the practice of taking charge of deserted children, nor the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital, has had any influence on the amount of desertion within the district. It is thought that the present system works well, and that any further legislative interference might have the effect of increasing the practice.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Lieut. JAMES BATTERSBY, magistrate, chief constable of police.—Rev. Mr. BLOOD, presbyterian clergyman.—Mr. ROBERT BROWN, secretary to the grand jury.—Mr. E. BUTLER, magistrate.—Mr. Byrne, 11 years in the employ of Mr. Coffee, brewer.—Mr. John Coffee, malster and brewer.

—THOMAS Cox, esq., distiller and merchant.—Rev. MICHAEL Dwyer, R. C. curate.—Mr. SAML. Haughton, general merchant and storekeeper.—Mr. T. Haughton, magistrate.—ADAM Jackson, esq.—STANLEY Johnson, baker.—Robert Kenna, labourer, in the employ of Mr. Coffee, brewer.—ROBERT Lawlor, grocer.—Joseph Lynch, working carpenter and builder.—Mr. Francis Montgomery, apothecary.—Right Rev. Dr. Nolan, R. C. bishop.—Mr. MEade Nesbett Stone, physician.—Rev. George Vernon, rector of the parish.

The number of deserted children in the parish at present is about 10, and for the last three years is three. Desertions are not increasing here. The deserted children are supposed to be illegitimate, and, in many cases, parish before they are discovered. Considering the wages of the labouring classes, it was considered impossible for parents to lay by any provision for their children in case of their becoming orphans; neither is it ever attempted. Deserted children are neither supported by private contributions, nor brought up by religious houses; nor are there any general subscriptions, by the poorer classes, of small sums for the purpose of having them nursed and reared.

The construction put on the laws about the provision for deserted children requires that the child must be under 12 months old, found destitute and deserted, and without any trace as to the parents. If at the vestry the parishioners disagree about the provision for a deserted child, then the clergyman applies to the sitting judge of assize, who gives a “flat” on the parish, which is afterwards collected by the chief constable of the barony. The churchwarden always takes charge of deserted children, as overseer of deserted children, but not in his character of churchwardens. The reason why deserted children only are provided for by the parish is, the law does not make provision for any other. The churchwardens, as overseers, always put the child to nurse to some woman in the parish, so that as the child may be often brought to them for inspection; and if the child is old enough to go to school, a certificate of attendance is required from the master of the “Carlow public day-school;” the children must be brought up protestants. The limit of expenditure for each child is 5½ late Irish currency, which is drawn from a fund raised by parochial assessment; the assessment on the parish is made in proportion to the number of children on the list; and made on the valuation of the holdings by the parishioners assembled at vestry, who appoint an apportioning committee. Before the allotment can be collected, it must be produced at next Easter meeting, where the parishioners have the power of making objections; and if still dissatisfied, have the power of applying to the barrister at next quarter sessions.

In this parish there have been no reason for being discontented with the distribution of this fund by the churchwardens, nor have they been guilty of any peculation. There is no foundling hospital where deserted children could be sent, since the one in Dublin was closed two years ago. The children are not yet old enough to be apprenticed, the hospital being but two years closed; besides, there is no apprentice fund.
The expense of sending deserted children to nurse among the peasantry is much greater than providing for them in the Foundling-hospital; the charge at present being an annual one of 5l., instead of, as heretofore, that sum covering the entire charge at the Foundling-hospital.

Children who have been deserted have been remarked in their course through life to be ill-conducted, owing to carelessness in selecting proper masters. Mr. Vernon says, “I have been told by some children, on my examining with them, that during their apprenticeship they were made to sleep with the pigs, and otherwise ill-treated.” There was no instance known of children, not provided for by the parish, being obliged to beg to support themselves. There are no children supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. It was considered that the desertion of children may be encouraged by the practice of taking charge of them. Desertion of children has not increased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital. The Rev. Mr. Vernon and Mr. Jackson would suggest, as advisable, some power to raise a fund for apprenticing children at a certain age; and the Rev. Mr. Dwyer is of opinion, that the religious persuasion of the child ought not to be limited to any particular denomination, but decided by the majority of the rate-payers.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Hon. and Rev. Dean Bernard, rector of Wells, West Idronc.—Mr. Patrick Bowlger, former Kilcarick.-Robert Brophy, shoemaker.—Mr. William Corrigan, parish priest.—James Dunlop, millwright and carpenter.—Mr. Dowling, brewer and grocer.—John Hanahan, labourer.—Lient. Hugh Hawes, chief constable of police.—Rev. Mr. Kehoe, parish priest, Leaghan, barony of West Idronc.—Mr. Richard Keene, merchant.—Mr. John Lillie, draper.—Thomas Litten, esq., Bagnalstown.—Rev. Mr. McMahon, catholic curate of Wells, West Idronc.—John Magee, brewer and farmer, Leaghan, barony of West Idronc.—Mr. Patrick Moran, grocer and merchant, Leaghan.—William O'Neill, esq.—Mr. Terence O'Neill, inn-keeper and farmer, Leaghan.—Rev. Mr. Andrew Phelan, Roman-catholic curate.—Colonel Rochfort, magistrate, Clonmagha.—Rev. Samuel Roberts, parish priest, Leaghan.—Singleton, esq., farmer and merchant.—Mr. Patrick Tierney, grocer and farmer.—Mr. Henry Watson, general merchant, Leaghan.

Rev. Mr. Phelan says, “There are from 30 to 40 orphans supported either by their relations or by begging in the parish of Dunleeky.”

Dean Bernard and the Rev. Mr. Atkinson say, that in the parish of Wells there are two deserted children.

“Those desert children are invariably illegitimate, and supposed to be deserted with the hope that they will be better provided for than if the mothers were to try to rear them.”—(Rev. Mr. Atkinson, Esq.)

The children seldom perish before they are discovered. Mr. Singleton mentions one instance of a child who was found in the middle of a field without any marks of violence on its person. It was supposed to have perished from cold. In Wells, Dean Bernard only knows of one instance of infanticide within 12 years.

It is universally allowed that the labouring classes are quite unable to make any provision for their orphans, “from never having a shilling they can call their own.”

Colonel Rochfort says, “The orphans are frequently supported by the relations, and are sometimes taken by families and brought up as their own children; but the law only allows a provision for children under 12 months old, found destitute and deserted, and sometimes presentments are obtained from the judge of assize where the parish has neglected to support the child: the duty of attending to deserted children devolves on the parish overseer, by whom the children are usually sent to some woman in the parish to be nursed.”

The clergy generally go to see the children at the residence of the nurse, or they are brought to them. “Surely, when they want money,” the greatest amount of which allowed for each child is 5l., which is raised by parochial assessment, being an acreable rate in general.—(all concur.)

The Rev. Mr. Atkinson says, “Those children brought up by the parish nurses are much healthier than those reared in an institution.”

Col. Rochfort also states it as his opinion, “that those children who had been privately withheld by the nurses and brought up with their own children are infinitely more moral than those sent back to the Foundling-hospital and apprenticed out by them; many instances that he has known of those children being apprenticed out, have turned out very badly.” Rev. Mr. Atkinson corroborated this, and says, “that in almost all cases the females turn out badly.”

It is generally thought less expensive and a greater advantage to have the deserted children put out to nurse than sent to a foundling-hospital. Mr. Singleton says, “he knows no instance of a woman who has taken a child and guaranteed to bear the whole onus of its support for 40s. She stated that she was its grandmother. These children, after a residence of a few years, become in every way part members of the family, and are not treated as a separate class.”

Colonel Rochfort thinks the mortality greater amongst those children who are sent to the Foundling-hospital, than those who are reared in the parish, which probably may be attributed
attributed to the hardships suffered while travelling to the hospital, and that those who are nursed in the parish are much better off in every way, as they are generally sent to a house where there is a cow; and the people became so attached to them as to make no difference between them and their own children.

This facility of having illegitimate children well taken care of may increase the number of them, but it prevents infanticide—(all concurs).

Dean Bernard thinks the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital a matter of regret, and that it has been a cause of great inconvenience to the parochial clergy.

Colonel Rochfort thinks it desirable that illegitimate children should be left with the nurses, as they in general become quite attached to them, and it is with the greatest pain and reluctance that they will give them up.

Rev. Mr. Atkinson says he has known several instances of deserted children, when apprenticed out, running away from their masters and returning to their nurses.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Captain Carter., Reverend G. of them, but nursed in the and that it has been attempted by the labourers. They are not supported by private contributions, and the custom is decreasing. The left her child in the and is unable to provide for it. The children seldom perish before they are discovered; wages being at present only sufficient to support life, and the rents of cabins very high. Rev. Mr. Johnston and Mr. Doyne were both of opinion that parents could not lay up any provision in the event of their children becoming orphans; and the idea is not known or attempted by the labourers. They are not supported by private contributions as the poorer classes do not, by weekly subscriptions of 1d. or 2d., maintain them. To come under the operation of the laws for providing for deserted children, they must be under 12 months old, and no trace of their parents discovered.

Presentments for the maintenance of deserted children are obtained from the assessors when required. The churchwardens, since the extinction of vestry cess, do not invariably take charge of such children. The law provides for no others than children deserted in the parish; they are not put to nurse by churchwardens. There are none supported by the parish. There is no foundling-hospital to which deserted children can invariably be sent. There are five children supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. The Rev. B. Johnston said they were well clothed and fed, and 5s. per annum allowed for educating, and placed under the control of the Protestant rector. The practice of taking charge of deserted children leads to forsaking them, but on the other hand may prevent infanticide. The Rev. B. Johnston was assured by a most competent judge, that the increase of infanticide generally has been awful since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. The practice of desertion has decreased since it has closed. Further legislative interference on the point is considered necessary, and that the duty of the parochial officers ought to be more closely defined, and more imperative. Rev. Mr. Johnston stated that he suffered severely by the uncertain state of the law in the parish of St. Canice in Kilkenny, where four children were left at different times on his premises, under the idea that he was bound to provide for them.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

James Bayne, publican and farmer.—Very Rev. Mr. Flanagan.—Edward Marks, labourer.

Patrick Mulvany, tillage farmer.—J. T. Nangle, esq. J. P., resident country gentleman.—Rev. Eugene O'Reilly, catholic curate.—Rev. Mr. Palmer, protestant rector.

There are five deserted children in these parishes. Rev. Mr. Flanagan says, in 27 years they have not amounted to one in two years, and do not appear to increase or decrease. There is no instance of a legitimate child being deserted. A few have perished before they have been discovered. Deserted children are supported by Sunday collections at the chapel; some by charitable individuals.

Mr. Nangle says, some are supported by grand jury presentments. The Rev. Mr. Flanagan says, the protestant minister applied for such presentments, and obtained 5l. for one deserted child. When money is raised by presentment, the minister sends the child to be nursed. One instance occurred where the person appointed to collect money for the nursing of a deserted child.
served child, having promised payment to the nurse, and not being able to collect, was obliged by the magistrates to pay it himself; he was afterwards remunerated by grand jury presentment. Some time after it was discovered that the father of the child was the brother to the collector; he ascended to America on the discovery being made. Five pounds is the amount allowed for each child. Vote of vesty empowers a collection on the parish. The parishioners invariably refuse to pay; application is then made for grand jury presentment, which is always granted. The children nursed by parish subscriptions are sent to farmers when able to work; and though they are more strong, more healthy, and better in morals than those brought up in the Dublin Foundling-hospital, yet they do not turn out as well as those brought up by their parents. All concur in thinking that the practice of taking care of their being neglected. So is the highest sum that can be paid for it was deserted in the parish; the mother was observed to conceal herself near the spot, and remained there during the day until the child was taken up.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Robert Archbold, esq. magistrate.—Bryan Bouger, labourer.—Mr. John Corcoran, farmer.—Thomas Doran, labourer.—Rev. Laurence Dunne, parish priest of Castledermot and Timolin.—Mr. John Dunne, farmer.—Rev. R. L. Fitzgibbon, parish curate of Castledermot.—Rev. Archbold Hamilton, vicar of Castledermot.—John Hutchinson, farmer.—Mr. Sylvester Kelly, farmer.—Michael Keogh, farmer.—Mr. Thomas Mac Donald, farmer.—Mr. James Mac Donald, farmer.—Mr. Patrick Magrath, farmer.—Mr. Daniel M'Loughlin, farmer.—Rev. Edward Murphy, catholic curate.—Mr. John Murphy, farmer.—John Murphy, farmer.—Charles Neal, farmer.—George Payne, esq.—James Payne.—Mr. Edward Scully (who took the census of this parish).—Michael Styles, farmer.

At the period of the visit of the Assistant Commissioners, there were six deserted children in the parish; and on an average of three years, they were informed that about two desertions occur annually. The Rev. Mr. Fitzgibbon says that the crime is, if anything, rather on the increase in frequency; and he is disposed to seek the cause in the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. "Under present circumstances," says he, "the mother has continual opportunities of seeing her child, as it is always put to nurse in the parish in which it is deserted long before it is considered a desert child." For nearly a woman habitually to divide the chances were, that after it had been sent to the hospital she would never see her eyes on it again. Most foundlings are supposed to be of illegitimate birth. Mr. Fitzgibbon states positively, that he knew no instance where a legitimate child was deserted by its parents. None have ever perished before being discovered, as they are generally placed in some conspicuous or much-frequented place; very frequently at the door of the parish priest. It is considered that it would have been quite impossible for the parents of those children who have been left orphans to have made any provision for them. "It could not be done," remarks Mr. Hamilton, "because their wages barely afford them the necessities of life; it is expected that before next Christmas the labourers will be obliged to work for 6d. or 8d. a day. The farmers, after paying their rents, will have harried money to pay them with, the price of all produce is so very low." There are no religious orders to undertake the care of orphans, nor do the labouring classes enter into any subscription for the purpose. When any child is found deserted, and that its parents cannot be discovered, or when, as Mr. Hamilton conceives, its parents, from physical or other causes, are incapable of supporting it, the law provides that the parish shall make a provision for its support. Presentments are also allowed by the grand jury for the purpose; and the churchwardens, who are also in general constituted overseers of foundlings, are bound to attend to the due application of the funds thus procured. In Mr. Hamilton's opinion, orphans have fully as strong a claim upon the parish as deserted children; and he adds, that if any objection was made to the maintenance of such, he would immediately apply to the judge of assize, and he has no doubt that he would be allowed a presentment. Children of both descriptions are put out to nurse by the churchwardens, in their capacity of overseers, and are always given to women resident in the parish, over whom a constant control is easily exercised. The Rev. Mr. Fitzgibbon is in the habit of having the children brought to him two or three times a year; and always previous to an application for a presentment, he has never had reason to complain of their being neglected. £5 is the highest sum that can be levied on the support of a deserted child. If the child be what is called a wet child, that is to say, requires to be suckled, that sum is allowed; but if it be passed the age indicated, only 3l. 10s. The question is put at the Easter vestry, as to the provision for the children of the parish; if the opinion be in favour of it, the sum agreed upon is levied by an acreable assessment upon the union at large. This was always the practice until within the last three years, since which the parishioners have refused to pay church rates; reason has in consequence been had to the judge, and he has fixed a presentment for the same end, off the barony. There are not been any complaints as to the manner in which the churchwardens have undertaken the part of their duty under consideration; there is no room for speculation according to the Rev. Mr. Hamilton, because the funds lie in his hands until they are required for use; and moreover he is generally in advance. There is no foundling-hospital to which the parish can send its deserted children. The Dublin hospital has been closed but two years, and there has not occurred an occasion to apprentice any child within that period. The expense is precisely the same under the present system as when the Foundling-hospital
hospital was open. It has been a general observation, that those children who have been apprenticed to gentlemen have turned out well, and the contrary has been remarked of those who have been bound to petty tradesmen. This difference has been attributed to the circumstance of the latter being worse fed and clothed, and in general receiving worse treatment than he had been accustomed to. The Protestant Orphan Society has never extended its operation to these parishes. The practice of taking charge of deserted children is conceived by the witnesses to be rather promotive of desertion; but this disadvantage, in their opinion, is more than counterbalanced by its efficacy in checking infanticide. The affection displayed by the nurses towards the foundlings that have been entrusted to their charge, is sometimes very remarkable. Mr. Hamilton and Mr. Fitzgibbon mention instances where it has been stronger than towards their own offspring. They allude to one in particular, that occurred within the last three years. A nurse was required to give up a child which had arrived at the age of being withdrawn. "I have," exclaimed she, "six children of my own; take any of them that you like, but leave me this. I will place 20l. in your hands as a pledge that I will take proper care of it." This woman and her husband followed the child up to Dublin, and remained there during three months, until they discovered to whom it had been assigned. They now return thither regularly every year to visit it.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Christopher Adams, labourer.—Capt. Brennan, chief constable of police.—Thomas Brennan, labourer.—Mr. James Byrne, miller.—Rev. Mr. Caulfield, protestant rector.—John Clarke, labourer.—Mr. Martin Consentes, farmer.—Peter Corigan, labourer.—Mr. Patrick Corne, shopkeeper and farmer.—Michael Costello, labourer.—Mr. Patrick Cullen, farmer.—Thomas McDermott, labourer.—Michael Fagan, labourer.—Mr. John Gilligan, farmer.—Mr. Edward Goodwin, postmaster.—John Gorman, labourer.—Mr. John Hackett, shopkeeper.—Mr. Patrick Halligan, shopkeeper.—Rev. Francis Helby, parish priest.—Edward Holson, labourer.—Mr. Ambrose Hughes, shopkeeper.—Patrick Irvine, labourer.—Mr. Daniel Kearney, shopkeeper.—Thomas Kearney, esq.—Mr. Patrick Lube, shopkeeper.—Mr. James Magnath, shopkeeper.—Mr. James Magnan, shopkeeper.—Mr. Thomas Murray, farmer.—Michael Nevin, labourer.—Mr. James O'Shaughnessy, innkeeper.—Mr. John Power, farmer.—John Ratigan, labourer.—Mr. Michael Reilly, shopkeeper.—Mr. James Reilly, schoolmaster of National School.—Mr. Thomas Robinson, shopkeeper.—Patrick Smith, labourer.—Mr. Richard Wade, farmer.—Mr. Joseph Walker, farmer.

There is but one deserted child at present in the parish, supported by a poor man in whose house it was left; but no application having been made for 12 months, the child was too old, agreeably to law, for the parish to take charge of it. Mr. Reilly states, there was a boy about nine years old, who lives by begging; he was deserted by his parents when three years old, and has followed this life ever since. Deserted children are considered to be always illegitimate. There have been three instances known in the parish, where the children perished before they were discovered; two of them were found in the canal, and one was buried in a dunghill. It was conceived quite impossible for the labouring classes to lay by anything for their children in case of their becoming orphans; neither is the attempt ever made, as it must be utterly useless. The parish will not take charge of deserted children until they be found deserted or in the custody of parents, and under 12 months old; and then churchwardens as overseers take charge of them, but the parish takes no note of orphans, as there is no law authorizing them.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Very Rev. Dean Burke.—Mr. James Byrne.—John Clarke, esq., sub-inspector of police.—Simon Cullen, labourer.—William Corcoran, labourer.—Mr. Patrick Currie.—John Currie, esq.—Rev. Mr. Doyle, p.p.—Mr. Pat Farrell, farmer and general dealer.—Mr. Richard Fingmore.—Mr. James Fitzpatrick.—James Flanagan, labourer.—William P. Gaughan, m.d.—Michael Gaul, labourer.—William Goodwin, esq.—Mr. Thomas Hardy.—Mr. Edward Haydon.—Robert Hayes, m. d., churchwarden.—Rev. Mr. Hune, roman-catholic curate.—Mr. Owen Lalog.—Mr. John Louton, shopkeeper.—Peter Lyons, esq.—John Magnath, farmer of five and a half acres.—Mr. Felix Merna, buckster.—William Murphy, mendicant.—Andrew Neal, labourer.—Edward Neal, labourer.—Rev. Edward George Parke, curate of Naas.—John Rutherford, esq.—Mr. John Stanley, labourer.—Major Tandy, chief magistrate of police.—Michael Toole, farmer of six and a half acres.—Mr. William Tracy.—Mr. William Wilson.—Patrick Walsh, dispensary doctor.

The number of deserted children at the time of Assistant Commissioners visiting, was five, and about 50 orphans; the annual average of deserted children being about eight. Mr. Goodwin, the secretary to the grand jury of this county, states, that in Athy there are 0.5. 

Parishes of Naas and Osterstown.

Bar. North Naas.

Appendix (A.)

Deserted and Orphan Children.

Leinster, County Kildare.

Examinations taken by Captain White,
T. Nag. Vaughan, Esq.
Parish of the Union of Castlecomer.
Baronies of Kilkea and Moone.
APPENDIX to FIRST REPORT from the COMMISSIONERS for inquiring

DESIDER AND ORPHAN CHILDREN.

Leinster, County Kildare.

Examinations taken by Captain White.
Parishes of Naas and Celbridge.
Bar. North Naas.

at present 20 deserted children. The number of desertions has certainly increased within the last five years. Mr. Goodwin states, "at the gate of my residence two children more lately left; I traced the mothers, who declared their inability to support the children, and that they knew they would be well taken care of by me." Deserted children are always illegitimate, and occasionally perish before they are discovered. Major Tandy observes, "About four months ago a woman was detected who exposed her child; I committed her to gaol, but from previous exposure to wet and cold the child died in the gaol; the woman was in a state of dreadful want." It was deemed impossible for a labourer, considering the rate of wages, to make any provision for his children in case of their becoming orphans, nor is it the attempt to do so ever made. Children under 12 months found deserted, are supported by presentations at the assize; but orphans receive no legal support, the law makes no provision for them. The churchwardens, as overseer, takes charge of all deserted children; and afterwards, by the direction of the minister, they are put out to nurse in the parish, nor can they be neglected, being under the inspection of the parochial authorities. The sum granted for the support of a deserted child is 5l. a year, which is presented for by the churchwardens, against whom no charge of neglect or peculation has ever been made. There is no hospital for deserted children since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin, the whole charge in which was 5l. There is no apprentices fund for foundlings.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Mr. Bourne, protestant rector.—Rev. Mr. Brennan, parish priest.—Michael Byrne, labourer.—Mr. James Dixon, farmer.—Dr. William Godfrey Dyas.—Peter Ennis, farmer.—Mr. John Fagan, butcher.—Mr. John Farrell, bakersnd farmer.—Robert Fitzgerald, Esq. J. P.—Rev. Patrick Fitzpatrick, roman-catholic curate.—Dr. James Fitzsimons, M.D.—William Flood, farmer.—Mr. William Gardener, butcher.—William Gore, labourer and small farmer.—Patrick Gorman, masen.—Right Hon. Lord Herbertson.—Mr. James Hynds, farmer.—Owen Kavanagh, labourer.—William Kavanagh, farmer.—Mr. Thomas Kelly, large farmer.—Joseph Lee, blacksmith and publican.—Pat Lee, farmer.—Mr. James McKenna, parochial schoolmaster.—Mr. Pat Malone, butcher.—Mr. Michael Mollo, farmer and innkeeper.—George Pim, Esq. J. P.—John Pim, Esq. J. P.—Edward J. Townsend, chief constable of police.

Rev. Mr. Brennan, parish priest, says, "There are in the catholic union of parishes about 12 orphans and three deserted children; one of the latter was since the closing of the Foundling-hospital; but latterly the number appears to be stationary. In all cases of desertion the children are considered illegitimate; and the reason for desertion is to get rid of the expense and to cover of their own character." All agree in saying that it would be utterly impossible for the working classes to lay by anything from their earnings against a time of need for their orphans. Two of the three deserted children in the catholic unions are supported by private contributions, and one by a grant of grand jury presentation, and no great difficulty is found in collecting it. The orphans are supported by the sums of the people. Deserted children are usually put out to nurse by the clergymen of the parish with women residing in the parish, who in general treat the children with the greatest kindness. Five pounds per annum is the limit of expenditure allowed for the support of each child; it is levied by assessments on the barony.—(Rev. Mr. Browne.) "The practice of thus taking charge of deserted children," continues Mr. Browne, "is not found to increase the number, as we are very particular in investigating; and the fear of detection has prevented many; there can be no doubt of it, as I myself have exposed the parties." The Rev. Mr. Brennan observes, "it may lead to desertion, but it prevents the crime of infanticide; and of the two evils the first is the lesser." Rev. Mr. Browne thinks, "the difficulty and expense attending the necessary application to the judge of assize for so small a grant yearly, throw such obstacles in the way, that some greater facility is requisite, the present mode almost excluding the attempt.

Persons who attended the Examination.

County Longford.

Examinations taken by John Spencer, Esq., Wilson Gray, Esq.
Parish Abbeyndale, including Town of Ballymahon.
Bar. Rathcline.

John Casey, cottier.—Hugh Duggan, small farmer, 10 acres.—Captain Graham, magistrate.—Mr. Johnston, an extensive farmer.—Rev. Mr. McCan, parish priest.—Rev. Mr. Maguire, rector.—Rev. Mr. Moffet, protestant curate of an adjoining parish and a magistrate, residing in the town of Ballymahon.—Mr. Edward Rooney, a general merchant.—Michael Rooney, labourer.

There is at present only one child that has been deserted in the parish, but no assessment has been paid during the last two years. The Assistant Commissioners were not able to procure any information from either of the churchwardens on the subjects relating to this portion.
into the STATE OF THE POORER CLASSES IN IRELAND.

The Rev. Mr. McCan cannot state how many orphans there may be in the parish below the age of 12 years, but he knows that there are five or six of that age now begging; such children are the objects of very general sympathy, and are usually taken into their houses, and brought up as servants by farmers, for whom their fathers have worked." Neither the last-mentioned gentlemen, nor any other of the witnesses examined can recollect an instance of a child losing both its parents while yet an infant.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Mr. O'Beirne, F. R. — Laughlin McCan, clerk of petty sessions.—Rev. Dr. Crawford, rector and J. P.—Mr. Farrell, considerable farmer.—Mr. Gregg, considerable farmer.—John Higgins, labourer.—John Keele, labourer.

There is one deserted child in the parish; four within the last five years; desertion has decreased, but a cause cannot be assigned; all the children are believed to be illegitimate; they have never perished before they were discovered. All the witnesses agreed that parents of the working classes could not provide for their children in the event of their becoming orphans. There are about 16 orphan children unable to support themselves, and belonging to six or seven families; they are mostly supported by going from one neighbour to another. Two families have a small quantity of land, which their neighbours assist them to cultivate. There are also some young orphan children, having adult brothers who support them, but who cannot be supposed to take the same interest in them as parents. One family of orphans, of four individuals, is supported by a contribution from four of the resident gentry. None are brought up by parish orders, or by subscriptions from the working classes. All whose parents are not known, or cannot be found, are considered deserted. No presents are obtained from the assizes for their support. The churchwarden does not take care of orphans, nor, latterly, of deserted children, as the parishioners have refused payment of the money levied for that purpose. The latter were formerly put out by the churchwardens to nurse, to women resident in the parish; but the duty of inspection was generally neglected; 3 l. or 4 l. per annum was the sum usually paid for nursing, which continued to the age at which the woman might consent to adopt the child, usually about 10 or 12 years. These are brought up by parish orders, or by subscriptions from the working classes. None are brought up by parish assessment, and no objection was made to its distribution. There is no foundling-hospital or orphan institution here; the children usually merge into the families of their nurses. If no provision were made for deserted children, some would be prevented from deserting them, as they now are by the fear of their being brought up as bastards by the protestant parochial authorities: this motive Mr. O'B. knows to be influential, from the following circumstance. Some years ago he took charge of a deserted child; immediately afterwards two others were deserted, with papers on their persons, certifying that they were the children of Roman-Catholics; he took charge of them also, but proclaimed at his chapel, that he would never do so again. Not more than two were deserted in the parish since. All the witnesses agreed that no further legislation was desirable with respect to deserted children.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Peter Corcoran, grocer and general retailer. — Kirwan, esq. M. D.—Patrick Maguire, day labourer.—Mostonery, churchwarden.—Thomas Moineham, farmer, and proprietor of cabins in the town, occupied by labourers.—Mr. John Murtagh, cloth-merchant.—Rev. Mr. Robinson, rector, and J. P.—Rev. Mr. Sheridan, J. P. —— Thompson, esq., J. P.

There are three deserted children in the parish; about 12 orphans begging, too young to earn a support for themselves; it was not known how they might be otherwise provided for. There are three or four deserted each year; the mortality among them is very great, as they are mostly all born diseased. They are supposed to be deserted by prostitutes. The number has decreased progressively for the last 10 years. At that time 15 were deserted in a single year, and the average was about eight. Within the last two years only four have been deserted. This decrease has been exactly proportioned to the difficulty the parish has experienced in providing for them, and the consequently increased inspection of the churchwardens, who now never take charge of a child without the strictest inquiry into the circumstances of desertion. The difficulty commenced with the Dublin Foundling-hospital requiring 5 l. with each child. Now that the hospital is closed, the parishioners have refused to pay the sums assessed for their support for the last two years. The children are all supposed to be illegitimate; they have never been known to have perished before they were discovered. Parents of the working classes could not possibly provide for their children if they become orphans. There is no contribution for orphans, but there are several instances where, when they had arrived at such an age that they might be useful in running errands, &c., they have been taken in, when they must otherwise have begged, by the employers of their father. None are supported by religious orders or by subscriptions from 0.5. 0.3. 0.2. in the
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Deserted and Orphan Children.
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Examinations taken by John Spencer, Esq.

Wilson Gray, Esq.

Parish Clonguish, including Town of Neutownforbes.

Bar. Longford.

Town Ornaund.

Bar. Grunard.
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Deserted and Orphan Children.

Leinster, County Longford.

Examinations taken by John Spencer, Esq.

Wilson Gray, Esq.

Town of Granard.

Bar. Granard.

the poorer classes. All children are considered deserted whose parents are not known, or who have abandoned them. The parish have never been called on to support an orphan, and is not supposed to be obliged to do so. No presentsents have been obtained from the assizes either for deserted children or orphans. The children are put out to women residing in the parish. "When I had funds," said Mr. M., "I paid the nurses weekly. They brought the children for inspection when they came for payment. I am not aware of a legal limit to the expenditure upon each child, exclusive of clothing for the child. I have paid from 1 s. 6 d. to 2 s. 6 d. a week for nursing, varying with the difficulty or danger of nursing children affected as they have been almost always with venereal. The oldest we have is four years of age. Before 1895 we sent all to the Foundling-hospital. The fund was derived from parochial assessment. No objection was made to its distribution. It arose from confounding it with church cess. Sufficient time has not elapsed since the closing of the Foundling-hospital to enable us to judge of the effects of the new system." None are supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. No further legislation on the subject was thought desirable by any of the witnesses.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Killanesse.

Bar. Majdow.

THOMAS BURKE, farmer, who holds 50 acres of land, and occasionally labours himself.—Rev. Mr. O'FERRALL, F. P.—CHRISTOPHER GEHAN, day-labourer.—Rev. Mr. POWELL, protestant curate.—Rev. Mr. PRICE, wesleyan clergyman.—MICHAEL SHANLEY, schoolmaster, surveyor, and occasionally labourer for hire.—VALENTINE SKRPTON, ESQ., J. P.—ROBERT WILSON, middle landlord.

For many years there has been no child deserted in the parish.

It was not considered possible with present wages for parents in the labouring class to spare what might provide for children in case of their becoming orphans. In answer to a question, Could they spare money to drink? the Rev. Mr. O'Farrell and Mr. Wilson both agreed that they scarcely recollect to have seen a labourer drunk; those who can afford to drink being found among tradesmen and farmers.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Union of Templemichael and Ballymacormick.

Bar. Ardingh.

There were seven deserted children in the parish, all together with one who lately died having been deserted since February 1890; they were believed, without exception, to be illegitimate. The mothers are supposed to conceal their pregnancy as long as possible, and then to go, under some pretence, to a strange part of the country and desert the child. But one instance has been known, within seven years or longer, in the parish where the child perished before it was discovered. All the witnesses agreed that from the present wages of the working classes, parents could not provide for children in the event of their becoming orphans. There are no funds or resources for deserted orphans. By the laws providing for deserted children, an affidavit is required from the person who found the child, that he is not, to his knowledge, a relation of it; that he does not know either its father or mother; and that he was not concerned in its desertion. No presentsents are obtained from the assizes for the maintenance of deserted and orphan children, but the churchwarden invariably takes care of them when such an affidavit is made. There is no law which provides for orphans. Deserted children are put to nurse to women residing in the parish; they are in general left to the care of the nurses, and are seldom seen by the churchwardens, unless when the nurse comes for money, once in the year or half year. The amount of expenditure upon each child is limited by law to 5l. per annum. The amount given in this parish is 4l. until the child is strong enough to be put to a trade, generally when from seven to ten years old. They have not as yet had any experience of the age at which the parish may get rid of the expense, as before the closing of the Foundling-hospital they did so by paying 5l. for carrying it to the hospital. The fund from which the churchwarden draws for their maintenance is derived from parochial assessment, which is made according to an ancient division into catrons, townparks and plots. Many complaints are made of the irregularity of this division. There is no reason for discontent with the distribution by the churchwardens. There is no foundling-hospital to which the children can be sent. Those nursed by the country people are frequently adopted by them, the parish being glad to get rid of the expense, otherwise they are apprenticed, at the expense of the parish, to some cheap trade, at the earliest possible age. The character of the children in after life must depend chiefly on that of the family to which they are entrusted, and the churchwarden generally considers it his duty to examine the character of the nurse. The practice of taking charge of deserted children does not to any great extent lead to their desertion.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Thomas Blackall, miller and farmer.—Mr. Matthew Cowley, small farmer.—Francis Dames, esq., J. P.—Hugh Dompierre, labourer.—Patrick Downey, farmer.—Patrick Farrell, labourer.—Rev. Michael Flanagan, P. P. of Coddamstown.—Rev. Thomas Flood, P. P. of Clonard.—Mr. Patrick Gorman, farmer.—Mr. Christopher Gossen, farmer.—Mr. Philip Grady, shopkeeper.—Denis Hanagan, labourer.—John Hevey, esq., large holder of land.—Mr. Thomas Hopkins, clerk of petty sessions.—Garrett Jackson, labourer.—Thomas Keefer, farmer.—Mr. S. Kieran, schoolmaster.—Thomas Monks, labourer.—Matthew Money, gaoler.—Matthew Murray, carpenter.—Edward Murray, gaoler.—John H. Nangle, esq., J. P.—Rev. Edward Nixon, vicar.—Mr. Christopher O'Neil, shopkeeper and farmer.—Rev. Mr. Palmer, protestant rector of Castle Carbery.—Mr. Michael Richard, farmer.—Mr. John Rocha, beggar.—James H. Rourke, esq., J. P.—Robert Ryan, esq., J. P.—Serjeant Senior, police.—Mr. George Von Freight, chief constable.—Anthony Walsh, labourer.

There are no deserted children in the union. There is one orphan, an illegitimate child. The father always denied it. The mother supported him till her death, which took place about eight years ago. He is 12 years old, and is supported by the neighbours. Considering the present rate of wages of the working classes, all concur in opinion that it is perfectly impossible for parents to provide for their children, in the event of their becoming orphans.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Gerald Beere.—Doctor Cotter, dispensary surgeon.—William Cox, labourer.—Mr. William Curries.—Rev. Michael Mullen, P. P.—Patrick Murtagh, labourer.—Henry O'Connor, esq.—James West, esq., J. P.

There are at present no deserted children, and but few orphans. One child was exposed some time ago, but died shortly afterwards. Deserted children were always supposed to be illegitimate, and were supported by contributions. Orphans were generally maintained by the employers of the parents, as it is quite impossible for a labourer to lay any provision for his children, in case of their becoming orphans. The practice of deserting children has decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital, and no legislative interference was deemed desirable, as the number is so small, and any certain fund would be likely to increase or cause desertion. There is an instance, in an adjoining parish, of a deserted child being supported by its father, who came forward when the clergyman refused to take it.

Persons who attended the Examination.

William Cotton.—Rev. T. Caulfield, rector.—Michael Finney, beggar.—Patrick Geraghty.—Rev. J. Kearney, P. P.—Peggy Killeen, beggar, with three children, her husband begging with three more in another part of the country.—Mr. Charles Lennon, farmer.—Mr. Philip Lennon, farmer.—John Mears, labourer.—John Monreal, miller.—Thomas Stubbins, esq., J. P. of Cork, residing here.

There has been but one deserted child within the last three years in the parish.

Rev. J. Kearney, parish priest, says, "I do not consider any further legislative interference necessary for the protection of deserted children, and any regular fund would be sure to increase the number."

Persons who attended the Examination.


The number of deserted children and orphans in the parish is very small, and those that are, receive support from contributions of private persons, as there is no public fund for the purpose; they are always illegitimate. It was considered quite impossible for parents to provide for their children among the working classes, in the present state of wages. There is no foundling-hospital in the parish; and since the Foundling-hospital in Dublin has been closed, the practice of deserting children has very much decreased, so that it seemed dangerous that any legislative interference should take place.
Persons who attended the Examination.


There is but one of these in the parish, the child of a woman who died under a hedge on her way from Cavan; it is supported by a quarterly collection at the roman-catholic chapel, which amounts to about 5s. There has been no other case for several years. Parents of the working classes could not possibly provide for their children, in the event of their becoming orphans, considering the present rate of wages. The present system, by which deserted children are provided for, is considered the best which could be adopted; any other would be likely to increase the number. Mr. Henry mentioned a case of a child sent to him as deserted, who, on Mr. Henry's refusal to receive him, was supported by his father.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Killucan.
Bar. Farhill.


There is not one deserted child in the parish, nor has been these three years. The crime of desertion of children is supposed to have decreased very much since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin.

When cases occur, Rev. Mr. Curran said, "the child is supported by a subscription under the direction of the parish priest, and collected on some appointed Sunday."

With regard to a provision for deserted children, Matthew Keefe did not think it necessary, children being very rarely deserted; and Rev. Mr. Curran thought a fund, under the direction of the clergyman, may be useful.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Par. Mullinarvan.
Bar. Corkany.


There is but one deserted child in the parish, no case of this kind having occurred for several years. Parents very rarely, if ever, could provide for their children. Presentsments are obtained at the assizes for the maintenance of deserted children and orphans. Sir Percy Nugent thought that a provision for the destitute should include the latter, but not the former.

Persons who attended the Examination.


The number of deserted children in the parish not known, but is supposed to be decreasing. Do not believe that legitimate children are abandoned by their parents, who, considering the wages of the working classes, certainly could not provide for them in the event of their becoming orphans. Some few, however, attempt it. No great difficulty in collecting the necessary funds for the maintenance of deserted and orphan children; presentsments are obtained from the assizes for that purpose. There is much discussion on the laws relative to them, and the case is at present under the consideration of the twelve Judges. No foundling-hospital; cannot tell what generally becomes of those nursed by the country people. No apprentice fund; no orphan institution. The expense of providing for deserted children, by putting them to nurse with the peasantry, considerably less than that incurred by sending them to a foundling-hospital. When not provided for by the parish, are often made to beg, and thus support themselves as soon as they are a few years old. Impossible to know whether the mortality amongst those who are sent to a foundling-hospital is greater than the mortality of those who have been put to nurse. The practice of taking charge of deserted children used to lead to this desertion, but has decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. Some provision is considered necessary.
Persons who attended the Examination.


There are none in the parish of Leskinefer. On an average of three years, half a dozen children have not been deserted in the parish of Gorey. Deserted children are mostly illegitimate; and there have been one or two instances of their having perished before they were discovered. It is hardly ever possible for parents belonging to the working classes, considering the present price of labour, to provide for their children out of their wages, in the event of their becoming orphans, though some indeed have attempted to do so. They are not supported by private contributions, nor any religious establishments known to bring up or shelter them. It has not been heard that the poorer classes make any weekly subscriptions for the purpose of putting to nurse those children deserted within the parish. Orphans are not considered to come within the meaning of the laws which provide for deserted children; nor any children, except those of whom both the parents are unknown. Presentments are obtained from the assizes for the maintenance of deserted children and orphans. The churchwardens cannot now interfere in the case of deserted and orphan children. Children are not now put out by the churchwardens, and when sent from under the constant inspection of the parochial authorities, they have been neglected. Inspection is the duty of the overseers. The expenditure on each child is limited to 6. d. per annum. The fund from which the orphans are supported may have been neglected; but since the abolition of church rates none has been made, in consequence of the difficulty of making any assessment as owing to the smallness of the sum required, and the necessity of applying the tax proportionally.

There was no reason to be dissatisfied with the distribution of that fund by the churchwardens, and they never have been found guilty of peculation. There is no apprentice fund. There is no foundling-hospital. The children put to nurse with the country people seem to be more moral and useful members of society than those reared in orphan institutions. The expense of maintaining deserted children, by putting them to nurse with the peasantry, is not greater than would be incurred by supporting them in a foundling-hospital. The Rev. Mr. Moore remarks, that men who have been educated in the foundling-hospital often turn out well; but numerous instances have been known of females so educated being the victims of seduction. Hitherto no children have been supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. It is uncertain whether the mortality amongst those who are sent to a foundling-hospital be greater than the mortality of those who have been put to nurse. One of the principal objections to the foundling-hospital was, that a child once placed within its walls was for life lost sight of by those who otherwise would have known and exerted some influence over it. The practice of providing for deserted children does not lead to their desertion, since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. The Rev. Mr. Moore says: “Infanticide has taken the place of desertion. Some provision ought to be made for the protection of deserted children, which might be effected by the establishment of distinct foundling-hospitals.”

Persons who attended the Examination.


There are fewer illegitimate than legitimate deserted children. They do not often perish before they are discovered. In some few cases, parents of the working classes might provide from their earnings for their children, in the event of their becoming orphans. It is sometimes attempted, but very seldom successfully. Deserted children, orphans, &c. are supported principally by private subscriptions collected by the clergy. A few are brought up by the different religious orders. The poorer classes do not subscribe for them. A few clergymen have applied at the assizes for the sum of 5. for each deserted child, and have succeeded. The foundling overseers are the persons bound to take charge of deserted children, and they have not neglected their duty. Orphan children, as such, are not taken care of; none but foundlings, who may or may not be orphans. For the latter, as such, there is no provision. Deserted children are given to resident nurses by the churchwardens. There is rarely any inspection by the parochial authorities.

Assessments are made for their support upon the particular parochial division in which the child was exposed.

There is no foundling-hospital nor apprentice fund. The children become, when they grow up, members of their foster parent’s family. There are no orphan institutions. Deserted children are not often driven to beg; none are supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. The practice of taking charge of deserted children does not lead to their desertion. The closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital has produced no perceptible effect. Some provision for deserted children is considered very desirable.

Appendix (A.)

Deserted and Orphan Children.

Leinster, County Wexford.

Examinations taken by Erasmus Biggins, Esq., W. Towers McCullagh, Esq.

Parishes Kilmore, Gorey, Clough and Leskinefer.

Bar. Gorey.

Parishes Maglans, Rathmaurke and Murlainkin.

Bar. of Forth and Bury.
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Persons who attended the Examination.

EDWARD COOKMAN, esq.—REV. MICHAEL FENWICK.—JAMES NIXON NUNN, esq.—REV. SOLOMON RICHARDS.—MR. PATRICK WHITE, corn merchant.

In the town there were six deserted children, and a decrease was going on. No instance has been heard of a legitimate child being abandoned by its parents; nor have any perished before discovered. It was not considered possible, and was very seldom attempted, for parents in the labouring classes to lay up a provision for their children in case of their becoming orphans. They are frequently supported by private contributions, and are educated, but not supported, by religious orders. It is not a custom in this parish for the poorer classes to subscribe for the rearing of these children.

Neither orphans nor illegitimate children, whose parents were known, were supposed to come under the protection of the laws providing for deserted children; the churchwardens used to take charge of them when there were church rates; not now; there are no funds, nor hitherto have there been any presentsment grants at the assizes for their support. There are 300 females in the town of Enniscorthy supported by the nuns of the order of Presentation. The reason why deserted children only are taken care of by the parish is, that orphans only were taken care of by the churchwarden. Until the closing of the Foundling-hospital, all deserted children were sent by the churchwarden to Dublin. Overseers then were appointed by the parish to take charge of them; this lasted one year; and then, on the cessation of church rates, all parochial provisions ceased.

The expense of deserted children reared among the peasantry, was less than in a foundling-hospital, as they were obliged to beg as soon as they were a few years old. They were looked on as the very worst class of the community.

There are no children of the parish supported by the Protestant Orphan Society; and the comparative mortality between those children sent to the hospital, and those to nurse among the peasantry, was not known to witnesses. Though the habit of taking charge of deserted children was thought to lead to their desertion, yet legislative interference was considered desirable. Some local establishments, that would afford a shelter to orphans and deserted children, would be considered a great advantage, and would be much preferred to reopening the Foundling-hospital in Dublin.

Persons who attended the Examination.

REV. WILLIAM BRENNAN, Presbytery of Wexford.—JAMES BRENDEY DEANE, esq.—WILLIAM R. FARMER, esq.—REV. JOHN FLOWNIX.—WILLIMAN FOWLEET, M. D.—REV. JAMES HARMAN.

Mr. Brennan remembers but three deserted children within the last four years in the parish of New Ross; and he considers the habit of deserting children on the decrease. It was not thought that legitimate children were ever abandoned by their parents, nor did any exposed infants perish before they were discovered. Witnesses considered it quite impossible for the labouring people to lay by any provision for their children should they become orphans; and though some few have attempted it, yet they are not known to have succeeded in any instance that fell under the observation of witnesses.

The laws for providing for deserted children deserted are considered to apply only to deserted children under a year old, and not to orphans; and the limit of provisions for each is restricted to 5l., which formerly were drawn from the sums raised by parochial assessment; but since the change in the law of Vestries, application must be made to the judge of assize by the parish overseers, to whose care deserted children are entrusted, and who put them out to be nursed by women in the parish. There is no foundling-hospital in the parish, nor any orphan institution; neither was it well known to those examined what became of the deserted children reared in the parish, but they always heard that such children grew up members of the family in which they had been reared, and believe it to be so. The expense of rearing deserted children in the parish is greater than it was to send them to the Foundling-hospital: the latter plan requiring but 5l. altogether, while 5l. must be raised annually for the support of those reared in the parish. Although the practice of taking charge of deserted children at all seems to favour desertion of them, and though the system of deserting had in some degree diminished since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin, still the witnesses considered that the general opinion of the parish was in favour of the Foundling-hospital.

Persons who attended the Examination.

REV. JOHN CHATRESH.—MR. WILLIAM GOODISON, farmer.—MR. THOMAS SPARKER, farmer.—MR. EDWARD WEBSTER, farmer and miller.

The system of deserting children is decreasing in this parish, and there is not known an instance of a legitimate child being abandoned by its parents. Two cases occurred within the last five years of deserted children having perished before they were discovered.

The
The present wages of the labouring classes would not enable them to lay by any support for their orphan children, and though some few attempted it, they always failed. Deserted children are not put to nurse by the churchwarden; the parish overseers are the proper officers; but of late they have not been appointed by the vestries. The children were always given to women residing in the parish, to be nursed, but there does not appear to have been any parochial inspection by the officers. In this parish there is neither foundling-hospital nor orphan asylum.

The system of deserting children seems to be on the decrease, at least there has been less heard about them since the closing of the national hospital. The witnesses did not believe that legitimate children were ever exposed and deserted; but they consider that it is totally impossible, in the great majority of cases, for the labouring classes to provide, in any tolerable way, for their children, in case of their becoming orphans: in the cases, however, in which orphans were left totally destitute, there was found no difficulty in raising a contribution for them in the parish. The laws providing for deserted children are variously interpreted, and not clearly understood; and, owing to some informality, the presentments hitherto made have always been rejected. The churchwardens used to take charge of deserted children; since the change in the laws regarding parochial assessments, he has ceased to have any power of interfering.

With regard to the comparative conduct, in after life, of deserted children reared in public institutions and those nursed and reared in the parish, witnesses have had but few instances for observation; yet they consider that children brought up in a public institution are less useful, and certainly not more moral members of the community, neither are they as robust and healthful. Those deserted children, reared up among the peasantry, are seldom driven to beg, but in this district they become, as it were, a part of the family in which they were reared; nevertheless, it was in general considered advisable that some provision should be made for them.

Persons who attended the Examination.

MR. JOHN BLAKE.—WILLIAM GLASSCOTT, esq.—JOHN ROSSERT, farmer.—JOHN USHER, esq.

The system of deserting children seems to be on the decrease, at least there has been less heard about them since the closing of the national hospital. The witnesses did not believe that legitimate children were ever exposed and deserted; but they consider that it is totally impossible, in the great majority of cases, for the labouring classes to provide, in any tolerable way, for their children, in case of their becoming orphans: in the cases, however, in which orphans were left totally destitute, there was found no difficulty in raising a contribution for them in the parish. The laws providing for deserted children are variously interpreted, and not clearly understood; and, owing to some informality, the presentments hitherto made have always been rejected. The churchwardens used to take charge of deserted children; since the change in the laws regarding parochial assessments, he has ceased to have any power of interfering.

With regard to the comparative conduct, in after life, of deserted children reared in public institutions and those nursed and reared in the parish, witnesses have had but few instances for observation; yet they consider that children brought up in a public institution are less useful, and certainly not more moral members of the community, neither are they as robust and healthful. Those deserted children, reared up among the peasantry, are seldom driven to beg, but in this district they become, as it were, a part of the family in which they were reared; nevertheless, it was in general considered advisable that some provision should be made for them.

Persons who attended the Examination.

PATRICK M'DERMOTT, farmer.—M. GILLOUGH, weaver.—JOHN FINN, tailor.—JOHN HENRY, carpenter.—CONNOR HOGAN, a retired shopkeeper.—JOHN HYNES, corn dealer, and occupier of 200 acres.—JOHN HYNES, junior, farmer.—PATRICK NORTON, sergeant of police.—PETER O'LOUGHLIN, labourer.—THOMAS SALMON, farmer.—THOMAS SCANLAN, farmer.—WILLIAM SCANLAN, schoolmaster.

At the time of visiting the parish there was not a child in it supported as a deserted child, nor had a case of desertion occurred during the eight years previous. If a case were to occur it would be met by the parish priest, who would collect penny or twopenny subscriptions from his congregation, for the purpose of paying for a nurse. Though the law authorizes the vestry to make a provision for such a necessity, it would not be done here, as there is neither church nor resident clergyman in either of the parishes. Mr. Hynes observed, that it was only necessary that the father of a family among the labouring classes should die, in order that his children should be reduced to a state of destitution fully equal to that of an infant deserted by its parents; so much so, that children whose mothers alone survive, are always considered and styled orphans. Their parents neither can nor do save anything for them in case of their deaths; and after that they are dependent, even for shelter, on the connivance of their neighbours. The claims of relationship are not very generally allowed in the case of orphans; "and it happens," said M'DERMOTT, "that such children are taken in nearly as often by strangers as by their own blood." Sometimes a child is taken under the roof of a peasant who is too poor to give him any food, and in such circumstances he is compelled to beg. A little boy of eight years old, whom the Assistant Commissioners met on the road carrying a bag containing a few small potatoes, said that his father and mother were dead, and that he and his two sisters, younger than himself, were living with a poor man in the next parish, and that he was obliged each day to go about collecting potatoes for himself and his sisters; and if he did not get enough, the poor people of the house could hardly spare them anything, and they were sometimes without a meal in consequence. There were none supported by any religious orders, nor by private subscriptions. It was the general opinion that the laws do not point out in any way a mode of maintaining orphans. There were no presentments for them at the assizes, nor for deserted children; and as there was no church in the parish, there were, consequently, no churchwardens. The law specifies that a cess shall be levied only for deserted children; "but," observed one of the witnesses, "it is all the same, as neither the one nor the other are provided for here." The Protestant Orphan Society does not support any children belonging to these parishes.
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Persons who attended the Examination.

James Bourke, baker.—M. Cahill, a small farmer, with about nine acres.—John Carrig, labourer.—Anthony Curry, process-server.—Rev. Michael Dyron, roman-catholic curate of Kildysart.—The Rev. Michael Fitzgerald, protestant rector of Kildysart.—Dr. Geary, dispensary physician.—Timothy Gorman, a small farmer, with about 12 acres.—Dennis Hurley, shopkeeper.—John Kinahan, labourer.—Patrick McKarr, weaver.—Mark McMahon, grocer in the village of Kildysart.—Mr. Namara, postmaster, and extensive farmer.—Patrick McMahon, farmer, steward to Bindon Scott, esq.—Michael Myers, a small publican and labourer.—Michael O'Brien, labourer.—James O'Dea, broker in the village.—Daniel O'Grady, esq., an extensive gentleman farmer.—Michael O'Shaodhenny, victualler.—Henry Ross Llew, esq., J. P.—Sergeant Scott, police sergeant.—The Rev. P. Sheehy, fourm-catholic rector of Kildysart.

There has not been a child deserted in the parish for the last nine years.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Andrew Clancy, farmer with 100 acres.—Dr. Costello, of the dispensary.—Rev. Andrew Davaran, protestant rector.—Michael Hehir, innkeeper.—John Keane, a farmer of seven acres.—Mathias Kearny, an extensive farmer.—Rev. P. McGaune, roman-catholic curate.—John Maguire, blacksmith.—Daniel McKnight, weaver.—Thomas Molony, blacksmith.—F. G. Morony, esq., J. P.—Mr. Morony, postmaster.—Michael Murrough, farmer of 11 acres.—Patrick Murrough, land surveyor, and a farmer holding 10 acres.—John Owens, grocer.

The parish did not support any deserted child at that time; and there have been but three foundlings in it during the last 10 years, all of whom have been supported by subscriptions made at the catholic chapels.3

As to the question of the possibility of the members of the working classes being able to provide for their orphans after their death, Mr. McGaune observed, that when the father of a family dies amongst the labouring classes, it does not occur once in 10 times that he leaves any, even the least, provision for his children. His poor widow continues to maintain them in the precarious mode which has been described in speaking of that class of the destitute; and whilst she lives, it rarely occurs that any of them are taken in charge by their relations until they are able to give some return for their maintenance. Looking to the means of sustenance alone, it may be said that it would be often better for a child that both his parents had died at the same time, for the charity of those who knew his parents would be then more excited at the sight of its destitution, and the chances would be greater that some of them would receive them into their home.—(Mr. Molony.)—In fact, as there are not any religious orders among the catholics to assist in the maintenance of orphans, and as the Protestant Orphan Society has never extended its charities to this parish, there are no subscriptions among the rich or poor for the purpose; and as the law in no manner provides any kind of asylum for them, the existence of young children whose parents have died is absolutely dependent upon whether or not some person will be willing to open his doors to them; and their support, as that of other classes of the destitute, practically and altogether devolves on the poorest orders of the community.

There are no presentations ever obtained at the assizes for their support. In the instance of the last child that was deserted, no application was made to the churchwardens. The catholic clergyman undertook the charge of it, and its expenses were defrayed by collections made amongst his congregation.

The law requires that an assessment should be made for deserted children; but it is silent with regard to orphans. It would be the duty of the churchwarden to put the child out to nurse, if it applied to the purpose. Such children generally remain with their foster nurses until able to earn their own bread, but there is no apprentice fund for them. It was much desired by all parties that the assessment for their maintenance should cease to be levied by the vestry, or through the instrumentality of the churchwardens; for the greatest opposition has been manifested to this rate by the majority of small farmers, who, only recollecting that it is a church rate, do not sufficiently attend to the unexceptionable purposes for which it is intended.

3 These three men have no land attached to their cabins; they take "mock ground," (con-acre) for which they pay from £1. to £2., according to the quality of the land.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Michael Conaty, roman-catholic rector.—Rev. Daniel Curry, roman-catholic curate.—Simon Curry, bailer.—John Currie, cottier, holding two acres.—John Daly, able-bodied beggarman.—Mary Finn, widow, lately dispensed of her holding.—George Fitzgerald, esq., gentleman farmer.—Thomas Foley, small farmer.—Thomas Healey, beggarman.—Patrick Hehir, large farmer and shopkeeper.—Patrick Kennedy, small farmer.—William McDonnell, labourer.—Joanna McEwenry, middling farmer.—James Mahon, labourer.—Rev. Mr. Murray, protestant curate.—Dr. Ryall, dispensary physician.—Thomas Studdert, esq., J.P.—Patrick Shillaugh, middling farmer.—Crofton Moore Vandeleur, esq., J.P.—And several others, farmers, tradesmen and labourers.

There is no foundling supported by the parish; one child, however, left in the parish some time ago, is taken care of by a poor man, who is repaid by collections made at the chapel, and this has been the only deserted child for the last seven years, the parish, though poor, always bearing a high moral character. The child was known to be illegitimate, and was supposed to have been brought from Kilrush. It was considered impossible for a man, if he had two or three in family, to provide for his children if orphans. There are no presentments obtained for foundlings; but it seemed advisable to the gentlemen present, that in future any sum required for the maintenance of a deserted child should be levied on the parish, as part of the baronial cess. This would do away with the difficulty which at present exists of making an assessment for such charges at vestry, a mode not liked by the people, who conceive such a tax a remnant of the church cess.

The child deserted in this parish was put out to nurses by the parish priest. This parish forms a union in the protestant church with Kilrush and several other parishes; the churchwardens are, therefore, appointed at the vestry of Kilrush to preside over all the parishes, and no overseers of foundlings have ever been appointed at any time. There is no apprentices fund here. And the child before mentioned was visited by the Assistant Commissioners, and it was found that the people in whose care it was devoid of principle as to expose her child born in wedlock. Some of the mothers have been traced by the exertions of the parishioners, which has had the effect of checking the practice. No instance is known of the child perishing before discovery. It was thought impossible for parents among the labouring classes to save for their children in case of their becoming orphans. Mr. Martin recollects only one instance of a labourer saving; he was a servant boy to his father, and received 8d. a day; he married early, and as soon as he had one or two children, his condition was observed to be just as wretched as that of other labourers. It is considered that the parish is obliged to provide for foundlings; but as the law merely says, that when a child is found, it shall be lawful to levy 1l. for it, much doubt has arisen as to whether the sum can be continued for more than one year. The churchwardens take care of children while they are under 12 months old. The parish does not provide for orphans, because the law does not require it. The three deserted children in this parish are in charge of the churchwarden, and by him sent out to nurse; but further than the existence, and the name of the nurse, the churchwarden knows nothing about them. The sum designed for the support of the children has been levied on the parish by a vote of the vestry, and as it forms the only remnant of the church cess, a most decided repugnance has

At present there are three deserted children in the parish; and one in the year will form about the average; they are all considered to be illegitimate, and from the high moral character the parish has always maintained, it is not conceived that any woman could be so devoid of principle as to expose her child born in wedlock. Some of the mothers have been traced by the exertions of the parishioners, which has had the effect of checking the practice. No instance is known of the child perishing before discovery. It was thought impossible for parents among the labouring classes to save for their children in case of their becoming orphans. Mr. Martin recollects only one instance of a labourer saving; he was a servant boy to his father, and received 8d. a day; he married early, and as soon as he had one or two children, his condition was observed to be just as wretched as that of other labourers. It is considered that the parish is obliged to provide for foundlings; but as the law merely says, that when a child is found, it shall be lawful to levy 1l. for it, much doubt has arisen as to whether the sum can be continued for more than one year. The churchwardens take care of children while they are under 12 months old. The parish does not provide for orphans, because the law does not require it. The three deserted children in this parish are in charge of the churchwarden, and by him sent out to nurse; but further than the existence, and the name of the nurse, the churchwarden knows nothing about them. The sum designed for the support of the children has been levied on the parish by a vote of the vestry, and as it forms the only remnant of the church cess, a most decided repugnance

Appendix (A)

Parish Kilrush.

Bar. Tuulla.

James Burke, small shopkeeper.—Pat Courneen, weaver.—Mary Courneen, his wife, employed to nurse a deserted child.—Pat Curtis, farmer of three and a half acres.—Pat Doolan, a resident beggar.—Michael Edwards, farmer of 10 acres.—John Gilmore, innkeeper.—Pat Hehir, a mendicant.—Pat McDonnell, labourer.—Captain Martin, J.P.—Judy Minahan, a town beggar.—Mr. O'Brien.—Parker, esq. a barrister, living in the parish.—Dr. Purdon, dispensary surgeon.—Michael Ryan, shoemaker.—Rev. Mr. Scanlan, roman-catholic curate.—Widow Slattery.—Rev. Mr. St. George, protestant curate.—Rev. Mr. Vaughan, roman-catholic priest.

Persons who attended the Examination.
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DESMERD AND
Orphn
Children.

Munster,
County Clare.

Parish Kildeeor.
Bar. Tulla.

Examintions taken by
P. F. Johnston, Esq.,
E. B. Molloy, Esq.

Persons who attended the Examination.

AUSTIN CARRIG, one of the late enumerators under the Commission for the Public Instruction.

THOMAS CURRAN, dyer and pawnbroker.

JAMES DALY, apothecary and innkeeper.

LAWRENCE Doherty, labourer.

JOHN DOMHNUIL, a cottier, holding five acres.

DOCTOR FINDCARE, dispensary surgeon.

JOHN HIGGINS, labourer.

JAMES KEANE, farmer of 12 acres.

THOMAS SYLACTH, labourer.

AUSTIN McCARTHY, a cottier holding two acres.

Rev. Mr. M'Nally, P.P.

PATRICK M'NAMARA, weaver.

Mr. Malone, farmer of nine acres, and tithe collector.

JOHN MALONE, a cottier holding four acres.

JOHN MOLLISON, weaver.

JAMES MULQUY, farmer of five acres.

JOHN O'REILLY, publican and farmer.

PATRICK QUINN, baker.

WIDOW ROURKE, widow of a carpenter, supporting four orphans.

MATTHEW TAYLOR, shopkeeper.

Rev. Archdeacon Whitby, protestant rector, and justice of the peace.

Mechanics, labourers and others, besides the above, were examined by the Assistant Commissioners.

According to Archdeacon Whitby, there had not been more than 12 deserted children found in that and the neighbouring parish within the last three years; three of these were then supported by the parish, and they appeared to the Assistant Commissioners to be in very good health, and well taken care of by those to whose charge they had been entrusted by the churchwardens. As to whether the desertion of infants had increased or not, all the witnesses who were examined expressed themselves satisfied that the crime, owing to the activity of the late roman-catholic clergyman of the parish, had of late years much diminished.

A very great number also of those with whom the Assistant Commissioners conversed, attributed the reduced number of foundlings to the closing of the Foundling-hospital; and it was stated that no instance had been known there of deserted children perishing before they had been discovered. As to whether it was possible for the labourer to make any provision for his children in the event of their becoming orphans, it is only necessary to refer to the rate of wages (8d. a day) in that district, to be convinced that no such attempt has ever been made. Several labourers were even anxious to know whether it was "funny," the Assistant Commissioners were, in asking such, in their opinion, an absurd question. There are no orphan children supported there by private contributions, nor by any religious orders, nor by subscription of a penny a week among the poorer classes.

The reason why deserted children alone are provided by the parish is, that the law is silent as to the support of orphans, whose condition, in one or two instances at Ennistymon, was wretched in the extreme, and could not be surpassed in extent of misery and neglect by that of the generality of deserted children. As was before stated, those children when discovered are put out to nurse by the churchwardens, and are taken care of by some poor people in the parish, whose conduct deserves great praise for their kindness and attention to them. About 5l. per annum is allowed for the expenditure of each child. An assessment was levied by the founding officers (persons who are not remunerated for their trouble, and incur much odium) upon all the inhabitants of the parish. From a feeling that this tax, in consequence of being laid on by the vestry, is connected with church cess, which was universally believed to have been abolished, there has been for some time a disinclination manifested towards its collection; and latterly, from the impossibility of realizing the sum required for this purpose in the usual way, one or two benevolent persons have been obliged to advance the requisite sum until the ensuing assizes, when an application would be made to the grand jury to ascertain the amount the parish officers were to pursue with regard to levying the foundling charges. There is no hospital now to which foundlings can be sent from that district; but it was hoped that the parishioners would turn out well, from the attention which has been paid by Archdeacon Whitty to their education; and it was the reverend gentleman's own opinion that these children are altogether much better taken care of in the present manner than they would be immured within the walls of the Foundling-hospital, where he had every reason to believe they were most shamefully neglected. There were no children there supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. It was the gen-
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ral opinion that some alteration was absolutely necessary in the mode of collecting the money to defray the expense of supporting the foundlings; and many intelligent persons in that part of the country saw no reason why this tax might not be be levied easily together with the other barony charges.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. J. Hastings Allen, protestant curate of Corofin.—Austen Curten, carpenter.—
Davis, weaver.—George Dixon, farmer and tithe collector.—Michael Edan, carpenter.—
John Emerson, slater.—George Fitzpatrick, innkeeper.—Tim Fitzgerald, publican.—
William Fitzgerald, esq. J. P.—Michael Halloran, labourer.—
John Hickey, postmaster, and farmer of 15 acres. — George Hogan, labourer.—
John Hogan, farmer.—Charles McNamara, farmer of eight acres.—Thomas McMahon, labourer.—
Martin, weaver.—Michael Moriarty, farmer, holding 15 acres.—James Nolan, farmer.—
John Penny, shopkeeper.—Rev. Mr. Walsh, roman-catholic rector.

There are at present no deserted children in this parish; there had been two, who died, supported altogether by collections made at the roman-catholic chapel. Child desertion has certainly decreased within the last 10 years: no case ever occurred of a child dying before discovery. It appeared to witnesses, that the present rate of wages made it quite impossible for a labourer to make provision for his children in case of their becoming orphans. The rate of wages given by farmers is 6d. a day to the regularly employed, and 8d. to those who hire occasionally, including diet. The gentlemen usually allow their labourers 8d. a day without diet. Overseers of foundlings were in the habit of putting deserted children out to nurse among the peasantry, usually with those who resided in the parish. There is no foundling-hospital in the parish. It was thought advisable by several gentlemen to make an alteration with respect to the power of assessing parishes for the maintenance of deserted children; some recommended the passing of an Act of Parliament, whereby the sum required for the maintenance of deserted children might be levied, together with the other barony charges.

Persons who attended the Examination.

James Brisl, farmer, holding seven acres.—Thomas Carroll, labourer.—Rev. Mr. Coffey, roman-catholic curate.—M. Collon, weaver.—Major Creagh, J. P.—Mary Fitzgerald, a beggarwoman.—Dr. Frazer, dispensary surgeon.—Widow Griffith, widow of a labourer.—
Mr. Hackney, steward to Sir A. Fitzgerald.—Martin Halpin, labourer, occasionally employed.—
Mary Halpin, his wife, always begging in Newmarket.—Michael Keogh and James Geary, small farmers, holding about 12 acres each.—Rev. Mr. M'Cullagh, rector.—John McNamara, labourer.—John Molony, clerk of the petty sessions.—Richard Moloney, a decayed shoe-maker.—Henry O'Brien, esq.—Lucius O'Brien, esq., late M. P. for the county of Clare.—
Rev. Mr. O'Brien, roman-catholic curate.—Patrick Shields, carpenter.

There are no foundlings supported by public contributions or cess in the four parishes. Mr. M'Cullagh could not recollect whether any child had been deserted or not in the parish of Tomfinlough within the last 11 years; but be it as it may, they have not had parochial assistance, for there was not a vestry held there during that period. For the last three years there has been but one child deserted, and that was supported for about a year by private contributions, and then it was proposed to send it to the Foundling-hospital; but when this intention reached the ears of the mother, her dormant affections were awakened; she claimed the child, and received it. As to whether they perish before they are discovered, see page.

There are no monastic or religious establishments in either of these parishes. The question as to the construction put on the laws for providing for deserted children has never been ascertained, as a provision for them was never proposed here, otherwise than by private charity. In a few instances that have occurred, the churchwardens have not taken charge of the children.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Abraham Arel, officer of health.—Mr. Michael Joseph Barry.—Rev. Charles H. Leslie, rector.—Mr. George Love, overseer of the parish; appointed by the officers of health.

Children that are deserted are supposed, in almost all cases, to be illegitimate. No instance is known of their perishing before they were discovered. The parish is supposed to be bound to provide for every child of this description until it is received into the Foundling-hospital. The churchwarden invariably takes charge of deserted children.
The number of foundlings, from Easter 1831 to Easter 1834, was 30. The reason of the decrease appears to be, that a lesser number have been sent in from the country than there were formerly.

It is only at Easter that children are received into the hospital. The sums assessed at vestry for the support of the children, previously to their being received into the hospital, were 10d. per quarter; and the medical attendant 10l. per annum.

The children are placed out to nurse by the churchwardens till the time of receiving them into the hospital.

The nurse in the country shows the child or children to the churchwardens once a quarter. In general, these nurses feel the strongest affection for the children in their charge; and instances have been known of their keeping the children, so entrusted to them, altogether. The Foundling-hospital, which receives children at Easter, is the only one to which children deserted in the parish can be sent.

The general character of those who have come out of the Foundling-hospital has not been by any means good. The general impression appeared to be, that the Foundling-hospital is much mismanaged. It is ascertained that most of the females who came from it become prostitutes. There are a few of the children supported by the Protestant Orphan Society placed with families. The present provision appears to be quite sufficient, although the mode of management may be in some degree objectionable.

Parish Holy Trinity, or Christ Church.
City of Cork.

Parishfindings taken by
Thomas Martin, Esq.
John Leary, Esq.
Examiner.

The number of foundlings is 5s. per week, 3s. 6d. of which is paid out of the fund above mentioned, and 1 s. 6d. out of the money collected at the church on Sundays. Formerly a certain sum was got for each child, but this was found to produce bad effects.

The salary of the wet nurse is £10.

Each child is given to the parish nurse, and as soon as possible afterwards to a wet nurse in the country. The salary of the parish nurse is £5 per week, 3s. 6d. per quarter; and the medical attendant 10l. per annum.

The children are placed out to nurse by the churchwardens till the time of receiving them into the hospital.

The nurse in the country shows the child or children to the churchwardens once a quarter. In general, these nurses feel the strongest affection for the children in their charge; and instances have been known of their keeping the children, so entrusted to them, altogether. The Foundling-hospital, which receives children at Easter, is the only one to which children deserted in the parish can be sent.

The general character of those who have come out of the Foundling-hospital has not been by any means good. The general impression appeared to be, that the Foundling-hospital is much mismanaged. It is ascertained that most of the females who came from it become prostitutes. There are a few of the children supported by the Protestant Orphan Society placed with families. The present provision appears to be quite sufficient, although the mode of management may be in some degree objectionable.

Persons who attended the Examination.

MR. PATRICK J. ANNELL, baker.—MR. DAVID BUTLER, farmer of 75 acres.—MR. D. CALLAGHAN, farmer of 66 acres.—REV. MR. FIELD, protestant priest of Lefinney and Knurkairly, barony of Innishannon.—MR. JEREMIAH HURLEY, farmer of 47 acres.

MR. JOHN LEARY, innkeeper.—MR. THOMAS LEARY, foundling overseer.—D. McMARThY, labourer, formerly farmer and overseer of the parish.—MR. EUGENE MccARTHY.—MR. JOHNSTONE MACKINTOSH, clerk of the petty sessions.—REV. THOMAS MEADE, rector.—REV. WILLIAM MORE, Crouchwhite, curate.—WILLIAM NEAL, labourer.

It appears that the same mode of providing for foundlings which prevails at Bandon has been adopted here.—(See Evidence of Parishes of Kilbrogan and Ballymoodan.) Only one child however has been sent to Cork by Mrs. Clarke this year, and there was no foundling in the parish last year.

 persons who attended the Examination.

JOHN Basset, weaver.—MR. THOMAS BOLLON, farmer holding 57 acres.—MR. ROBERT CLARK, farmer.—MR. REBECCA CLARKE, employed to take foundlings to Cork.—MR. ROBERT EDWARDS, tobacconist.—MR. MICHAEL FALVEY, churchwarden of 1833.—MR. JOHN FAWCETT, shopkeeper, churchwarden of Ballymoodan in 1833.—THOMAS HAWARD, weaver.—MR. WILLIAM HOONEY BROOK, farmer.—REV. WILLIAM HUNTER, minister of the presbyterian congregations.—REV. ARTHUR KNOX, vicar of Ballymoodan.—JOHN LINDSAY, weaver.—MR. RICHARD JAMES LONG, churchwarden of Kilbrogan for the present year.—REV. DANIEL MCSWEENY, roman-catholic rector.—REV. HORACE T. NEWMAN, rector of Kilbrogan.—ROBERT PHILLIPS, weaver.—CORNELIUS QUILLIINAN, labourer.—MR. GEORGE STANLEY, farmer holding 175 acres.—MR. THOMAS TANNER, farmer.—MR. STEWART TREESILLIAN, churchwarden of the present year.

A MOST extraordinary mode of providing for foundlings has been adopted for some years in the parishes of Ballymoodan and Kilbrogan. Formerly, when the funds of the Cork Foundling-hospital were very considerable, there was no objection to receiving children from different parts of the country. Every child which was exposed in Bandon was in consequence sent to Cork, and the woman who brought it generally took a letter to the churchwarden.
warden of some parish there, who sent the child to the hospital. When, in consequence of the diminution of the funds in the hospital, a regulation was made that no foundling should be received but those of Cork and the liberties, the parochial authorities of Bandon had recourse to the following expedient to save their parishes from the burden of supporting the foundlings. Each child, as soon as possible after being discovered, was given in charge to a woman named Rebecca Clarke, who was understood to take it to Cork and get it into the hospital; she received 10s. for each child. It appears that this system continues still. Mrs. Clarke, on being examined, stated, that her mode of getting a child into the hospital is to expose it in Cork; and this she always does, either at the gate of the hospital or in some gentleman's hall; the child of course then becomes a foundling of the parish in which it is thus exposed, and it is sent by the churchwarden of that parish to the hospital. Within a fortnight from the present time, 2d October 1834, Mrs. Clarke has exposed a child in this way; she says that although she has been going on thus for years, a length of time, she was but once detected, and then she could not be punished, as she was not caught in the fact.

This account of the way in which the children were disposed of after they left Bandon, rests on the authority of Mrs. Clarke alone. The foundling overseers knew or know nothing more than that she got the children and was paid. The witnesses, however, gave her a good character, and she herself speaks with the greatest apparent candour and openness, and there is every reason to believe, with truth.

Mr. Faussitt says, "that on taking office last year he felt he could not in conscience allow children to be taken off without having any further security for their safety than the mere word of an individual; and that accordingly the first two foundlings that were taken up in his year he put out to nurse to women residing near town. In this, he says his conduct was at variance with the expense brought on the parish, that he sent the next child by Mrs. Clarke to Cork, she promising to bring a certificate of its safe admission from a friend of hers in the hospital." Mrs. Clarke says, "that it was clearly impossible that she could bring any such certificate;" and Mr. Faussitt says, "that when she did not bring it, he declared that he would put every other foundling out to nurse." In consequence of this declaration, Mr. Falvey, Mr. Faussitt's colleague, took up all the other children of that year and sent them to Cork. The witnesses admit the unjustifiable nature of the proceedings, but plead in excuse, that if the children had been retained there would have been three times as many exposed, and the parish would incur a very heavy annual expense. However, all declared, that whatever be the consequence, a second exposure of a child shall not be suffered to take place again.

Since the Easter of this year, three children have been sent off from Ballymoodan parish; last year six were sent off; two were retained, as before mentioned, by Mr. Faussitt, and two died, after being discovered, and before there was time to send them off. One of them was believed to have died in consequence of exposure. From Kilbrogan three children were sent off this year.

The expense of the two children, who are at nurse in Ballymoodan parish, is 31 a year for each; they are showed every three months to the overseer.

It would appear from some statements of Mrs. Clarke's, that under the present management of the Foundling-hospital at Cork, it is very easy for the parent to find out with whom a child is put to nurse, and not impossible for a mother to get herself chosen the nurse of her own child. "I have heard," says Mrs. Clarke, "nurses say at the hospital gate in Cork, that such and such people gave them presents and made much of them to make them take good care of their child." I recollect also one child that I took to Cork, it was about 12 months old. The day after I came home a woman came to me to know if I could direct her so as to find out the person that the child was given to nurse to; I told her it was a child that a Mrs. Crawley, the parish nurse, had been promised to the hospital, that it was given to a Mrs. Murphy, and she saw the child with the latter. Some time after she came to me again, and told me what I told you, and made me a present of some whiskey, eggs, tea, coffee, and sugar." Mrs. Clarke says further, "there was another child that I was going to Cork with, when I met a man and woman at Inishannon Bridge. The man asked me was I taking the child to the hospital, and I said I was; and he and his wife looked at it, and said it was a very fine one. He told me that his wife was just recovered, after being delivered of a dead child, and that she was going to the hospital to see if she could get a child to nurse. He said it would be a good thing if she could have the child I had, and if I would put it in their arms. I said, maybe she could have applied next day at the hospital; she would know it (it was a girl) by a small mark it had on the back of its neck; she did try next day, and got the same child, and is rearing it now, may be it's her own, may be not." With respect to a provision for foundlings, the Rev. Mr. Newman says, "I am satisfied that the practice of taking charge of deserted children and placing them at nurse in the parish in which they are taken up, leads to their desertion. When I came here about 16 years ago, I found 50 children on the parish. At that time the hospital at Cork was open, and we had them all sent there as quickly as possible. The number of foundlings in each of the following years was considerably less than in any of the preceding.

"At the same time, I should say that I think the system of sending children to an hospital is liable to great objections. I am sure that a child will be better brought up, and his habits will be more naturally formed when he is placed in a family. Perhaps if foundlings were put out with families, in some place distant from that in which they are taken up, and if a sort of reciprocity were established between parishes in different parts of the country, the advantage of both systems at present in operation might be combined, and the leading evils avoided."
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PERSONS who attended the Examination.

No deserted child has been found this year. Formerly foundlings were sent to the hospital in Cork from this parish, in the same manner as from Bandon. Dr. Folliott however states, when he had occasion, about seven or eight years ago, to send children to Cork, that he was always in the habit of requiring a receipt, to show how they had been disposed of. Mr. James Rend, churchwarden, states, that at the present moment the parish does not support any foundling; and that at the last vestry a foundling rate was not assessed. A child which was taken up some time ago was maintained by the rector.

PERSONS who attended the Examination.

There has been no foundling in this parish since the year 1827.

PERSONS who attended the Examination.

There is no foundling supported by the parish. One child was taken up in a neighbour parish; is supported at the expense of a few charitable individuals. The practice of sending children to the Cork Foundling-hospital is not known to have existed here.

PERSONS who attended the Examination.

There are two foundlings on the parish at present; one put on it last year, the other about four years ago. Last Easter the vestry refused to assess any sum for the support of the children; and Mr. Hallaran, the rector, applied to the going judge of assize (Baron Penefather), who ordered the sum of £5 Irish to be levied for the support of the latter child, for whom the parish had not paid anything, but refused to order anything for the other child, on the ground that he was not permitted by law to interfere where the parish had already paid something. The witnesses do not know how the nurse of this latter child is to be paid. The Rev. Mr. Kirkhoffer, rector of the neighbouring parish, Clondrohid, says, "There were two foundlings in my parish this year. I was going to summons a vestry, when some decent farmers came to me, and said it was better not to have any assessment, but that they would engage that the children should be supported by the people of the parish. I agreed,
into the STATE OF THE POORER CLASSES IN IRELAND.

agreed, and they took the children; they are now supported very well. There are no foundlings on the parish." There are about a dozen children from the Cork Foundling-hospital at nurse; they are generally very well treated. Each of the nurses receives 3l. a year. Some of them have been known to become so attached to the children as to keep them altogether.

Persons who attended the Examination.

TIMOTHY CALLinan, farmer of 20 acres.—Mr. Jeremiah Collins.—Thomas Fitzgerald, labourer. —Dr. Fitzgerald, dispensary surgeon. —Michael Galway, esq.—James Hayes, farmer of 65 acres.—Thomas Hungerford, esq., J. P. Cahirmore.—Thomas Hungerford, esq.—Nicholas Lonard, beggar.—Daniel Mahony, farmer of 45 acres.—Mr. John Mahony, shopkeeper.—Mr. Kane Mahony.—John Eugene Macartney, esq., under-agent to Lord Carbery.—Rev. Jeremiah Mahony, P. P.—John Meanahan, labourer.—Richard Smith, esq., J. P.—Mr. John Wolfe, farmer.—Rev. Joshua Wood, protestant curate.—And several others.

There is not at the present moment any foundling supported by the parish of Ross Carbery; but it would appear that the method of disposing of foundlings, which has been described in that part of the evidence taken at Banlon, that relates to the condition of deserted children, has also existed here. Mr. Thomas Morris, who was churchwarden in 1831, stated to the Assistant Commissioners, that he sent three children to the Cork Foundling-hospital by the woman Rebecca Clarke, and that he paid to her the sum of 1l. for each child. She gave Mr. Morris to understand that she procured, in some clandestine way, the admission of the children into the hospital; and he did not think it necessary to make any inquiries as to the mode which she had adopted. At the vestry held the preceding Easter, a proposal for the levying a foundling rate was rejected.

Persons who attended the Examination.


There is no foundling on the parish, the rates having been refused at the last vestry. It is not known that any child has been sent to the Cork Foundling-hospital for many years. There was a child exposed last year, for which Mr. English himself paid two months nursing. The nurse kept the child nine months. It was then given to Mr. Trail, the rector, at whose expense, Mr. English believes, it is at nurse at present.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mrs. Coleman, superior of the convent of the Sisters of Charity. — Rev. Mr. Daly, senior catholic curate. — Mr. Edward James Downey, clerk of the chapel for 23 years. — Mr. R. Howell, woollenmer. — Mr. John Murphy, coffin-maker, president of the sick poor society. — Mr. John Nagle, son of a tradesman. — Mr. James Nolan, foreman maltster. — Dr. Quarry, rector of the parish. — Dr. Sloane, minister of presbyterian congregation.

The number of children who have been deserted is about half a dozen in the year, and these are supposed to be illegitimate.

Persons who attended the Examination.


There are at present 15 or 16 deserted children in the parish, all of whom are supposed to be illegitimate; but for the last three years there has been only one. And no instance within four years of an illegitimate child being destroyed.
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DESECRD AND ORPHAN CHILDREN.

Munster,
County Cork.

Examinations taken by
Thomas Martin, Esq.
John Laton, Esq.

Parish St. Mallos.
Town of Kinsale.

There is no particular provision for orphans, nor does it appear possible for the parents to lay by any provision for them from their earnings; but the parish is bound to support the foundlings.

There are two persons appointed by vestry, called foundling officers, whose duty is to take charge of deserted children, and send them to nurse; the churchwardens have nothing to do with these children.

The nurses invariably treat the children well, and show the greatest affection for them; they bring them in every three months to be seen by the foundling officers.

The fund from which the children are supported is an assessment on the houses of the parish, according to the value of each house. The Act of Parliament allows £5, for the maintenance of the children, but the nurses never get more than £3, for which they are satisfied to provide food and clothing; and which can certainly leave them very little (if any) remuneration. Witness thinks it strange that there is no apprentice fund, by which they could be apprenticed out when of a proper age; owing to a want of this, the children mostly find the greatest difficulty in settling themselves in any way; some arrangement for apprenticing them is highly necessary.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Tracton.
Bar. Kerrycurrychy.

Mr. Patrick Donovan, publican and farmer.—Rev. Thomas O'Connor, parish priest.—Mr. Philip Pard, farmer.

During the space of the last two years, there were two deserted children, who were taken by the parish, and provided for by subscription. In the last five or six years there were three or four altogether.

Persons who attended the Examination.

County Kerry.

Examinations taken by
G. C. Lewis, Esq.
D. G. Law, Esq.

Parish Cahir.
Bar. Iveragh.

Rev. Mr. Chute, curate of Cahir, Killenaule and Glenislah.—Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald, parish priest of Cahir and Killane.—Mr. Hoare, shopkeeper.—Rev. Mr. Sullivan, coadjutor.

During the last three years there has not been a child deserted within the limits of the parish. There have been but two instances of infanticide during the last 10 years. The children in both instances had been exposed, but it is uncertain whether with an intention of destroying them. The mothers were not discovered.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Dingle.
Bar. Corkagphony.

Rev. Mr. Goodman, curate of the parish of Dingle.—Mr. Fitzgerald, apothecary.—Mr. Lawrence, chief constable of Corkagphony.—Rev. Mr. Sullivan, roman-catholic curate, in a line of 14 miles in length along the southern coast.

Mr. Goodman stated that there had been no case of infanticide or exposure of children in that quarter, to his knowledge. Mr. O'Sullivan observed, that the only instance of the kind that he could mention was that of a child which was exposed about two years ago; it was found dead in a field near the road, very respectfully dressed; and there had been no inquest held upon it. Orphans were generally taken care of by their friends, and go into service when they were old enough. They were sometimes, however, driven to begging.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Kenmare.
Bar. Glanerought.

Rev. Mr. Godfrey, rector of Kenmare and Mount.—John Hickson, esq., j.p., agent to the Marquis of Lansdowne.—Rev. Mr. Fitzmaurice, parish priest of Kenmare and Templenoe.

There were, at the period of the visit of the Assistant Commissioners, about six deserted children in the two parishes of Kenmare and Templenoe. Those that had been exposed in the former parish were maintained by a cess apportioned for the purpose. In the preceding year the vestry in Templenoe had negatived a motion for a foundling cess; in that parish, however, there is but one foundling who is not old enough to provide for himself, and he is retained by his nurse, without even a promise or the hope of being recompensed for her trouble and expenses.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Connor, manager of loan fund.—Rev. Mr. Dunne, canonjutor.—Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald, parish priest of Killarney and part of Aghadone.—Rev. Mr. Herbert, vicar of Killarney and Kilcummin.—Rev. Mr. Herbert, rector of Castle Island.—Mr. David Murphy, linen-draper.

During the last three years there have been, on an annual average, about two children exposed in the parish of Killarney. These have, in almost every instance, been ascertained to be the offspring of strangers and of illegitimate birth. Foundlings when discovered are always brought to the priest's house, and by him placed with nurses, with whom they remain until they are of an age to maintain themselves. At the present moment there are eight or ten foundlings who are supported by a charitable fund arising from collections and contributions received at the chapel. The money collected at the church is partly applied to the assistance of five or six children who have been deserted. It has been observed, that children who have been deserted generally turn out worse than others, inasmuch as it is probable that they have not been well treated, and more particularly have not had the authority of a parent to direct them. It has never been the practice in Killarney to send deserted children to the Foundling-hospital; "but," says the Rev. Mr. Herbert, rector of Castle Island, "I have, with much advantage, threatened to resort to that practice in my parish; and although we are at present supporting six foundlings by vestry cess, none of them have been exposed since my residence in the parish, a period of about three years. I am satisfied that formerly children have been deserted in a safe place, and afterwards given to the mother to nurse. The practice has ceased since the announcement of my determination to send them all to the Foundling-hospital."

Persons who attended the Examination.

Lieut. W. E. Brady, chief constable of police.—Mr. Church, shopkeeper.—Captain Hewson, magistrate.—Rev. Mr. Mahony, parish priest of Listowel and Galey, Inraghticonnor Barony, and part of Kilshinane and Finga, in the barony of Clannmaurice.

There were about two children exposed during the year; they are now maintained on the parish by the vestry cess.

One orphan, and a poor blind boy of about 13 years of age, have also been put on the parish list.

Persons who attended the Examination.

H. J. Brownrigg, esq., sub-inspector of police.—Rev. Mr. McNerny, parish priest of Tralee Union.—Rev. Mr. O'Sullivan, parish priest of Ardfert, Kilmoilie in Clannmaurice, and Balinaaghlah, in Trughenancky.

There are about 10 children exposed in that district in the course of the year. When discovered they are supported by vestry cess, and are given out to nurses, without any regard to religious distinction whatsoever. Any orphans that are left in a state of destitution are generally provided for by their relatives. As to any effect produced upon the system of deserting children, by the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin, it was generally agreed that no change had taken place from it, because few were sent to Dublin for the purpose, the distance being too great.

Person who attended the Examination.

Rev. Mr. Day, rector of Valentia.

There has been no exposure of children or infanticide known here.

Person who attended the Examination.

Rev. Michael Fitzgerald, parish priest of the union of Askeaton and Ballyfin.

There were no deserted children or orphans in the parish at the time of visiting. The interference of the Legislature is desirable to make it imperative on the vestry to provide for deserted children in future in a public institution, where there should be no proselytism.

Appendix (A.)

Deserted and Orphan Children.

Munster.

County Kerry.

Examination taken by G. C. Lewis, Esq.

D. G. Lobs, Esq.

Parish Killarney.

Bar. Magoniby.

Parish Listowel.

Bar. Inraghticonnor.

Bar. Ardfert.

Parishes Tralee and

Baronies Trughenancky and Clannmaurice.

Par. Valentia, in Island of

Valentia.

County Limerick.

Union of Askeaton and Ballyfin.

Bar. Lower Count.
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Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Morris, sub-agent to Lord Charleville.—Rev. Mr. WALLER, rector of Chapel Russell. 
And a farmer resident in Kilcornan.

(Mr. Morris)—There is one deserted child, which has been supported by vestry cess for the last five years; but there is now no cess, and the nurse is not paid.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Dr. COLL, parish priest of Newcastle.—ALFRED FURLONG, esq., agent to the Earl of Devon.
—Rev. John LOCKE, rector of Newcastle and Monygy.—JOHN PEARCE, esq., surgeon and physician to the dispensary.—Mr. FERCT, chief constable of Newcastle upwards of 13½ years.

With regard to the number of deserted children then on the parish, and the increase or decrease of the system, the Rev. Mr. Locke said, that about two years ago a deserted child was given out to nurse, but it had since died; and he did not know of another case.

Mr. Furlong mentioned two or three cases, however; and Mr. Locke thought, that since the suppression of the Foundling-hospital the number of deserted children had decreased, to his knowledge.

It was observed by Mr. Coll, that it was the custom to lay such children at the priest’s door, or bring them, when found, to the priest. He determined, however, not to take any part in providing for them, and announced his resolution to the people; and this had the effect of putting a stop to thus exposing them. There is now no regulation or provision whatsoever for them, but they generally find out to whom they belong, and force them on their relations. There have been cases, when the child was put out to nurse, and nobody being after wards forthcoming to take charge of it, the nurse has refused to take care of the child any longer. It was stated that this practice of child dropping or deserting infants had decidedly decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin.

Persons who attended the Examination.

The Rev. M. GRIFFITH, protestant curate.—The Rev. D. HOGAN, parish priest.—Mr. MULCAHY, shopkeeper.—WILLIAM SMITH, esq., J.P., sub-inspector of police.

In this parish there have been two cases of deserted children in three years. Within a month a boy of seven years old was left here by his mother, a stranger, and is now supported by the neighbours. This boy was lately taken up for stealing potatoes on account of desertion. About a month ago a new-born infant was also found near the town; it was carried to the churchwardens, who had no funds, and it has since been taken up by an old woman who gets a little assistance among the neighbours.—(Mr. Mulcahy.)—After the cholera in 1832, a subscription was made in the town, amounting to 127 l., for the relief of orphans and widows left by the cholera. Sums varying from 4l. to 10s. were allotted to 63 families and individuals, and put in the hands of persons who took charge of the parties. The orphans were instructed in plaiting, bonnet-making, &c.; others were sent to dressmakers, and others were taken up by their relations; the widows set up some little dealing on the money they got; and, of the whole number, not more than three families have become beggars.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Dr. COLLINS, parish priest of the union of Shanagolden, Robertstown, and Ballyhargill.

About two years ago a child was exposed in the protestant union of Shanagolden, which was supported by one yearly vestry, but last year the parishioners refused to pay the nurse, who still keeps the child, but is not paid.

Persons who attended the Examination.

FRANCIS BRANIGAN, gentleman farmer.—Rev. Dr. CONNELLY, parish priest.—WALTER CULLEN, tradesman.—TIMOTHY DONOVAN, bрогue-maker.—Dr. LEACH, M.D.—Rev. Mr. MANDERVILLE, protestant clergyman.—MICHAEL MULLEN, weaver.—WILLIAM O’DOWHIN, esq.—Dr. O’SHEA, M.D.—JAMES PRENDERGAST, esq.—JAMES QUIN, clerk of roman-catholic curate.—Rev. Mr. SANDS, rector of Carrick.—And others present at different times.

There has been one new-born child exposed in Newton parish in a field, and one in Carrick parish. The practice is for them to be taken round from house to house, and they stay only one night; they mostly die; it cannot be well otherwise. The child in Newton parish is given out to nurse, and is supported by voluntary subscriptions. All the children exposed in this neighbourhood, except the one in Newton parish, have died. The churchwarden...
warden never takes charge of deserted children or orphans in this parish; he refused in the last case to provide for the child in Carrick parish, stating that he had no funds, but made no attempt to levy any cess.

Sometimes when a father or mother go away, promising to come back or to send remittances to their children, and do neither, the children are parcelled out among relations.

Some legislative interference is very much wanted to make the present law relative to deserted children effective, as it is now a dead letter in Carrick.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Mr. Allowney, actuary for the savings' bank.—Mr. Thomas CroTTY, woollen-manufacturer.—

Dr. Delany, M.R.C.S. — Rev. Mr. Higgins, rector of Roscrea.—Samuel H. Lawson, esq., chief constable of police.—Rev. Mr. O'Shaughnessey, parish priest.—Hon. Mr. Pretty, J.P.

About eight years ago the number of deserted children which were annually thrown upon the parish was very great; and the sum assessed for their maintenance by the vestry amounted to about 50l. In consequence of exertions, in many instances attended with success, made to discover the mothers, or other persons who were guilty of the crime, the offence has greatly decreased in frequency. The assistance derived from the parish towards their maintenance has entirely ceased during the last three years, in consequence of the general resistance to church assessment. At the present moment a fund, arising from the subscriptions of the bench of magistrates, supports three deserted children; and any aid from other sources is collected with the greatest difficulty.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Rev. Mr. Baldwin, roman-catholic clergyman.—Rev. Dr. Bell, master of the endowed school.—BENJAMIN B. Bradshaw, esq. J.P.—William Chatton, esq., mayor of Clonmel.—Mr. Grubb, merchant.—Mr. John Hacket, proprietor of Tipperary Free Press.—Mr. Hodges, attorney.—David M'Callon, proprietor of factories.—Meadhair, shoemaker.—Mr. O'Connor, foreman of the Clonmel Advertiser.—Rev. Mr. Stevenson, protestant clergyman.—Thomas Walsh, labourer.—And many others present at different times.

There were four or five foundlings in the church last Easter Sunday; two were up to 10 years of age. The suppression of the Foundling-hospital has diminished the number; they used to be left at persons' doors, in order to be sent to the hospital. The churchwardens take charge of the infants, and the vestry cess is levied. Two or three children left by their parents are begging about the streets. There was a child deserted by the mother, who fled from Clonmel; the churchwarden would do nothing. Sheeham's wife kept it for three months, when it died. In the county Waterford, near Clonmel, two orphan children died of starvation about six years ago, in the scarce year; they were about 12 years old; they perished on the road side, in the middle of the day; they fainted away as they were wayfaring; they were left to perish in the inclemency of the weather. James Smith, boatman, gives the story, and is not sure whether an inquest was held. A subscription is made for cholern orphans, and by donations from other charities; five are on hand.

A woman is employed to rear the foundlings; she rears them by spoon-meal. Since the hospital was closed the cases are rare. Inquiry was made by Mr. Baldwin into the condition of the children; and instruction was given that they should be better taken care of by the woman, as there had been a representation of misconduct. Those of sufficient age are sent to school. Mr. O'Connor thinks it would be injurious to make a provision for foundlings by an hospital; there is no objection to the present system.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

R. Arnold.—S. Arnold.—Mr. James Christie, churchwarden.—Mr. E. Craig.—Messrs. Ewart, Logan, &c. &c. including several of the police.—Rev. J. Johnston, late curate of Ahoghill.—Captain Kennett, officer of police.—Rev. Geo. Kirkpatrick, rector.—Rev. John Kielan, parish priest.—Rev. Mr. Harke Lee, Moravian agent.—G. Logan.—Rev. T. Mallalieu, of Gracehill.—A. M'Gill, esq., magistrate.—Dr. Miller, surgeon of dispensary.—H. O'Hara, esq., magistrate.—James O'Herritt.—W. Quillan.—Mr. James Smyth, merchant.

There are 10 children deserted in the parish; number of orphans unknown; the number has decreased, because inspectors have been appointed to search for the parent so deserting them. They are supposed to be illegitimate. They do not often perish before they are discovered; none are supported by religious orders or subscriptions from the poorer classes. Only those deserted under the age of 12 months come within the provisions of the statute, which empowers the vestry to raise by assessment a sum not exceeding 5l. annually of late Irish currency, for the maintenance of each deserted child. There is not known any other legal authority to make provision for orphans or destitute children.
Deserted and Orphan Children.

Upper, County Antrim.

Examinations taken by C. W. Barrett, Esq., James Pechies, Esq.

Parish Ahoghill.
Bar. Lower Tosome.

Presentments are not obtained from the assizes for their maintenance; the statute provides only for deserted children, not for mere orphans. The deserted children are put out to nurse by churchwardens to women in the parish, who exhibit them at each Easter vestry to the overseers; but their education has not been sufficiently attended to. The assessment on the parish, according to statute, is 5l. late Irish currency for each; but here less is sufficient. No objections have been made to the distribution of the fund. There is no foundling-hospital; the children, when seven years old, are received and employed by a weaver or farmer. The opinion here is strong against orphan institutions, as it is thought that the children, being reared out of their own rank in life, are likely to become afterwards discontented, and they are believed to be more unhealthy than those nursed by the peasantry; nursing is here cheap. Deserted children, when not provided for, are often compelled to beg. None are supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. The practice of taking charge of deserted children has led, it is believed, to their desertion. Since the Foundling-hospital in Dublin has been closed, and since the appointment of overseers in the parish to search for the mother, the number has decreased. All thought it hard to confine the parish relief to those under 12 months old; they thought overseers should be appointed, as here, to prevent desertion; but that a deserted child above 12 months of age should not be left a burden to the finder. One case occurred here where a child was left in the cradle of a poor farmer, and the parish, though willing, had no legal authority to relieve him.

Persons who attended the Examinations.

Dr. Bruce.—Dr. BRYSON, surgeon of dispensary.—Rev. JAMES CARR, presbyterian minister.
—Mr. S. CLARKE.—G. S. CLARKE, esq., magistrate.—Mr. M. CRAFORD.—Rev. DANIEL CURDAL, parish priest.—Mr. M. DICKIE.—Mr. M. GIBSON.—Rev. WILLIAM GREENE, protestant vicar.—Mr. J. E. LEDBLE, publican.—Dr. M'MASTER, surgeon and apothecary.—Rev. ROBERT MAGGIE, presbyterian minister.—Mr. J. SKELTON, agent to Lord Ferrard, &c. &c. and many of the paupers.

Parish Antrim.
Bar. Antrim, Upper Half.

The number of deserted children at present in the parish is four. There appears to have been no change in the number of yearly desertions within the memory of any of the witnesses, at least not such as to have been remarked. They are generally supposed to be illegitimate, and very rarely parish before they are discovered.

In some cases provision might be made by the working classes for their children in case of their becoming orphans, but it is very seldom done; they generally spend the surplus of their earnings in the public-house. There are no regular contributions for the support of orphans, nor are they supported by religious orders. Deserted children are taken charge of by the churchwardens, and supported by a tax levied on the parish.

Here the construction put on the statute is very wide, allowing aid to deserted children, even when above three or four years old at the time of desertion; and some orphans in the case of cholera were received on the parish under this statute (though contrary to the statute, but was not considered in the parish). There are no presentments obtained from the assizes for deserted children in this parish.

They are generally put out to nurse by the churchwardens, and in this parish the practice with respect to the payment of nurses differs from that of most other parishes, the allowance here being from 4l. to 6l. 7s., whilst in other parishes it is not more than 5l. late Irish currency. They are never put to women residing in another parish to be nursed, and are regularly inspected by the parochial authorities. There are no reasons apparent, why there should be any discontent relative to the distribution of the sum levied for the maintenance of deserted children by the churchwardens.

There is no foundling-hospital in the parish. The prevalent opinion is, that children put to nurse with the country people are likely to be more healthy and stronger, and to become more moral and more useful members of society than those brought up in an orphan institution.

Those deserted children who are nursed by the country people generally become labourers or servants, and sometimes weavers. There is no apprentice fund.

It was less expensive to provide for the children by sending them to the Foundling-hospital when open, than by sending them to be nursed by the peasantry; for 5l. paid to the Foundling-hospital, left the parish free from all further charges. There has been no remark made, as to the difference of conduct in after-life between children who have been deserted and that of others.

If deserted children are not provided for by the parish, they must have recourse to begging as a means of support, when only a few years of age.

The practice of desertion has not decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin; however, the number here is small. But it is thought that the number of bastards has increased latterly.

The committee of the mendicity affords relief to many children not coming within the Act of Parliament, and the parish occasionally assists some, and would wish to have a discretionary power of relieving others by paying for their nursing, &c. at farmers' houses, or with the poor and well conducted relatives, under the superintendence of curates or overseers.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. J. Cumming, farmer.—Rev. Mr. Dennev, parish priest.—Rev. J. Dunseath, protestant curate.

The Very Rev. Dean Green.—Mr. R. Hamilton, farmer.—Mr. W. Hopkins, farmer.

George Hutchinson, esq.—Dr. Moore.—Charles O'Hara, esq.—Mr. W. Orr, shopkeeper.—Mr. S. Perry, farmer.—Surgeon Reynolds.—Mr. R. Rowan, farmer.—Surgeon Taylor.—Mr. B. Thompson, farmer.—Mr. J. Thompson, shopkeeper.—Dr. Thompson.—Mr. J. White, shopkeeper.—Police, labourers, &c.

There is scarcely any perceptible increase or decrease in the number of desertions. The average number for each of the three last years is three. The number at present in the parish is four; they are supposed to be illegitimate, with the exception of two, one of which was taken up by the parish at the age of eight years, being deserted by its parents, and the other at the age of six years, being an orphan. No instances are known of deserted children having perished before their discovery. It is not considered possible for the working classes to lay up a provision for their children, in the event of their decease before the children would be able to earn for themselves; it is seldom attempted, from its apparent impracticability. There are no instances known of orphans being supported by regular private contributions or religious orders. None but children who are deserted under the age of 12 months are supposed to be included in the provision made by law; but this is not strictly adhered to. There are no presents obtained at the assizes; it is not necessary to apply for them, as the parish has always assessed itself for the maintenance of children deserted under 12 months of age.

The churchwardens always take charge of deserted children, and have them put out to nurse, generally to women residing in the parish, who receive 6d. late Irish currency annually, levied by an assessment on lands and houses, according to their value. The children are produced yearly at the vestry, and are occasionally visited by the churchwardens.

They are not supposed, in any instance, to have been neglected. The distribution of the funds by the churchwardens gives general satisfaction. There is no foundling-hospital. No remark has been made as to whether the children thus reared have turned out better or worse than the children of the peasantry in general. Apprentices fees have been given occasionally. A preference was given to the nursing of children in the houses of peasantry, as being more conducive to their health and general strength than being brought up in an institution. It is more expensive to provide for children in a foundling-hospital than by sending them to be nursed by the wives of peasantry. No comparative remark has been made between the conduct in after-life of those who had been deserted when young and other children. They are rarely got after they are a few years of age, even when not provided for by the parish. No children of this parish are supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. It is not supposed that taking charge of deserted children has the effect of increasing the number of desertions. Desertion has rather decreased, owing more to the vigilance of the parochial authorities in making search after the mother, than to the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital.

It is considered advisable that the assessment now made for children deserted under 12 months of age only, be extended to orphans, and give support to all children who would be obliged to solicit alms under the present system.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Hugh Anderson, esq.—Rev. James Boyle, presbyterian minister.—Mr. R. Dunlop, surgeon of dispensary.—Rev. Hugh Hamill, presbyterian minister.—Mr. R. Hussey, farmer.—Mr. S. Johnston, farmer.—Mr. A. Macauley, surgeon and apothecary.—Mr. W. McNullen, grocer.—James Stewart Moore, esq., magistrate.—Rev. James Morewood, rector of Dunluce.—Rev. James O'Hara, parish curate of Drumkeverick.—Mr. B. Stewart, draper.—W. R. Taylor, grocer.—Mr. James Wallace, baker.—Several of the police, &c. &c.

There were two deserted this year, and none during the preceding three years; the cause is unknown; but they are mostly thought to be illegitimate. They seldom perish before they are discovered. None are brought up by any religious orders; and the poor classes do not put to nurse those deserted children. The laws for providing for deserted children are the same here as stated in the parish of Drumduale. The statute being confined to such, is the reason of the parish supporting deserted children only. They are put out to nurse by the churchwardens, and given to women resident in the parish. They are occasionally brought to the churchwardens, and at Easter to the vestry. The general limit of the expenditure on each child is 5s. late Irish currency. The statute mentions the fund to defray such expenditure towards the churchwardens, on the latter year prevails. There is no foundling-hospital in the parish. The children nursed by the country people generally become labourers or farm servants. The opinion here is strong against collecting the children in an institution. Several gentlemen stated, from experience, that the children were reared.
reared in a neighbouring charter school were much less healthy and worse conducted than the deserted children brought up in the families of small farmers; that the expense was much greater; and that a great disinclination to employ them prevailed, owing to their being without any experience of the wants and difficulties of those in their own proper stations. A foundling-hospital is considered more expensive than putting them to nurse with the peasantry. It is not known whether the mortality is greater in a foundling-hospital than among those put to nurse. It is thought that the practice of taking charge of deserted children leads to their desertion; and therefore precautions are taken to guard against it, and to pursue the mothers. The practice has decreased since the Dublin Foundling-hospital has closed. All agree that not only deserted but helpless children of every description should be taken under the care of the parish, if the law permitted, which at present it does not.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Daniel Blair, merchant. — William Burleigh, esq., magistrate.—Rev. Mr. Carter, protestant curate.—Mr. John Coates, secretary to the grand jury, county Antrim.—Admiral Dawson.

—Mr. Samuel Erskine.—Rev. Mr. Flintet, independent minister.—Dr. Forsyth, physician to the dispensary.—Rev. Arthur O'Neill, parish priest.—Rev. Mr. Paul, presbyterian minister.—

Mr. Price.—Clerk of petty sessions.

Parish Billy, Bar. Upper Downside.

Parish Carrick-fergus.

Town of Carrick-fergus.

Deserted children are generally supposed to be illegitimate; their support does not come upon the parish, except when deserted under 12 months of age, and then they are taken care of by the overseers; their maintenance is only provided, the overseers not regarding it as their duty to provide for their education. The greatest sum that has been levied on the parish for the maintenance of a child is 2 s. per week, or 5 l. 4 s. per annum. There has been no change observed in the annual number of desertions; there are four supported by the parish at present. There are very few instances of deserted children perishing before they were discovered.

Considering the present state of labour and rates of wages, it is deemed quite impracticable for the working classes to make provision for their children in the event of their becoming orphans; it is seldom attempted. There is no savings' bank in this district. Orphans are not supported by public contributions or by religious orders. There are no children in this parish under the protection of the Protestant Orphan Society. There has been no maintenance obtained by presentment from the assessors for either deserted children or orphans.

Those deserted who are supported by the parish are put out to nurse to women in the parish, and are visited by the overseers; they are sufficiently provided with everything but education, and are brought to be viewed by the churchwardens and parishioners at the Easter vestry. The fund is procured by statutory parochial assessment; its distribution, by the churchwardens, and gives general satisfaction, except that no education is provided. No children have ever been sent from this parish to a foundling-hospital.

The mental improvement of children put out to nurse with the country people is not much attended to; still it is believed that children put out to nurse are better initiated in the difficulties of life than those who are maintained in institutions; they are stated to be grievously neglected in point of education. The expense of putting children out to nurse is not so great as it is generally supposed that the expense of an institution would be. No difference has been observed between the course in after life of those who had been deserted in infancy and others. If not provided for by the parish, they must beg as soon as they are able to ask alms. The taking charge of deserted children is not supposed to increase the number of desertions. No decrease has taken place since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. It is considered desirable that deserted children should be provided for, even if illegitimacy were increased by the provision.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Adams, coach proprietor.—Mr. John Brown, merchant.—Mr. John Bayson, gentleman.—

Mr. Cole, clerk of petty sessions.—Mr. Cooper, innkeeper.—Coutrey, esq., under-agent of Earl O'Neill.—Mr. Thomas Coutrey, boot-maker.—Mr. James Craig, manufacturer.

Rev. Currie, parish priest.—Rev. Samuel Beatty, vicar.—Mr. Henderson, farmer.—

Mr. M'aulley, innkeeper.—Dr. McKeon, apothecary, &c.—Rev. Thomas Reid, seceding minister.—Mr. Robinson, cotton manufacturer.—Dr. Rees, surgeon of dispensary.—Mr. Thomas Swan, grocer.

The number of deserted children now in the parish list is 25. It is not known whether they are illegitimate or not. When deserted, they are generally, almost invariably, so placed as not to be liable to parish before discovery. Here the construction put on the only statute
is very wide, allowing aid to deserted children even when above three or four years old at the time of desertion, and some orphans, in the case of cholera, were after the age of 12 months received on the parish under this statute, though contrary to this statute, but it was not so considered by the parish.

The generality of mechanics might make a provision for their children in the event of their being left orphans, while unable to provide for themselves, but labourers could not. There is no legal provision for mere orphans if not deserted, nor is there any private subscription fund from which relief has been afforded to them. There are no religious orders here who shelter orphans.

Those deserted children who are supported by the parish are under the superintendence of the churchwardens, who put them out to nurse to women in the parish, and inspect them yearly. The sum expended on such child is limited to about the amount of the cost of nursing, decreasing as the child becomes capable of working, at eight years old, and ceasing at twelve. The fund is raised from the parish by assessment, and presentsments from the assesses are not found requisite. The churchwardens have never been found guilty of peculation; nor is there any discontent with respect to the manner in which they have managed the fund. There is no fund for apprenticing them to trades, and they generally, if males, become labourers, and if females, go to service. They frequently become so much endeared to their nurses that they are unwilling to let them part from them. There exists a strong opinion in favour of their being brought up by nurses, with whom they are more habituated with the common concerns of life, grow up more healthy, and are less liable to be corrupted by evil associates, such as are generally collected in an institution. Many instances have occurred of such children having been adopted and provided for by their nurses.

There is now no foundling-hospital to which deserted children may be sent. The sum paid to the Dublin Foundling-hospital was 5l., and 30s. was paid for conveying the child up, being in all 6l. 10s.; whereas the present is an annual continuing charge. The conduct of deserted children who were nursed by countrywomen is equally as good as that of other children, and is generally satisfactory. No comparison has been made between the mortality amongst children who had been sent to the foundling-hospital and those sent out to nurse.

The practice of desertion has not decreased since the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital. It is not considered that maintaining deserted children has the effect of encouraging desertion.

The practice approved of by this parish, namely, the providing for children deserted at the age of four years, when the law allows a provision only for those who are deserted under the age of 12 months, warrants the conclusion that some further legislative interference is generally considered desirable.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Rev. N. Alexander, presbyterian minister.—Rev. Daniel Bell, protestant curate.—Mr. John Howe, cotton manufacturer.—Mr. John M. Johnston, grocer and farmer.—Rev. William Langbridge, presbyterian minister.—Mr. William McNeice, innkeeper and churchwarden.—Mr. James Murray, surgeon and apothecary.—Mr. John Sefton, innkeeper and farmer.—And several others who were visited and conversed with, by Assistant Commissioners.

There was only one deserted child in the parish at the time of visiting, and, with that exception, none for the last three years. They have decreased, but the cause is unknown. This child is supposed to be illegitimate. No children have been known to perish before they were discovered, as before stated. Considering the rate of wages, it is scarcely possible for the labourers to save any part of their earnings; but mechanics might. There are no funds here arising from contributions; but when necessary, in the case of a deserted child, a sum is assessed on the parish, according to the Act of Parliament and the age of the child; none are sheltered or brought up by any of the religious orders, nor are any subscriptions made by the poorer classes for the purpose of putting such children to nurse. The children who come under the meaning of the laws are those deserted under 12 months old; for these a sum not exceeding 5l. late currency, as assessed in each year, according to the statute; but there are no presentations obtained from the assesses for their support. The churchwardens do not take charge of deserted or orphan children, except when coming within the provisions of the statute, by which deserted children only are provided for; these are put out to nurse by the churchwardens, and have not been known to be neglected when sent from under the inspection of the parochial authorities. The expenditure upon each child is limited to 5l. Irish, annually, which is raised by parochial assessment. The churchwardens have never been found guilty of peculation. There is no foundling-hospital in the parish. The children who are put to nurse with the country people generally become labourers. It is not known, but it is the opinion, that the children nursed by the country people would become more useful members of society than those brought up in an institution. Formerly 5l. paid all expense in sending a child to the Foundling-hospital in Dublin; now, an annual maintenance is provided. There has not been any remark made as to whether the habits of those deserted children, or other children, are better or worse.
None are supported by protestant or orphan societies. When the hospital in Dublin was open, the number of desertions was greater. There is no evidence as to whether any further interference on the part of the Legislature is considered desirable for the protection of deserted children, or whether the general opinion of all classes favors the present system.

Parishes of Kirkni-
riola and Ballyclug,
including Town of
Ballymena.
Bar. Lower Toome.

—George Doogan, shopkeeper. — William Gehan, Esq., magistrate, and agent to the Ballymena
— Arthur Magill, shopkeeper.—John Patrick, surgeon.—Rev. Alexander Patterson, presby-
terian minister.—John Ross, surgeon.—Rev. William Stanhope, Presbyterian minister.
— John Telfer, shopkeeper. — John Watson, shopkeeper. — John Wilson, farmer.—Dr. Young.—
Together with a large number of farmers, labourers, police, &c.

For the last three years there has been no change in the average number of yearly de-
sertions. There are at present seven such supported by the parish; they are supposed to be
illegitimate. No instance is remembered in which a child perished before it was discovered.
It is not in the power of the working classes to provide a maintenance for their orphan
families, in the event of their death occurring before the children had arrived to manhood.
Success is improbably where a provision is attempted against old age; much more so where
a provision is attempted for a whole family, and by an individual who does not live to an old
age. Orphans were occasionally provided for by assessment until the last two years, when
assessment was restricted to children deserted under 12 months of age, agreeably to the
statute. Orphans have occasionally been taken up by individuals out of sympathy; none
of the witnesses present knew of a subscription having been raised either among the richer
or poorer classes for the support of orphans. The churchwardens take charge of deserted
children, and put them out to nurse, for which purpose the most well deserving and moral
families have been selected, and generally persons residing in the parish. The Rev. Mr.
Warb observed, that deserted children always turned out well for this reason; they were
brought up by persons selected for their good conduct, and had uniformly been industrious,
and acquitted themselves well in service, to which they were put out as soon as they were of
a sufficient age. They are produced yearly at vestry, when inquiries are made concerning
their education, the care taken of them, &c.

Six pounds sterling is the greatest sum that has been assessed on the parish annually for
each child. The churchwardens have always so managed these funds as to give no reason
for complaint. There is no experience of an institution in the parish, but the general opinion
is, that children are better educated in an institution, and bought up with more cleanly
habits; but that acquaintance with life is best learned by an education in some poor
family; it is also thought that they would be much stronger and more healthy. Whether
it is more expensive to provide for deserted children, by putting them out to nurse or to
send them to a foundling-hospital, depends altogether on what the institution is, and, how
it is managed. Where there is no legal provision for children deserted after a certain age,
they are forced to subsist on charity. A decrease has been observed in the number of deser-
tions since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin; it is attributed to the vigilant
investigation which is now made to discover the mother of a deserted child.

The opinion of the parish is favourable to an assessment for the maintenance of all poor
children, who have no other means of support than the alms of the charitable.

Parishes of Larne,
part of Invermone,
and part of Inchcray.
Parishes of Lower
Glengarns and Upper
Belfast.

Rev. Mr. Alexander, presbyterian minister.—Mr. Atkinson, treasurer of the Mendicity.—Arch-
bald Barcle, esq.—Dr. Blair.—R. Burke, esq.—Rev. Mr. M’Cloughny, seceding minister.
—Solomon Darce, esq., clerk of the peace.—Mr. Garth, shopkeeper. — Rev. S. Gyynes, protest-
ant rector.—Dr. Kirkpatrick.—Malcolm M’Neill, esq.—Rev. Mr. Mollymaux, presby-
terian minister.—Rev. Mr. Porter, presbyterian minister.—Mr. Robinson, farmer.—Mr. Simpson.
—Mr. Smiley.—Mr. Turner, shopkeeper.—Rev. Mr. Ward, presbyterian minister, &c. &c.

The number of deserted children now supported by the parish is three; their parents are
not known; and they are supposed to be illegitimate. Labourers could not provide for their
children in the event of their becoming orphans; the little probability of success discourages
the attempt. If the child be deserted under 12 months of age, 5 l. late Irish currency each
annually is levied on the parish: this provision is found to be quite sufficient. They are put
out to nurse by the churchwardens, who have the selection of the nurses, and frequently
visit them. The children are produced yearly at the vestry meeting, and inquiries are made
as to their education, morals, the care taken of them, &c.
Children used to be sent to the Foundling-hospital in Dublin before the closing of that institution. The opinion of the witnesses was against such institutions; they feared that the children would corrupt one another, and at the same time be left unacquainted with the various duties of life, and the exertions necessary for them to make in support themselves by honest industry. The expense of providing for a child in an institution is perhaps less than sending it out to nurse. There is no instance known of deserted children being forced to adopt begging as a means of support. It is not thought that maintaining deserted children encourages the practice of desertion; and the witnesses are of opinion that a power should be given to the parish of assessing itself for the maintenance of deserted children of more than 12 months of age. At present a deserted child, if more than 12 months old, has no other resource than mendicity.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Charles Black, farmer</td>
<td>Rev. Marcus Fallon, rector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of orphans in the parish is not ascertained. The practice of deserting children never existed here to any considerable extent, nor have any been deserted for the last three years. It is considered that the present wages of the labouring classes would not admit of their providing a maintenance for their children, in the event of their becoming orphans.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

At the time of visiting there were 15 deserted children on the parish altogether supported, and about six others who received partial relief from the Charitable Society; the average number remaining charged on the parish in each of the three last years was 19. The numbers are supposed to have decreased; a nightly watching having been lately established is probably the cause. These children are mostly illegitimate, and have been deserted to get rid of discovery, or the burden of supporting them.

Considering the present wages of the working classes, parents might provide for children in the event of their becoming orphans; some do so, but intemperance chiefly, combined with other mismanagement, prevents them so doing.

The law allows an assessment on the parish of 5l. each for deserted children, and hitherto no difficulty has arisen here in this respect. There are no such children sheltered or brought up by any religious orders; nor do the poorer classes subscribe to put those children to nurse who are deserted in the parish.

The children who come within the Act of Parliament are those whose parents have deserted them, or have died while they were under the age of 12 months; but the churchwardens take care of all orphans under 12 years of age. There are no presentments obtained here from the assizes for the maintenance of deserted and orphan children; but the churchwardens take care of them in the cases above mentioned, by whom they are put out to nurse with the women of the parish and of good character. No cases of neglect have occurred.

There are inspectors appointed by the parochial authorities. The expenditure upon each child is limited to about 5l. late Irish currency, annually. The fund from which the churchwardens draw for the maintenance is raised by assessment under the Act of Parliament; and there has been no reason to find fault with the distribution of this fund by the churchwardens, nor has there been any instance of peculation.

There is no foundling-hospital in the parish. The children nursed by the country people are generally apprenticed without fee. There is no difference observed as to the morals, &c. of the children reared in the country and those brought up in the Charitable Society's Institution, both being carefully educated; and there is no difference made by the managers of the
Deserted and Orphan Children.

Ulster,
County Antrim.

Examinations taken by
C. W. Borrett, Esq.
James Pedder, Esq.
Parish Lisburn.
Bar. Massacrene, Upper Hall.

The institution in question between infants whose parents are dead and those whose parents are not known.

The children in the Charitable Society's house are well attended to, and are equal to those put to nurse amongst the peasantry.

The children of the Charitable Society's house are well attended to, and are equal to those put to nurse amongst the peasantry. In providing for deserted children, the expense is the same on the plan stated, by putting them to nurse with the peasantry, and that of providing for them in the house of the Charitable Society.

The habits in after life of those who were deserted in childhood and those of other children are the same, as the education is similar.

There has not been observed any greater mortality amongst those who were formerly sent to a foundling-hospital than those sent to nurse. The practice of deserting children since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin has decreased ten to one. As to whether future legislative influence is generally considered desirable for the protection of deserted children, we are of opinion, the law would be improved if some provision could be made for orphans generally, and a more beneficial and extensive one for the deserted children, and not confining the relief, as at present, to those exposed under 12 months old.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Dr. Boyd.—Rev. Mr. Clevett, rector.—Mr. William Hill, shopkeeper.—Dr. Knox.—Rev. Samuel Lyle, presbyterian minister.—Mr. Samuel M’Allister, shopkeeper.—Charles M’Gillowney, esq., J. P.—Alexander M’Neill, J. P.—Alexander Miller, esq.—Dr. O’Neill.—Mr. George Sampson, farmer.

There were not, at the time of visiting, any deserted children in the parish; two had been deserted within the last three years, but the parish had got rid of both by a voluntary assignment of 10l. each, paid to a person who has promised to bring them up for that sum. Deserted children are supposed to be generally illegitimate; they have never been known to perish before they were discovered. The working class could not possibly provide for their orphans, it is therefore never attempted. Children under 12 months of age alone are admitted to come under the statute; one of those, however, mentioned above was four years old; for this case, in fact, the whole assessment and mode of provision was contrary to the statute. The children have never been visited by the parochial authorities or produced at vestry, nor has any inquiry been ever made about them. There has been no experience as to the comparative benefits of an institution. The closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital has not been observed to make any change in the number of deserted children. A provision for the impotent is thought to be particularly desirable, inasmuch as it involves no fear of any evil consequences. In this the maintenance of deserted children of all ages, orphans, &c., is included.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Thomas Brinnin, esq., magistrate.—Rev. William Dickson, rector.—Mr. Robert Elder, schoolmaster.—Mr. Robert Green, farmer.—Rev. Mr. Hamilton, presbyterian minister.—Patrick Henry, farmer and shopkeeper.—Paul Henry, farmer and shopkeeper.—Edward Kelly, farmer and shopkeeper.—Michael Kelly, farmer and shopkeeper.—John M’Colloch, farmer and shopkeeper.—John M’Kinley, farmer and shopkeeper.—Rev. P. M’Cullen, parish priest.—Mr. John M. Waters, late churchwarden.—John Scott, farmer and shopkeeper.—Mr. James Smyth, farmer.—Rev. Mr. Wallace, presbyterian minister.

At present there are no deserted children supported by the parish. The number of deserted children, on an average of three years, within the parish, is three. Mothers prefer nursing and supporting their own children. An instance was stated of an illegitimate child having been deserted by its mother, and put to nurse in the neighbourhood by the churchwardens, at the wages of 1l. per annum; it was shortly after taken away by its mother, who has gone to reside or beg elsewhere. Deserted children very seldom perish before they are discovered.

The opinion among the witnesses was, that many of the small farmers were in a worse condition than the labourers; and some seemed to think that the labourers might make more exertions to lay up a provision for their families, after their own death, than they do. There are no private subscription funds raised amongst either the rich or poor for the support of orphans; nor are there any brought up by religious orders.

The statute is strictly construed here, as also in most other places, by confining the parish relief to children deserted under the age of 12 months; but the statute was in one case of orphans, by consent, supposed to allow a provision for them, though not deserted under 12 months of age; and a sum of 10l. was voted for each of them, by way of two years' maintenance. Those few who have been deserted in the parish have been put out to nurse in this parish, and visited by the parochial authorities.

The
The sum granted for the support of each child has not exceeded 4l. yearly, except in the case of the two orphans.

The churchwardens give general satisfaction in the disposal of the funds entrusted to their management. There is no foundling-hospital now to which deserted children may be sent. There is no experience in this parish as to how children brought up in institutions turn out in after-life; those nursed by the country people generally become labourers or weavers. It is not known whether the expense of sending them to a foundling-hospital would be greater or less than that of putting them out to nurse.

No difference has been remarked between the general conduct, when arrived at manhood, of those who had been deserted in childhood, and other persons.

Children deserted after 12 months of age are not taken care of by the parish, and are obliged to beg. The Protestant Orphan Society does not take charge of any children in this parish.

It is generally thought that maintaining deserted children gives encouragement to the system, and has the effect of increasing the number of desertions. Desertion has greatly decreased since the Foundling-hospital was closed.

The witnesses are all averse to the enactment of any new laws relating to the provision for deserted children.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Ross Jerng, rector.—Mr. George Hallaran.—Mr. Hanna, clerk to Seneschal of the manor.
—D. McAlay.—Rev. George M'Caughley, presbyterian minister.—Mr. James M'Faul, grocer.—Mr. William Martin, farmer.—Rev. Alexander Montgomery, presbyterian minister.
—Captain Servante, Esq.—Rev. Mr. Young, parish priest, &c. &c.

There is but one deserted child on the parish at present. There has been only one deserted for the last seven years. A working man, however, is now supporting a child, which was at first put out to his wife to nurse, and payment promised. No payment has been made, but the man has become attached to the child, and treats it altogether as if it were his own. It is considered too impracticable for labourers to lay by so much from their earnings as to secure a provision for their children, if they should become orphans before they were sufficiently grown, to earn a support for themselves; the possibility of success is too small to become an incentive to them to make the attempt. Voluntary contributions have been made in the parish for the support of orphans, but this has rarely occurred. A child is not esteemed to be included in the provision of the Act, unless it be deserted under 12 months of age; for the one deserted child that has fallen on the parish, 4l. are annually assessed. The churchwardens took charge of the child and put it out to nurse in the parish; it is produced yearly at the vestry, when all circumstances regarding its maintenance and education for the past year are inquired into. It is thought that a well regulated institution would be a cheaper and preferable place of education and maintenance for deserted children, to the house of a poor individual who has to struggle with difficulties and pays little or no attention to the moral improvement of his own children, and probably would pay much less to that of a strange child. The condition of the labourer, and generally of the working classes is so precarious, that mortality is great among their children from the age of one to that of nine years, and it is not considered that the health of a strange child is likely to be so much regarded by a woman taking them to nurse as that of her own offspring.

The charter schools are the chief institutions that have been established in Ireland for the support and education of such children as could not otherwise be reared; and no inference can possibly be drawn from them, as to the general conduct, &c. in after-life of those who were brought up in them, as these were places of patronage rather than public utility. An institution under the management of the parish, it is thought, would have proper superintendents provided and of a fit sphere of life. The charter schools were placed under the care of persons taken from the better orders in life, for whom a competent maintenance was sought, rather than the furnishing of the public ends of the institution.

It is not thought that providing for deserted children causes a greater number of desertions than there would otherwise be. Since the closing of the Foundling-hospital, a decrease in the number of deserted children has taken place, principally from the investigations that are now made to discover the mother of a deserted child. Formerly no inquiry was made, now, a mother is afraid to expose her child, as detection almost always follows.

The general opinion is, that every parish ought to have a workhouse, and in this poor orphans ought to be supported and educated.
APPENDIX to FIRST REPORT from the COMMISSIONERS for inquiring

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. William Batterby, protestant curate.—Mr. J. Boyle, a small farmer.—Mr. John Burns, farmer and whitesmith.—Mr. Edward Call, farmer and innkeeper.—Mr. Samuel Dimmore, farmer.—Mr. Richard Dometty, shopkeeper.—Mr. Edward Gallagher, farmer.—Mr. Thomas Harper, farmer.—Lieutenant Harrington, royal navy.—William Hogan, labourer.—Mr. John Irwin, farmer.—Mr. Christopher King, farmer.—Mr. David McElvory, petty sessions clerk, and agent to the Ard's estate.—Rev. Joseph Magee, parish priest.—Francis Magurty, labourer.—Rev. Samuel Mahaffy, retired clergyman of the established church.—Mr. William Mitchell, farmer and enumerator of the parish.—Mr. William Mowptitt, farmer.—Mr. Hugh O'Donnell, farmer and grocer.—Daniel O'Donnell, labourer.—James Raizin, M. D., surgeon of dispensary.—Rev. David Reid, presbyterian minister.—Mr. Bernard Roden, farmer.—Lieutenant Stephens, R. N., chief officer of coast-guard.—Rev. Charles Stewart, rector.—Mr. George Stewart, farmer.—William Stewart, esq., J. P., Hornhead.—Mr. John Wilkinson, farmer.

There are no deserted children in the parish at present; and the latest instance remembered was 15 years ago.

As to the expediency of any further legislative interference for the protection of deserted children, William Stuart, J. P., says, "No case having, for a long time, occurred in the parish, it has not been subject of consideration; but we have very sharply looked out, and we make it generally known that no provision will be made for deserted children from the parish without a very rigorous scrutiny; and the consequence is, that we have not suffered from the burden, and there has been no case of infanticide."

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Irvin Aiken, churchwarden.—Mr. Daniel Boyle, farmer.—Mr. Hugh Brady, late churchwarden.—Rev. William Brown, roman-catholic curate.—Rev. E. M. Clerke, curate, and inspector of Lifford gaol.—Mr. Andrew Clerke, of Fonthall, a gentleman farmer.—Rev. John Crockett, protestant clergyman, resident in an adjacent parish.—Mr. John Green, M. D., dispensary physician, Lifford.—Rev. James Houston, presbyterian minister.—Captain Humphrey, J. P.,—Rev. William Knox, rector of Clonleigh.—Mr. W. McClintoch Scoop, secretary to grand jury of county Donegal.—Rev. Arthur M'Hugh, parish priest.—Mr. James Mahaffy, a farmer.—Mr. Patrick Scanlan, farmer and vintner.—Mr. Joseph Sharkey, late churchwarden, a carpenter.

There have been only two children deserted in the parish for the last five years; they are now supported by it. Foundlings are supposed to be illegitimate. Within the period above referred to, there have been four instances of children found dead, under very suspicious circumstances. Parents of the working classes could not possibly provide for their children in the event of their becoming orphans; it is therefore never attempted. There are no religious orders or communities by whom, in cases of desertion, children would be brought up, neither do the poorer classes subscribe for them; on the contrary, they are most unwilling to contribute for the support of foundlings, and the cess was, when the Commissioners were there, still uncollected. Foundlings are brought, by persons near whose places they are picked up, to the churchwardens, who provide nurses; and if the parish at vestry fails or refuses to apportion the expense, the grand jury at the next assizes, on the application of the clergyman, makes an order for the payment of 5 l. Irish. The churchwarden invariably takes charge of the children. The parish are not compelled by law, and therefore do not provide for orphans. The nurses chosen are women resident in the parish; and the children are taken very good care of. The clergyman and churchwardens attend to them. The maximum of expenditure on each is 5 l. Irish. No complaints have been made of the distribution of the money. There is no foundling-hospital. The children are generally, when they reach the age of 13 or 14, bound out as farm servants. They have always been observed to be better conducted than those who came from the Dublin Foundling-hospital, and appear more healthy and stronger. The Rev. Mr. Clerke, however, observed, that he had never known one of them turn out as well as if he had been legitimate. The Protestant Orphan Society does not support any of them. The practice of taking charge of deserted children has not been observed to lead to their desertion. The number has decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital, 14 having been once supported by this parish. The general opinion was, that any institution for maintaining deserted children would operate as a premium of encouragement to their desertion; but the Rev. Mr. Clerke greatly regretted the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital; and Captain Humphries concurred with him in thinking that cases of infanticide were much to be feared, in consequence of it.
There have been but three deserted children here within the last two years, all of whom are now supported by the parish; they are certainly illegitimate, and have been deserted by their mothers with a view, as is believed, to secure for them a maintenance. There have been three cases of children being found dead under very suspicious circumstances. Two of these cases were traced by Dr. Tobin, who used to be employed by the parish for the public good, and who proved a very great check on such acts.

Whenever a deserted child is found it is brought to the churchwardens, and on affidavit made by the person who brings it of ignorance who the parents are, the child is sent to nurse, and 3l. per annum levied at vestry for its support. The churchwardens invariably take charge of deserted children, when brought to them under the above circumstances.

The law warrants the providing for deserted children only; they are put out to nurse by the overseers of the parish.

Mr. Samuel Hall says they are sometimes left with the persons who have found them; it is so in two of the present cases; but when they reach the age of three or four years, it would be his wish to have them taken away, in order to have them educated by proper persons, because they are with persons who care nothing about their education. The churchwardens formerly drew from the parish assessment 5l. for the maintenance of each deserted child; it is now, however, only 3l., it being impossible to levy the cess. I have been advancing my own money. I have now 60 warrants for several sums, varying from 1s. 4d. to 1s. Even coffins they will not pay for; and we have been obliged to provide them by local voluntary contributions. This hostility is not confined to any sect or creed. It has cost 20l. in one year to send foundlings to Dublin when the hospital was open; but the practice of exposing them has certainly decreased since the closing of that institution; as there is much more vigilance on the part of the parish, for the people cannot afford these expenses, and every man is therefore a guardian for the parish.

The Rev. Mr. Nowlan, protestant curate of Letterkenny, states that no bad effects have been experienced by the closing of the Foundling-hospital. A difficulty is experienced in raising the funds for the maintenance of deserted children; but if the present law were enforced, it is quite sufficient.

### Persons who attended the Examination.

**John Boyd, esq., k. c., and treasurer of county Donegal, j. p.—James Cochran, esq., clerk of the peace, county Donegal.—John Devenny, a working mason.—Mary Devenny, his daughter.—Mr. William Fisher, wine and spirit merchant.—Hannah Gallagher, widow, a poor housekeeper.—Rev. Mr. Gamble, dissenting minister.—Rev. Mr. Guiry, roman-catholic curate of Letterkenny.—Samuel Hall, painter and churchwarden.—Kitty Hagarty, widow, a poor beggar-woman.—Mr. Robert Hunter, farmer.—Rev. Mr. Lytle, dissenting minister.—Right Rev. Dr. McGivigan, roman-catholic bishop.—Rev. Mr. Nowlan, protestant curate of Letterkenny.—Susan M'Afferty, a blind beggar-woman.—Francis Mansfield, esq., of Castleroe, j. p.—Mr. Alexander Munn, shopkeeper.—Mr. Thomas Patterson, merchant.—Mr. Robert Ramsay, farmer.—John Boyd, esq., k. c., and treasurer of county Donegal, j. p.—Rev. Mr. Spratt, presbyterian minister.—Alexander Robert Stewart, esq., of Ards, j. p.—John Stewart, esq., of Rock Hill, j. p.—George Strain, an old mendicant.—William Wray, esq., of the Park, j. p.**

**Par. Donegal and Killylun.

Town of Donegal.

Bar. Tyrwhagh and Bannaghd.**

The Rev. Mr. Homan stated that they had at present no foundlings supported by the parish, but that last year a tradesman, who had resided some time in Donegal (a stranger), went away, leaving a boy, four years old, behind him; that he made application to the last assessors, and got a presentment of 5l. Irish passed to remunerate the people who are taking care of the child, and he was not without hopes that the parents might be taken for him. No case was ever known, in the recollection of the oldest person, of any deserted children having perished before they were discovered. It was Patrick Doherty’s opinion (a labourer), that the working classes could never provide for their children in case they were left orphans; “Many an industrious labourer,” said he, “has tried to do so, but a bad day has come, distress has arisen, and the trifling saving has always gone.”

As to the mode of collecting the necessary funds for the maintenance of deserted children, the Rev. Mr. Homan remarked, that owing to the unwillingness which has generally appeared throughout
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Throughout the parish to contribute to the support of foundlings (a cess which the people think in some degree connected with church cess), it would be better collected as a part of the barony cess, on a presentation made to the judge of assize, which has been the mode adopted in two places in this county. The poorer classes do not regularly take charge of deserted children; "but," said Doherty, "they would do anything that was kind, if they had the means." Children who are found exposed are taken up and sent to a nurse in the parish as soon as possible: the churchwarden would take care of them if any cases were to happen; and the clergymen, as well as churchwarden, would feel it their duty to superintend the care of such children. The expenditure never exceeds 5l. upon each child. There is no foundling-hospital whatever in the parish.

Persons who attended the Examination.


The Rev. Mr. Stewart says, there are no deserted children supported by the parish at present, and that their numbers have decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin.

The Rev. Mr. Maginn says, that there are two deserted children who are not supported by the public; one of them receives its subsistence by going from house to house, the other is supported by a collection made at the Catholic chapel. Mr. Cochran, churchwarden, says, that instances of the children being found dead are of very rare occurrence; only three such within the last three years, and it is impossible to say whether they were deserted or not.

He also says, that a labourer, if he have more than one or two children, cannot make any provision for them, in the event of their becoming orphans, at the present rate of wages. The same individual states, that the churchwarden of the parish would consider it his duty to superintend the spiritual and temporal welfare of deserted children.

There is no foundling-hospital for the reception of deserted children in this part of the country; and since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin, the parishioners have become much more vigilant and careful than they formerly were.

The present law relating to deserted children is decidedly preferred to any further legislative interference. The evils which have resulted from too much legislation in England on the subject lead the people to dread any further enactments.

Persons who attended the Examination.


The Rev. Mr. Early said that there were no deserted children in that district; in fact, within his recollection, which extended back to many years, no such event had taken place. Hill stated, that if the labourers could secure regular employment at the rate of 8d. a day, he thought they might be able to make some provision for their children, if their family was not large, in the event of their being left orphans.

* It would naturally be inferred from the fact of there not having been a deserted child, or a case of infanticide in the parish within the memory of any one in it, that there was no occasion for any further legislative interference on this subject.
There are four foundlings at present supported by the parish, and one lately died; the average has been about four a year. It has been observed, that the number has rather increased since the closing the Foundling-hospital.

All those at present in the parish are supposed to be illegitimate. There is no reason to believe that such class of children often perish from neglect. When the uncertainty of employment is considered, it may safely be said that it is quite impossible for a labourer to do anything more than barely to exist. Consequently, he never can make any provision for his children.

The construction put upon the laws for deserted children is, that those only can be considered such who have been found deserted under the age of one year, and whose parents are not known and cannot be discovered. When the parish refuses to raise a fund for the maintenance of these children, it is obtained, on the application of the clergyman, by the order of the judge of assize, and is raised with the county cess. There is no power to give parochial support to any deserted children, except to infants under a year old, neither of whose parents is known. There are at Ballyshannon at present two children, Hugh and Patrick Ferguson, living with an old woman called Susan Brown; this woman, who is no relation to them, keeps these children as a source of profit: they are very fine interesting boys, about four and six years old, and pick up a good deal of money, which she generally gains. She has been offered to have them taken off her hands, but has refused.

There is no legal authority for taking charge of any children but the one class, (i.e.) deserted children.

They are put out to nurse by the churchwardens invariably to women residing in the parish, and have generally been extremely well attended to. The churchwardens see the children quarterly, before they pay for nursing.

Four pounds annually is the limit to the expenditure on each, and it is assessed at vestry, under 7th and 8th of Geo. 4. The churchwardens have no power of misappropriating the funds. There is no foundling-hospital whatsoever to which the children can be sent. They generally continue to live with the family by which they have been reared, or become farm servants; they are extremely well taken care of, and grow up as healthily as the children of the peasantry themselves. The expense in no case exceeds 4l. a year, which is considerably less than the cost of support formerly. It is generally believed that the persons by whom these children are nursed become attached to them, and that finally they become as it were members of the family, and continue to share their fate without any distinction.

There is no such institution known as a Protestant orphan house in this country. The Rev. Mr. Treddenick observed, that he very much feared that there were more cases of infanticide than generally supposed, and, in that view of the question, thought it was to be regretted that there should exist no such resource as the foundling-hospital to prevent so horrible a crime; but there can be no doubt, on the other hand, that such an institution furnishes facilities that may be considered calculated to increase immoral habits.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Doctor Andrews, Killybegs.—Mr. T. Brogan, farmer, Killybegs.—Mr. R. Corscadden, farmer.—Nicholas McDonaigh, esq., chief constable of police.—Rev. Mr. Drummond, parish priest of Killybegs and Killaghtee.—Mr. A. Graham, churchwarden, Killybegs.—Mr. A. Hamilton, farmer.—John Johnson, labourer.—Andrew Lyons, labourer, Killybegs.—Mr. Owen Mc'Clokey, foreman and bailiff on Mr. Wm. Murray's estate.—Mr. W. M'Cerearie, baker.—Mr. J. McLaughlin, farmer, Killybegs.—Mr. R. McMullen, shoemaker.—Mr. J. Magee, farmer.—Mr. Hugh McBriesty, farmer.—Mr. A. Magee, churchwarden, Killybegs.—Mr. F. Mulranny, bailiff on Mr. Murray's estate, Killybegs.—Mr. E. Murkin, publican.—Rev. G. Stewart, rector of Killybegs.—Rev. Charles Walsh, curate of Killaghtee.—Mr. J. Watson, farmer, Largyallah.

There were no deserted children or orphans in the parish, neither had there been any for the last three years. The three reverend gentlemen present also agreed that for 13 years there were no deserted children or orphans in the parish.
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Years there had been no case known of a foundling in that parish, so that the want of any institution for them had not been experienced, nor could any conclusion be drawn from the discontinuance of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin, but the general opinion seemed to be, that while that system existed, it encouraged the desertion of children in other places, though not in that parish.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. David Barington, curate of Lower Moville.—Mr. John Barr, innkeeper and farmer.

James Campbell, esq., gentleman farmer.—Mr. Samuel Carmichael, an extensive farmer.

Mr. John Earkin, farmer.—Rev. Charles Galwey, rector of Lower Moville.—John Irwine, esq., m.d., surgeon of Moville dispensary.—Mr. Edward Lasky, shopkeeper and farmer.—Huwon Lyle, esq. J. P., treasurer of county Londonderry.—Mr. McArthur, Castle Carey, agent to Sir A. Chichester, baronet.—Rev. William McCaffery, parish priest of Upper and Lower Moville.

Mr. John McDevitt, shopkeeper and farmer.—Rev. — McDonagh, roman-catholic curate of Upper and Lower Moville.—Rev. Simon McLeer, roman-catholic curate of Upper and Lower Moville.—Rev. Stewart Marks, curate of Upper Moville.—Mr. Neil O'Doherty, shopkeeper and farmer, and Moville.—Mr. Hudson Reynolds, farmer.—Rev. John Staples, rector of Upper Moville, J. P.

There is but one foundling in both parishes. The Rev. Mr. McDonagh states, that for five years there has not been a second instance; and the Rev. Mr. Marks, not for eight or ten years. In the case alluded to, the parish refused to contribute for its support, and an appeal was made to the judge for a presentment, which was granted. There is no foundling-hospital in the parish, but the child above-mentioned is well attended to; its support costs 5 l. Irish per annum.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Andrew Allen, farmer.—James Armstrong, farmer.—John Batten, shopkeeper.—John Cochran, esq., J. P., Edinmore.—Mr. Cochran, gentleman, elder of the presbyterian congregation.

Boris Cordaid, farmer.—Dr. Davis, surgeon, dispensary of Stranorlar.—Rev. Mr. Delinney, roman-catholic curate of Stranorlar.—Rev. Mr. Doherty, parish priest, Stranorlar.—D. Doherty, farmer.—Wm. Fenwick, esq., J. P., Raphoe.—Mr. Robert Fletcher, farmer.—Mr. Green, innkeeper and churchwarden.—Mr. Gunning, sen.—Mr. Gunning, jun. shopkeeper, Stranorlar.—Mr. James Holmes, farmer.—James Johnston, esq., J. P.—John Keen, farmer.—Edward Keen, farmer.—Mr. Robert Kilpatrick, farmer, Longhill.—Daniel Lynch, shopkeeper.—Mr. E. M'Laughlin, farmer.—Mr. M'Minnin, shopkeeper, Stranorlar.—Ralph M'Kenney, farmer.—Thomas Magill, shopkeeper.—Robert Rolleston, shopkeeper.—Mr. Smith, farmer.—Mr. Speer, gentleman farmer, Knockgannon.—Mr. Szenc, farmer, Mullindreit.—Rev. J. Steel, presbyterian minister, Stranorlar.—H. Stewart, jun. Trycahill.—Adam Tait, farmer.—Mr. William Walker, gentleman farmer, Kilocardon.—Mr. W. Walker, land-agent, Drumboe.—Carmack and Hannah Ward, two old beggars.

There is but one deserted child supported by the parish at present; the average number for the last two years has been two. The practice of exposing children is certainly on the decrease, owing to the closing of the Foundling-hospital and the increased vigilance. It is believed that none but illegitimate children are exposed; there is no instance of a deserted child having perished before discovered. It is nearly out of the question at present for a labourer to think of making any provision for his children in the event of their becoming orphans. Mr. Stewart knew a farm-labourer in his employment, however, who on one day has saved money, though he contributes to the support of a mother and sister. No cases of private contributions known. The bishop of Raphoe was universally benevolent. The poorer classes do not subscribe for the support of deserted children. All foundlings whose parents cannot be discovered are taken to the overseer of the parish, whose duty is to take charge and provide nurses for them; but since the vestry cess has been abolished, recourse has been had to the judge of assize, and this charge is amalgamated with the county cess. The sum allowed by the county for the purpose is 5 l. only. When the Foundling-hospital was open the expense was generally much more than a year's allowance. There is only one case here of a person who was deserted in childhood of whose character any opinion can be formed, and it is very bad. No instance of the mode of life of those not provided for came under observation. The practice of taking charge of deserted children has decidedly led to their desertion; cases of this kind have decreased since the vigilance which has been lately adopted, particularly since the closing of the Foundling-hospital. It is thought that the present law is more calculated to prevent demoralization than the former one, which gave the Foundling-hospital as a resource and encouragement to the desertion of children.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Mr. Alexander, rector.—Alexander Baird, farmer, 33 acres.—John Bishop, farmer, 30 acres.—Rev. Mr. Brown, Presbyterian minister.—Rev. Mr. Byrtes, succeeding minister.—Dr. Fullerton, dispensary surgeon.—David Gilmour, farmer, 33 acres.—James Glass, farmer, 40 acres.—Henry, farmer, 16½ acres.—Thomas McClean, labourer.—Daniel Moon, farmer, 100 acres.—Banney Mooney, farmer, and under-agent to the Ironmongers’ Company.—Orr, esq. J. P.—O'Veland, esq., agent to the Ironmongers’ Company.—Rev. Mr. Rolleston, curate.—John Wallace, farmer, 14 acres.

There is but one deserted child in the parish; even it cannot properly be ranked in this class. This has been the only case of desertion which has occurred during the last three years, and during 20 years there have not been more than three or four instances. One child perished, as was generally believed, from cold; but some doubts were entertained whether it had not been murdered. The practice of desertion has greatly decreased, principally owing to the vigilance of the parish officers in detecting the mother of the child. With the exception of one above 12 months old (which was refused by the Foundling-hospital), the children have generally been very young, the eldest not being more than two or three months of age. All deserted children are supposed to be illegitimate. The labouring classes are utterly unable to make any provision for their children. No deserted child has ever yet been presented for at the assizes, the churchwardens having invariably taken charge of them. Orphans have never been provided for by the parish, and might therefore be compelled to beg. It was stated, however, that they were very seldom in want, being generally attended to by their connexions. “I have never,” said a labourer, “seen the like of orphans begging; their relations provide for them.” Deserted children are given by the churchwardens to nurses to women residing in the parish, who are carefully selected. “There are plenty,” said Wallace, “willing to take them.” The children are visited once in three months, and exhibited at the Easter vestry. About 6l. Irish, annually, has been the limit of the parish expenditure on each child. Mr. Henry, when churchwarden, had given 2s. a week to the nurse, and clothes for the child when required, about one suit in the year. The sum was generally reduced as the child grew up. The assessment was made at vestry, but assistance had sometimes been given by the ladies of the parish. No complaints had ever been made of the conduct of the churchwardens. The children usually become farm servants, and living as the children of the country people about them, generally turn out well. As only two children from the Foundling-hospital have been known in this parish, no conclusion could be drawn as to their conduct comparatively with that of the children nursed among the country people. Mr. Browne, however, gave it as his opinion, that their education, at least, was frequently neglected. All the witnesses agreed that the expense of each child in an institution would be very much greater than the sum required for its support under the present system. Mr. Browne was inclined to believe that deserted children usually turn out worse than those of the country people around, because they were generally nursed by an inferior class of persons, who became so attached to them that they would not part with them. He would prefer that no provision whatever should be made for deserted children. “At present,” said he, “the mother generally watches the child until it is taken charge of, having deserted it rather from sudden impulse than from premeditation.” Mr. Orr would increase the hold on the father, as now the mother absconds, and though the father is known, the child is thrown on the parish. He would also make the assessment voluntary, in which case all the witnesses agreed in saying that they would wish for the power of extending it to orphans.

Persons who attended the Examination.

David Cather, esq.—Mr. Cole, grocer.—Dr. Dill, dispensary surgeon.—Mr. Docherty, grocer.—Mr. Forrest, farmer and agent.—Henry Greer and others, labourers.—Robert Henry, court-keeper.—Mr. Hunter, grocer.—Mr. Lane, solicitor.—Marcus McCauley, esq. J. P.—Samuel McCly, small farmer.—Rev. Mr. M'Donough, roman-catholic curate.—Mr. Moody, linen-draper.—Mr. O'Hagan, schoolmaster.—Rev. Mr. Oliphant, rector.—Mr. O'Neil, baker.—Rev. Mr. Porteous, Presbyterian minister.—Mr. Proctor, grocer.—Rev. Mr. Steen, Presbyterian minister.—Mr. Stewart Tate, small farmer.

The number of deserted children is about four or five, the average being three; but some do not get aid from the parish. Several of those deserted here were from the adjoining parishes, a night’s lodging in the town giving (said Mr. Oliphant) a facility for leaving a child in lieu of lodging-money. One orphan is now 10 years old, and has been supported by the parish from the age of eight or nine. Desertion is on the decrease. All such children are supposed to be illegitimate; one orphan, however, as above mentioned, is an exception. There is a large number of deserted children in the working classes, in general, could not possibly provide for their orphans. There was an instance, but considered a very rare one, of a ploughman, constantly employed at 1s. per day, who has laid by 40l. The attempt to lay by is scarcely ever made. Several orphans are supported by private individuals, who frequently turn out well; but none by religious orders. There are no weekly subscriptions; but two respectable neighbours frequently go round and collect sums sometimes from 10s. to 5l. They have never, in this parish, restricted themselves to taking charge of children under 12 months old;
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old; in some cases they were four or five years old; and orphans were provided for, in many cases, as deserted children. No presentment has been found necessary, as the parish has always agreed to the assessment. The churchwardens invariably take charge of deserted children, and sometimes orphans, who, by the wish of the parish, are frequently included among deserted children; and gifts of from 1 l. to 2 l. have often been made to orphan families, having been raised by assessment on the whole parish. The children are put to nurse to women residing in the parish, who treat them with great kindness. An accurate inquiry is made into the woman's character. The children have never been neglected, except in education. The churchwardens annually, and sometimes quarterly, inspect them, and occasionally visit them. The sum allotted for each is about 4 l. or 5 l. annually, the average for all being about 6 l., which has been raised by spiritual assessment. There is no foundling-hospital. The deserted children, in general, become identified with their nurses' families, and turn out well. There is no apprentice fund. Mr. Porter would prefer the system of nursing in country families to any institution, as the affections of the children have more objects to exercise themselves; other witnesses preferred an institution, as affording the benefits of education. There were three cases mentioned where children, deserted in the parish, and supported by it, turned out well.

Mr. Porter took a deserted child, as a servant, who had been well educated at a Sunday and daily school in the neighbourhood. A baronial institution would be preferred to a more general one. None of the children who were sent to the Foundling-hospital have since returned. The expense is probably least under the present system. No difference has been observed between them and other children. The majority have turned out well. Deserted children are either provided for by the parish, or by private subscriptions. The Protestant Orphan Society supports none here. The practice of supporting deserted children does not, it is believed, lead to an increase in the number, the attention of the churchwardens having greatly diminished the practice. The parishioners wish to have the power of legally including children above 12 months of age, and orphans; in fact, those whom they have practically included, in addition to those permitted by the present system.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Doherty, wandering beggar.—Rev. Mr. Gibson, presbyterian clergyman.—John Irwin, farmer 50 acres.—King, eqq., gentleman farmer.—Mr. Kyle, collector of county cess.—Michael McCloskey, farmer 22 acres.—Michael McCloskey, farmer 12 acres.—Mr. Mitchell, churchwarden.—Henry Morrison, grocer.—Andrew Mullem, small farmer seven or eight acres.—James O'Hagan, farmer 16 acres.—O'Kane, woollen draper.—Andrew Quigley, farmer 11 acres.—Rev. Mr. Ross, protestant rector.—Michael Ross, eqq., gentleman farmer.—Bryan M'Tague, and several other labourers.

N. B.—The small farmers in this district all labour occasionally for others, and combine the wants and feelings of both classes.

In Dungiven there are no deserted children; in Banagher there are two (one having recently died), who were for two years supported by the parish. The average number deserted for the last three years was one each year, but there have not been any desertions of late, this is attributed to the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital, and to the refusal of the parishioners to subscribe for the maintenance of deserted children. There is no foundling-hospital. They are all supposed to be illegitimate. One perished last year before it was discovered; it had been left on a dunghill, close to the door of a house, it was supposed to have been killed by the pig. One of the two in the parish of Banagher was discovered by a dog.

The working classes cannot possibly lay by even the smallest trifle to secure a support to their children in case of their becoming orphans.

No private contributions have been entered into for the support of orphans, except that those persons who had undertaken the maintenance of the two deserted children in Banagher, when the parish paid for them, are now obliged to solicit the assistance of the clergy of the place to enable them to support them.

There are no religious orders by whom they are provided for; nor do the poorer classes subscribe for the payment of a nurse. No presentments have been obtained at the sessions for their sustenance. The parish overseers formerly took charge of deserted children, but not of orphans, but take charge of neither now, as the parishioners object altogether "to pay for another man's sins."

When the parish overseers took charge of a child they gave it out to be nursed, always to a woman residing in the parish, by whom it was very kindly treated, and produced at the Easter vestry when the nurse came to be paid. The sum usually given is 3 l. annually for each child, 4 l. being the greatest sum ever given. It is raised by a parochial assessment, laid on at a vestry. No complaint was ever made against the churchwardens concerning the appropriation of the sums levied for the maintenance of deserted children.

There is no foundling-hospital. Those who were heretofore sent to be nursed by the churchwardens generally became members of the family among whom they were nursed, or were sent out as apprentices. There was no apprentice fund. One deserted child was adopted by an old couple, who are dead; he turned out very well, and is now a farm servant. Deserted children, if brought up in the families of the peasantry, where their affections are brought into play, generally turn out well, but if educated in an institution, there is no restraint from the opinion of those around them when they go out into life, and they in consequence...
sequence frequently become bad characters. Those who returned formerly to the parish from the Foundling-hospital were very indifferent characters; the boys often stealing, and the girls becoming prostitutes, while those brought up among the country people have generally held good characters, and are more healthy in body as well as in mind. It would be more economical, as well as more beneficial, to the children and to society, to have them brought up in private families than at a public institution. In a private family, 4d. a year would be fully sufficient to cover the expense, which in an institution would probably be 10d. There are none supported by the Protestant Orphan Society. It is not known whether the mortality is greater amongst those who are sent to a foundling-hospital or those who are put to nurse. The number of deserted children has decreased since the closing of the Foundling-hospital in Dublin. The average formerly in the parish was one each year; during the last two years there have been no desertions; the inference therefore is, that few, if any, mothers will desert their children when there is any chance of their not being taken care of. The mother used formerly to remain somewhere near to see that the infant was attended to, and sometimes paid it a visit, *incipit*. It was not considered desirable that any provision should be made for deserted children, as it was believed that by withholding relief the custom would gradually become extinct.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**


The number of orphans in the parish was not known; there were two deserted children, four being the average number deserted within three years. The number of desertions has decreased, owing to the vigilance of the parish officers. All deserted children are supposed to be illegitimate, yet would not, it is believed, be exposed but for the inability of the parents to support them. They do not often perish before they are discovered. No assistance is afforded them from private contributions, religious orders, or subscriptions from the poorer classes. In order to be assisted by parochial assessment, they must be deserted under the age of 12 months. These desertions were from 16 to 20 a year; no presentments have been obtained, either for deserted children or orphans, the latter class never being taken charge of by the churchwardens, as there is no statute giving to them such power. Deserted children are put out by the churchwardens to nurse, to women residing in the parish, and are brought to the annual vestry. £5 is the limit of expenditure on each child allowed by the statute; and for some time past the expense has been paid by the Rev. Mr. Knox out of some balance of an ecclesiastical fund remaining in his hands. No complaints have been made with regard to the distribution of the money by the churchwardens. There is no foundling-hospital. The children nursed by the country people generally become useful farm servants. In contrasting this mode of education with that afforded by an institution, Mr. Knox stated his experience, in which the parish agreed, that on the breaking up of an orphan house, he had endeavoured to obtain places for some of the children with the farmers and others in this parish; and that, in consequence of their having been reared in an institution, and therefore being unacquainted with the mode of living by others in their station, he was quite unsuccessful. The children reared in an institution are moreover believed to be less healthy than those brought up among the peasantry, and the expense of the former system is much greater. Deserted children have been observed to turn out better than those of the peasantry around, the reason being, as is supposed, that they have their good conduct alone to depend on to induce any to become their friends; and very often their nurses become greatly attached to them. The practice of taking charge of deserted children leads, it is believed, to their desertion. It has decreased since the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital. It was thought that the parish should be invested with larger powers of taking care of and supporting deserted children, and in some cases orphans.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**


There were from 16 to 20 deserted children assessed on the parish. Six each year might be a fair average of the number deserted within the parish during the last three years. 0.5.

---

*Appendix (A)*

**Deserted and Orphan Children.**

__Ulster__

Co. Londonderry.

Examinations taken by C. W. Borent, Esq., James Pericles, Esq.

Par. of Drumkeen and Banagher.

Bar. Kenvaught.

Parish Meghery.

Bar. Longhinsholin.
Three have been deserted within the last four months; and Mr. M’A—— believed that the practice was rather on the increase, which he attributed to the ease with which, under the present system, children were seduced on the parish. All deserted children are believed to be illegitimate. None have ever perished before they were discovered. The number of orphans, especially since the prevalence of cholera, is very great: in one house there were nine, three only able to work at all. Three got among them a daily allowance from the Mendicity of six pounds of potatoes, one pound of meal and two quarts of buttermilk. Their only mode of earning anything was by spinning. All the witnesses agreed that it was utterly impossible for parents of the working classes, even when in constant employment, to lay by any provision for their children, and that they found it very difficult to support themselves. “They never attempt to lay by,” said Mr. Clare; “it is known to be utterly impossible; nor can they even make a beginning.” Neither orphans nor deserted children are ever supported by private contributions; but on Mr. Boyd’s congregational list are two of the latter class whose mother is dead and whose father is in America.

Two shillings and sixpence monthly is given to the woman with whom they live, and they receive two suits of clothes in the year; they have been assisted in this way for 10 years, one being now 14 and the other 12 years old; both are turning out well. On Mr. Hay’s list is one deserted child. Neither orphans nor deserted children are here provided for, either by religious orders or by subscriptions from the poorer classes. No children have been assessed for who were more than 12 months of age when deserted; nor have orphans ever been included; but the sum spent annually upon each child has considerably exceeded £5. Irish, to which sum only the parish could be legally assessed.

Presentments have never been obtained, nor was it known they might be resorted to. Deserted children have always been taken charge of by three guardians, appointed yearly by the parishioners, with whom the churchwardens never interfere. No assessment can be legally made for orphans; but even were it possible, the parishioners would be inclined to provide in preference for deserted children, who must otherwise either perish or be utterly neglected.

Deserted children are put out to nurse by the guardians to women residing in the parish, who usually treat them kindly and as their own children. Mr. M’A——, however, was lately obliged to remove a child from a nurse who neglected it; but such an instance very rarely occurs. The guardians sometimes visit the children, sometimes have them brought to them, and sometimes require a certificate from a respectable person that the child is properly treated; some such inquiry takes place every month. Mr. M’A—— did not know that there was any sum to expense fixed by law; the usual sum paid to the nurse is £5 4s. a month; besides, allowance is made for contingent expenses, clothing, sickness, &c., the whole funds being obtained by assessment at Easter vestry. No complaints have ever been made, except by the guardians, who have been obliged to advance the requisite funds, the assessment here not being levied in advance as elsewhere. There is no foundling-hospital. The children elsewhere generally become farm servants and join the families of their nurses; but here the eldest child at present supported by the parish is only three years old. Before the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital, all deserted children were sent there. None returned from it here. The guardians think that in this parish an institution would be cheaper than the present system.

The children have hitherto always been provided for by the parish. There are none supported here by the Protestant Orphan Society; but 41,000L was lately left by Mr. Gwynne, from which a number of boys are fed and educated, and an apprentice fee of 10L is paid by instalments; the boys must not be under six or above 12 years of age; there are now 81 in the institution. The present house is inconvenient, having been adopted temporarily to receive the cholera orphans, who were preferred, as being in great destitution. The four executors and 17 trustees have purchased eight acres of land near the town, where they intend building, and expect to be able to receive and educate 100 boys. Some of the boys have been six months apprenticed (the fund having existed but a year and a half), and all but one have given satisfaction; they appear very healthy, neat and comfortable. This fund is not limited to orphans, but they are preferred. Mr. M’A—— was decidedly of opinion that the practice of taking charge of deserted children leads to their desertion, and thought that the mother frequently remained near and watched over the child.

The practice of desertion he believed rather to have increased since the closing of the Dublin Foundling-hospital. The present system was, in his opinion, exceedingly bad; and he believed that district institutions, where education would be attended to, would be very useful; and though by their establishment desertions might increase, he would prefer that evil to the risk of the infant perishing from neglect. “There ought also,” said he, “to be an apprentice fund, since one evil of the present system is, that as the nurses are of the very poorest class, they, however well inclined, can do nothing to assist the children to settle in life. Orphans too should be provided for as well as deserted children.”

See Questions, Nos. 1 and 9, in the Supplement, also the Addenda.
into the STATE OF THE POORER CLASSES IN IRELAND.

BASTARDY.

Persons who attended the Examination.

JOHN BOROUGHLES, labourer.—JOSEPH BOTHERILL, servant to Mr. St. George.—JOHN BURKE, esq.—Rev. J. FITZGERALD, roman-catholic rector.—Dr. HARTNET.—Dr. KELLY.—JAMES LYNCH, labourer.—Rev. J. MARA, protestant rector.—J. O'FLAHERTY, esq.—John RYAN, labourer.—R. J. MANSERGH St. George, esq., Headfort Castle.—Mr. C. JAMIESON, merchant.—LAWRENCE TOOLE, curman.—Rev. J. WALKS, roman-catholic rector.

"Bastards are never supported by the parish, except in cases of desertion, which are very rare. I believe bastard children are more frequently destroyed than is generally admitted; it is a crime very rarely brought to light in this country. There are certainly many children buried in private burial-grounds in this and the neighbouring county, where there is no service performed, and no notice taken of them. Their fathers generally neglect them, unless brought before the magistrates."—(Mr. St. George.)—"Feelings of honour frequently induce marriage before the birth of the child. I have known cases where I was not aware of the circumstances till after the marriage."—(Rev. Mr. Walsh.)

"We have been in the habit of granting wages at petty sessions for the last 20 years. The amount varies from 2 l. to 4 l., according to circumstances. This sum is, in some cases, granted for each of three years. The woman's oath is the only evidence required; her having been a bad character will not affect her claim. We often cause a compromise to be made; and I am sure that, by the influence of a magistrate and a clergyman, any man might be forced into marriage.

"Unless married to the fathers of their children, women who have had bastards seldom get husbands. I never knew an instance of a person marrying a gentleman's miss for the sake of any money which he promised her."—(Mr. St. George.)—"The woman, though not excluded from society, falls very considerably in the estimation of her neighbours."—(Rev. Mr. Walsh.)—"The bastard children are subject to taunts; and a small farmer, in my opinion, have a great objection to give his daughter to one in marriage, unless under very great pecuniary inducements."—(Mr. St. George.)—"The gentleman's bastard is more reproached than the poor man's; the amount of property determines every thing."—(Walsh.)—"A female bastard is never reproached. I think the decent people would prefer half the fortune without the stain that they would get with it."—(Lynch.)

"It is rather doubtful how far we are authorized to proceed against the father; however, we go so far as to issue a decree for the amount against his goods and chattles, in the form of wages for nursing the child, which, in some cases of appeal, have been affirmed by the barister. In other parts of the county they never appeal, but obey the order, after some little delay. We generally order it in quarterly payments. The father sometimes marries through dread of the order; but this is of very rare occurrence. We never proceed to a distress warrant without the father's acknowledgment. I believe that the child's health is often materially injured for want of proper nourishment, the mother not being able to afford it. The mother's health also is sometimes injured through the difficulty she is exposed to in rearing the child."—(Mr. St. George.)

Persons who attended the Examination.

PATRICK BURKE, esq., J. P., Damesfield.—OWEN CLARKE, small landholder.—PQTHICK FOX, formerly brazer, now a labourer.—Mr. JOHN GERRAGHTY, shopkeeper.—PETER JOTICE, labourer.—REDMOND KELLY, master.—Rev. DR. KIRWAN, roman-catholic rector.—ANTHONY MARTIN, esq., J. P., Curraheena.—JOHN M'DONOUGH, housekeeper.—M. M'DONOUGH, labourer.—RICHARD M'DONOUGH, farmer.—DENIS M'GRATH, formerly shopkeeper, now a butcher.—Mr. JOHN M'KENN, under-agent to Mr. Martin.—Capt. O'FLAHERTY, J. F., Lemonfield.—GEORGE O'FLAHERTY, esq., Lemonfield.—JOHN SWEETEN, carpenter.—Rev. JOHN WILSON, protestant vicar.

"I am eight years roman-catholic rector of this parish. I do not think that the number of illegitimate children born in the parish during that period has exceeded 14. No case of infanticide occurred here during the same period; nor have I heard of any such crime having been ever committed in this parish. We have had children deserted in two instances. The churchwardens were of a trifling assistance to the poor persons with whom these foundlings were left to be nursed, for one year in one case, and for two in the other; they then abandoned them altogether, and threw the burden of supporting them upon these miserable individuals, whose object poverty rendered them fit objects of charitable assistance, but whose benevolent feelings impelled them, up to this day, to share with the infant outcasts their own miserable pittance of potatoes. One of the children is a boy of about 10 years old, and the other, I believe, about six. I know of no case where a father has neglected his illegitimate child but one; and in 15 out of these 14 cases of bastardy I have mentioned, the fathers married the mothers of their children; they were induced to do so, I trust, from a principle of conscience and honour; but I cannot deny that the influence of the roman-catholic clergy assisted much to bring about this desirable result. In all cases where 0.5..."
a single man has seduced a female, whose character was free from any other taint, we use every means in our power to induce him to make the only adequate reparation in his power, by marrying her. In the cases where this reparation has not been made, in one, the man has left the parish altogether (which is the case alluded to before, when I said there was but one instance of a father’s having deserted his illegitimate child); in the other there is a great disparity of condition, but the father supports his child. I do not think there are six men in the parish who would marry women who had illegitimate children by other fathers; nor would any influence of persons of the highest rank induce the generality of them to dis vaguely themselves by such marriages. They form a justly high estimate of female purity; and the woman who has lost her virtue, unless repaired by a subsequent marriage, loses with it, for life, her character and her cast.

There occurs an instance of infanticide in this parish within my memory, and only one in the neighbourhood. In almost every instance subsequent marriage is induced. There have been four cases of rape sworn with the view of inducing marriage, within the last eight years.—(Captain O’Flaherty.)

There occur a great many cases of this kind in Moycullen, particularly near the seaside. Last year three men came to trial, all of whom married out of the dock.—(Mr. Burke.)

The magistrates, as long as I can remember, regularly give 1 l. 6 d. a quarter before the birth of the child, and from 2 l. to 3 l. a year after the birth, for three years. The man is always summoned; he may prove an elia; but his own oath will not be admitted in evidence. I never heard of a second application. If they wish, they may proceed before the assistant barrister; but the magistrates will not grant a larger sum.—(Captain O’Flaherty.)

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Kilcummin.
Bar. Moycullen.

John Burke,—Patrick Campbell, labourer.—Rev. Francis Coghlan, Catholic rector.—Mr. J. Donnellan, farmer.—Thomas O’Gowen, nurseryman.—Rev. Mr. Keating, late Catholic rector.—Major Kelly, Longford Lodge.—William Killeen, weaver.—George Kirkaldy, esq. Heron Brook.—Mr. Edward Loverty, farmer.—Thomas Lowsy, farmer.—Francis Madden, mason.—John Mara, farmer.—Michael Monaghan, esq.—Patrick Moran, householder.—Brian O’Hara, nurseryman.—Michael Walsh.

“During the last three years there have been only six bastards born in this parish. None are supported by the parish but those who had been deserted. There was only one case of desertion since I came to the parish; it was supposed to belong to a neighbouring parish, and I have reason to believe that the supposition was true. It was left at Mr. Kirkaldy’s door. A presentment of 4 l. was granted by the judge of assize for its support. I do not know whether this was the entire sum to be allowed, or that the same sum is to be given annually. I did not hear of an instance of a child being destroyed in this part of the county since I became a resident in it.

“A feeling of honour and a desire to make reparation generally (indeed almost invariably where there is no obstacle) induce marriage, it being the only means by which it can be made. Marriage very seldom ensues when both persons do not belong to the same class in society. In three cases out of the six which I speak of, marriage followed; in the other it was morally impossible, two of the women were idiots, and the father of the third was a married man. I have known 50 cases of persons getting married lest the female’s character should suffer from malicious but ungrounded reports. When 20 or 30 acre men have bastards by their servants, which frequently occurs, they rear the child, and sometimes pay the mother for its support; the child very often gets a dividend of the property at the father’s decease. There have been no wages sought for; if the father and mother are in the same rank of life they generally get married. I have known instances of fathers forcing their sons to marry inferior persons by whom they had children. If the mother and child are not provided for, the mother turns to open habits of vice. There have been instances of women having two or three bastards by as many different men. Generally speaking, there is not much of a disrespectful feeling towards either the bastard or the mother.”—(Coghlan.)

Persons who attended the Examination.

Parish Omagh.
Bar. Ballynahinch.

Thomas Burke, mason.—Carr, innkeeper.—John Corbett, builder.—Mr. Thomas Cunnis, Beleek.—John D’Avery, esq., Clifton Castle.—Mr. J. Garin, farmer.—Martin Evans, M.D.—Rev. Peter Fitzmaurice, Catholic rector.—Flynn, not resident in the parish.—Jones, esq.—Joyce.—John Kelly, mason.—Patrick Liddan, butcher.—Thomas Martin, esq., M.P., Ballynahinch.—Anthony Mullin, freeholder.—O’Brien.—Charles Rowe, esq.—Rev. J. Thomas, Protestant rector of Omagh.—Constantine Tully, collector of cess.—Michael White, weaver.

On an average there are two or three bastard born in the parish every year.—(O’Brien.)

There have been only two children deserted in the parish for the last eight years, the latter of them about three years since; its mother was discovered shortly after it was deserted, and forced to provide for it.—(Rev. Mr. Thomas.)

For
For the last 20 years the magistrates have been in the habit of granting from 3l. to 5l. wages to the mothers of illegitimate children. This has the effect of lessening the number; wages are not granted till after the birth of the child.—(O’Byen)—A woman who had a child by a poor man would be looked down on, but one who had a child by a gentleman would be looked up to on account of the money. A young man in this town married a gentleman’s miss about six weeks since, for which he got 100l.; she had two children.—(Mullen)—Bastards are generally as well behaved as others; they will not get an equal match; the mothers are despised by their own equals, and are often driven to prostitution.—(Corbat.)

**Evidence of his Grace the Archbishop of Tuam.**

The parish does not provide for bastards, as such; it provides for many bastards’ foundlings when they are deserted by their mothers, a thing which frequently takes place. The instances of children being destroyed are very rare. Honourable feelings frequently produce subsequent marriages.

Wages are never awarded before the birth of the child; the mother is granted wages, not as mother, but as nurse. The law should be declared in such cases.

The justices below do not concur with the barristers, and the relief has become slow and insecure.

The amount varies according to circumstances; 6l. late Irish currency is, I believe, the maximum. The inability of the father to pay a large sum causes the wages awarded to be less than they otherwise would.

While the justices at petty sessions were permitted to proceed without the law being questioned, if any effect could be perceived, it might rather have been in making men more cautious. There is never any punishment inflicted on the applicant for wages, and as the decree is for wages, her having more than one bastard child does not make any difference in the sum granted. Young men generally have a great dislike to marrying women who have had illegitimate children, and the sum granted as wages is not sufficient to induce them to forego their objections. Girls thus circumstanced find it very difficult to procure eligible matches. It is very rarely that persons of even the lowest classes can be induced by those in a higher station of life to marry a girl who had an illegitimate child. Women of the lower class do not lose caste much among their own sex in the same class. I think a small farmer would have no objection to give his daughter to a bastard who in all other respects was an eligible match, especially if the reputed father was in the rank of a gentleman.

Formerly, in the absence of all other proof, the mother’s testimony was conclusive; in the later adjudications, other circumstances were required to be proved, such as intimacy, company-keeping, flirtation, or the like; but under any circumstances a defence was admissible. A second application for wages is equally as successful as the first, and is looked on as being a confirmation of the former testimony.

From decisions recently made, justices of the peace have been forced to doubt their power to force payment, before it was considered that it, like any other debt, might be compelled to be paid by a decree against either the man’s goods or person.

The amount given is always awarded in one sum, and the applicant should apply at the end of three months, unless special cause be shown for the contrary. I have known instances of men being driven to marry the mother through fear of a decree for wages, but the instances are few. When the decree is issued the father is often known to abscond; but even in that case there is no relief afforded by the parish.

I have known many instances of the mothers being obliged to beg, and have frequently known them to go from bad to worse perhaps for subsistence. The children suffer much from being neglected, they are badly reared, and early practised in vice. The father’s refusing to support the child leads to bad feeling, and much abuse as a natural consequence. I do not know of women having lost or injured their health by the difficulty of rearing a child without getting the usual assistance from its father; the family rarely cast off a female entirely for this offence.

While the child is on the breast it does not suffer from the mother’s poverty; and when it grows up, it does not generally find it very difficult to procure potato food.

A woman’s mind must be brought to a high pitch of immorality to encompass such an act as either the desertion or destruction of her infant, yet I never knew a carelessness with respect to the lives of others, ensue from desertion.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Mr. William Birmingham, woolen-draper.—Rev. Dr. Burke, roman-catholic rector of this parish and dean of Dunmore.—George Cleddennan, esq., magistrate.—Mr. Collins, a gentleman connected with the press.—Richard Gibbons, small farmer of 12 acres.—Mr. Large, clerk of petty sessions and churchwarden.—Matthew McDonnel, esq., magistrate.—Robert W. McIvea, esq., magistrate.—William McMiller, small farmer of 12 acres.—Edward Mcnally, weaver.—John Regan, labourer.—Thomas Reilly, labourer.—Mr. George Woods, general merchant.—Mr. John Wynne, general merchant.

The witnesses cannot give any distinct account of the number of bastards in the parish, but agree in stating them to be very few. All the cases of desertion that occur are believed

---

**Appendix (A.)**

**Bastardy.**

Connacht, County Galway.


Town of Tuam.

---

**County Mayo.**

Examinations taken by John Speece, Esq., Wilson Gray, Esq.

Parish Aughoole, Bar. Murrisk.

---

Printed image digitised by the University of Southampton Library Digitisation Unit
to be of illegitimate children. One case of infanticide occurred a short time ago, but beside this, none of the witnesses recollect any other case to have occurred in the parish. The fathers of illegitimate children are generally reluctant to afford them support, unless compelled by legal proceedings, or a threat of such. Mr. Clendenning says, "The magistrates at petty sessions grant the mother wages for nursing the child, but require her to prove some agreement, either direct or implied, on the part of the reputed father; her oath is taken, but he is permitted to disprove her testimony by any evidence he can produce. The sum allowed varies from 5s. to 1l., or 1. 5s. per quarter, according to the circumstances of the father. At petty sessions held in Westport for a district containing a population of 50,000, 12 to 15 cases have come before us within three years. When a woman has made a second application of this nature, we have been more cautious in giving credit to her evidence, and when we have believed her, have allowed a smaller sum. We grant a decree against the father's property; if he has no property the case must go to the assistant barrister, who grants a decree against his person. He has frequently absconded until he forced the woman into a compromise on more favourable terms."

Mr. McNally says, "When a woman is unable to obtain support for her child from the father, it depends on the goodness of her parents whether they support her and her child, but she is often turned out as a disgrace to the family, and obliged to beg, and I have known instances where women in such circumstances have become prostitutes."

Mr. Clendenning says, "It is commonly a woman's first step towards prostitution, that having an illegitimate child she has been turned out by her family, and had no means of supporting it, it often happens that the family, under such circumstances, take her back to prevent her sinking deeper into vice."

Persons who attended the Examination.

**Parish (A.).**

---

**BASTARDY.**

Connaught, County Mayo.

Examinations taken by

John Spencer, Esq.
Wilson Gray, Esq.

Parish Aughavoe.
Bar. Murrisk.

---

Persons who attended the Examination.

**Parish Cong.**
Bar. Kilmoon.

- Blake, esq., police officer.
- Francis Burke, esq.
- Mr. Butler, large farmer.
- William Butler, landholder, 10 acres.
- Rev. Mr. Crampton, protestant rector, and magistrate.
- Elwood, esq., magistrate.
- Mr. John Elwood, shopkeeper.
- John Finn, esq., magistrate and resident proprietor.
- Thomas Hopkins, labourer.
- Michael Hynes, butcher.
- Walter Jennings, labourer.
- Mr. McDonnell, large farmer.
- Peter Moloney, weaver.
- Anthony O'Brien, stone-cutter.
- Rev. Mr. Waldron, roman-catholic rector.

Mr. Crampton says, that at petty sessions held for the barony of Ross, in the county of Galway, and that part of the parish of Cong which is situated in the county of Mayo, there are about a dozen cases each year of women applying for wages for the support of illegitimate children. Mr. Crampton says that he himself has always required proof from a third person of some agreement for wages made between the parties; but other magistrates have sometimes adjudicated on the woman's oath, affiliating the child, connected with their own previous knowledge of the parties and the circumstances of the case, with which they are often perfectly acquainted before they are laid before them judicially. The sum mostly awarded is 3l. a year; it sometimes happens that an agreement is proved for more, when this sum is of course granted. The father always has the right of choosing between taking the child himself or paying the mother the wages for its support. The former alternative is generally adopted, or some compromise effected when "the child is reared," at the age of two or three years.

Mr. Crampton has known many cases of the father marrying the woman rather than pay the wages; he also says many prosecutions for rape come before the magistrates, which are dropped on the marriage of the parties. "Nothing so common," he says, "as husband-hunting;" such cases are more frequent since some men have been lately executed for the offence; within the last six months at least six such cases have occurred in this district.

The witnesses cannot give any idea of the number of bastards in the parish, but they all agree that bastardy is rare in it. Rev. Mr. Waldron says, "The woman that is guilty of the offence is slighted and shunned by all her former acquaintances. It is remembered against her grandchild, and is often a reproach to her family for 20 years. There is a great reluctance to marry such a person; but in the poverty of this county a small sum of money forges a great temptation, and is sometimes yielded to."

Persons who attended the Examination.

**Parish Kilgeever.**
Bar. Murrisk.

- John Barnes, cottier, holds 2½ acres.
- John Cox, farmer, holding 8 acres.
- James Freehill, cottier, holds 1 acre.
- James Gallagher, farmer, 7 acres.
- Rev. Mr. Gibbons, roman-catholic rector.
- Mr. Austin Gibbons, assistant to Mr. Durkin, apothecary.
- Miles Joyce, cottier, holds 1½ acres.
- Pat Mally, an old man past his labour, did hold 2 acres.
- Roger McDonnell, cottier, holds 2½ acres.
- Pat McDonnell, farmer, holding 8 acres.
- William McEvilly, farmer, 5 acres.
- Rev. Mr. Potter, protestant curate.
- Mr. Reed, land steward to Marquis of Sligo, the principal proprietor of the parish.

Bastardy is very rare in this parish: no precise account can be given of the number in the whole parish. In the village of Carramore, containing 74 families, Freehill says, "there are
are only two bastards, young or old; none have been born there for many years; if there were others in the village, it would be too remarkable for me not to know it." In the small town of Louisburg, population 550, except one family of illegitimate children, only three have been born in seven years, which Mr. Potter recollects. In Benown, a village of 39 families, there are two bastards, one an old person, another an infant. Two cases of infanticide have been known within seven years. The fathers of illegitimate children are generally unwilling to support them, they must be compelled by law, which allows the mother wages from the father for nursing his child; she must prove a promise of wages on his part. A woman having an illegitimate child, finds very great difficulty in procuring a husband, "not on one tenth of them ever get a husband." The bastard is looked upon through life with a feeling of reproach. A small farmer would be unwilling to connect himself with him; "he would not give him his daughter in marriage," M'Donnell says, "unless he were a snug man, and would take her without a portion."

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

**Edward Burke, farmer of 13 acres.**—**Brien Deane, cooper and small farmer.**—**Edmund Dickson, mendicant.**—**James Downhill, bailiff to Major Bingham, the principal proprietor in the parish.**—** Widow Early.**—**William Fearans, bailiff to Mr. Everard.**—**Dominick Fearick, labourer.**—**Widow Gereathy.**—**Martin Hogan, labourer.**—**Captain Ireland, stipendiary magistrate.**—**Pat Lavelle, labourer.**—**Rev. Mr. Lyons, parish priest.**—**Mr. Wm. Meredith, chief constable of police.**—**Captain Nugent, magistrate.**—**Mr. O'Brien, parish schoolmaster.**—**Frank O'Donnell, labourer, impotent from age.**—**Hugh O'Mally, cottier.**—**Widow Ruilly.**

**Captain Ireland** says, that within the last three years, at petty sessions held for the half barony of Erris, containing a population of 23,000, about 25 cases of application for wages for nursing bastards, have been made by the mothers against the fathers.

Mr. Lyons thinks this may be taken as nearly the whole amount of bastardy within that district; he does not know a single instance of the father voluntarily supporting his bastard, they generally deny them.

Wages are never granted before the birth of the child. The mother's oath affixing the child is taken, but it must be supported by other circumstantial evidence, as of the parties having been frequently observed in company with one another, or some implied acknowledgment on the part of the father, as sending provisions to the mother or procuring her attendance in her lying-in.

The wages granted vary according to the father's ability to pay them, from 5s. to 11s. a quarter. These wages are allowed for 18 months or two years; the father having a right at any time to stop them on taking the child to himself.

Captain Ireland says, "the woman who has had an illegitimate child is for ever degraded; she has but little chance of ever getting married, the humblest peasant being as tenacious on this point as a man of the highest rank in society." Mr. Lyons has known, in many years, only three or four cases of such women getting married, and these were cases where the father gave a much larger sum of money than he would otherwise have given as a portion, in order to cover the disgrace of his daughter.

Mr. Lyons is confident that nine out of ten rape cases are fictitious, got up merely for the purpose of forcing marriage; under this impression, a regulation has been imposed upon the catholic clergy of this diocese, not to marry such parties while a prosecution is pending.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**


Among the catholic population in the parish last year, there have been but four baptisms of children whose parents were not married. The rite of baptism is never neglected. Mothers who beseech their illegitimate children are often never neglected. Mr. Mulhall, during 30 years residence in the parish, did not remember a single case of infanticide. A feeling of honour does not often induce subsequent marriages as a sense of duty. During three years there has been only one instance of wages awarded by the Boyle petty sessions. They are never given before the birth of the child. In the case above-mentioned, 4l. was given. It is believed that there is no law to warrant any punishment on the applicant. The general opinion is, that the loss of character to the female is a considerable difficulty.
in the way of their making respectable matches. This is not so great if the father of such children has born of much higher rank in life than the mother. In some few instances of this nature, money is given by the superior in rank to induce some of the poor class to marry the woman. Women with illegitimate children are invariably looked on as degraded from their own rank, whatever that may be. Some continue to reside with their families and are kindly treated by them. If the conduct of the bastard is not reprehensible, his birth is seldom thought about.

Persons who attended the Examination.


There were eight baptisms of illegitimate children within the last 12 months in the parish of Killeevan, none of whom are supported by the parish. The mothers seem as kind and as attached to their offspring as others; and the average number of those destroyed by the mothers is not above two in three years. The mothers lately resort to a practice of swearing informations for rape against the fathers, in order to induce them to marry; and often they have done so from a feeling of honour. The magistrates do not grant wages to women with bastards, they refer them to the quarter sessions to proceed by civil bill action for recovering a debt contracted by stipulation.

Persons who attended the Examination.


"I only baptized one illegitimate child during the last 12 months. There are at present 12 residing in the parish, who were born within it during the past 10 years. Five of these are children of the same parents. The mother was married many years ago, and was abandoned by her husband. There was a report of his death some time ago, and application was made to me to marry her and the father of the children to whom I have alluded. I was obliged to refuse, having no certain proof of the husband's death."—(Mr. McAveely.)—They are never supported by the parish.

A woman, named McNamara, had a child by a married man; she refused to assist her in supporting it, and after a short time went to America, not taking his wife and family. The illegitimate child was deserted, but the mother being known, she has been compelled to support it. A child was left about 10 years ago in the neighbourhood of Thomas town. The mother was an inhabitant of this parish. Since the child was deserted, she has never been seen or heard of. The infant was only a few months old. The only other instance we can recollect was of a child who was found in a garden near the village; it was supposed to be about three months old, but not to have been born in the parish. The neighbours took charge of it by turns, and it was taken as much care of by each woman as if it had been one of her own children; at the end of nine months it died. During the last three years there have been three or four instances of infanticide. In an adjoining parish a child was found drowned whose parents were unknown. In the same parish another was found lying on the road side; the body had been frightfully torn, it was supposed by dogs; and as a man who was returning home on his car drew near the spot where it lay, the horse started and plunged so violently that the man was thrown and killed by the fall. The mother of an infant, who it is believed was destroyed, was tried for infanticide at the assizes, and acquitted for want of sufficient evidence, though there could not, from the circumstances which appeared, be any doubt of her guilt.

"I cannot say that I know of more than one instance of persons who had been unlawfully connected being married before the birth of the child, except where religious influence has been used."—(Watson.)——"It is the almost invariable practice that both parties should attend confession before marriage. I thought it my duty on several occasions publicly to announce that I will not celebrate what are termed subsequent marriages. I have in a few instances, however, omitted to enforce my own rule, being influenced to do so by the circumstances of the cases; and so seldom have instances occurred during the 18 years that I have had charge of this parish, that I cannot say I ever yet have been obliged to refuse any application of the sort."—(Mr. McAveely.)

Until.
"Until about six years since it was a common practice for women to apply to the sessions for wages for nursing and taking care of their illegitimate offspring. In consequence, however, of the exertions of the magistrates and clergy, the custom is now entirely abolished; it was found to give encouragement to crime; and no application for such has been made to the sessions court of Ballydaniel in the last two years."—(Miller.)

When the loss of character is publicly known, women find much difficulty in obtaining respectable matches. Some few instances, however, have occurred where females, after an interval of several years, have married well; but those who marry them are for ever after looked upon as having demeaned themselves, notwithstanding which they generally make good husbands.

We remember but one case in this parish where money could have formed any inducement to such a marriage. Two of those above alluded to have gone to America, though we do not believe it was any feeling of disgrace that made them go. In the instances stated, the women married as well as they could have expected to do had there been no reproach against their character.—(Murray, Watson, McAreely and McNamara.)—It is thought unkind to reproach a woman who had fallen from virtue. Those who were her friends and intimates still continue on good terms with her; but it is very different in case only of suspicion. The suspicion is made a bitter taunt, where the fault, though, known would pass without a word.—(Miller.)

In general it is thought to be very unfair to reproach a well-conducted man with a slur upon his birth.—(Mr. McAreely.)—But whenever there is a falling out, it is sure to be brought against him.—(Flynn.)—Bastards almost always make inferior matches. A farmer would reluctantly give his daughter to a man not born in wedlock, but it would be twice as bad to have a son who should marry a woman so disgraced; for a man, no matter what he is at the beginning, can raise himself in the world by his exertions and conduct; but a woman must keep the rank of her birth.—(Miller.)

Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. James Callaghan, catholic curate.—Patrick Cuiman, labourer.—Mr. Hugh Gray, farmer.
—Rev. James M'Hugh, parish priest.—Rev. George Thornton Mautson, parish curate.
 —Mr. Dennis O'Connor, farmer—James Robinson, weaver.—Rev. William Tyndall, parish priest.

There is only one desert child in the parish; it is supposed to be illegitimate, and is supported by the parish. Marriages often take place through a feeling of duty on the part of the fathers of illegitimate children, strengthened by the influence of the clergy.

"Girls who have had illegitimate children seldom get married except under peculiar circumstances, especially the possession of a little money or a cow, as sometimes happens with the daughter of a small farmer. Women of her own degree will work with her after a bit, but they always look down upon her, and she is pretty sure to be reminded of what has happened if ever she ventures to quarrel with any body. Farmers would not like to give their daughter as a wife to a bastard, but they would allow it if the young man had a little money, or could get a few acres of land."—(Hugh Gray, farmer.)

W. Jones, esq. J. P., says, "The declaration of the woman must be corroborated by some acknowledgment, part payment, or promise of payment on the part of the reputed father; but we never decide these questions, leaving them always to the assistant barrister, who, on being satisfied with the evidence, generally awards 5l. to be paid by small instalments.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. P. Coogan, shopkeeper.—Bridget Cummine, widow.—James Davy, labourer.—Robert King Duke, esq.—John Finn, labourer.—Rev. John Garret, vicar.—Bartholomew McKyttrick, land agent.—Martin Keen, small farmer.—Dr. Longheed, dispensary surgeon.—Charles Milmo, farmer.—B. Morrissey, labourer.—Rev. R. O'Keat, parish priest.—Robert O'Keat, farmer.—Michael Price, labourer.

The number of bastards in the parish is supposed to be six; and for the support of such children applications used to be made to the petty sessions, but of late years, from the doubts raised respecting the jurisdiction of the magistrates, they have for some time ceased to make orders, except in cases of admitted paternity; the question is now referred altogether to the assistant barrister, who decides in equity, after hearing both parties. The sum awarded against the father occasionally varies, but is usually about 5l.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. Edward Alward, protestant curate.—Mr. James Barber, land agent.—Dr. Coulter, dispensary surgeon.—John Fenny, labourer.—Michael Fenny, labourer.—William P. Fenny, farmer.—Mr. F. McTucker, farmer.—James Mullien, labourer.—Rev. Michael O'Callaghan, P.P.—Rev. Mr. Saunderson, presbyterian minister.—C. Symson, farmer.

There are very few bastards, and these supported by the parish. The mothers seldom desert their illegitimate children, and there has not been a case of infanticide more than twice these 18 years. The fathers are often induced to marry the mothers, from the fear of the woman's friends, as well of feelings of honour.

If the woman can prove a promise and part payment, she can recover wages at the sessions as a simple debt.

The people have a great dislike to marry a woman who has had an illegitimate child, and many more of them remain unmarried through life than are married. They frequently leave the country, and are sent away by their parents, as they consider it better to send them where they are not known than give them to inferior persons at home; they sometimes get husbands through the influence of persons in a higher station. At first there is great outcry against a girl who has a bastard, but if well conducted it soon wears off, and she is treated as usual, except when quarrels arise, and then they always charge her with her shame. There is also a strong objection amongst the farmers to connect themselves with illegitimate children, and they will not give their daughters in marriage to them, without strong motives to counterbalance the disgrace.

Persons who attended the Examination.


The number of bastards in this parish is very small, and cases occur not oftener than once in the year, on an average; they are never supported by the parish, and scarcely ever deserted by the mothers, and no instance of infanticide has ever been heard of.

The fathers in general give as much assistance towards their support as they can.

Persons who attended the Examination.


The number of bastards in the parish is not known, but is supposed to be very small; they are never supported by the parish; are very seldom deserted by the mothers; and cases of infanticide are never heard of.

Wages are never awarded to the mother, except when she can prove a promise on the part of the father and part payment, she then recovers the support of the child as servant's wages.

Girls who have had illegitimate children find great difficulty in procuring husbands; no man who knows of her "misfortune," will marry her, unless induced by a good sum of money. Individuals of the poorer classes are often induced by persons of higher station to marry those women. It is the usual way of getting rid of them: a man who so marries is considered "a mean fellow."

Those women who have had illegitimate children are looked upon by the rest of their sex in the parish with great contempt at first, but that wears off. William Stofford said, "In some time she hears no more about it, until they quarrel, and then it is time to be the first thing thrown at her." A good deal of this feeling also goes with the child: "bastard" is a term of contempt, and a small farmer would certainly have an objection to give his daughter to a bastard, though otherwise an eligible match. It frequently happens that women threaten to swear a rape against a man, to force him to marry her; it mostly ends in marriage; they are often married in the dock during the trial.
Persons who attended the Examination.

Rev. George Dawson, improper curate of Aghade, and vicar of Ballin.—Rev. Mr. Kinsela, P. P. of Ballin.—Mr. Michael Lenon, miller and farmer.—Mr. Thomas Tomlinson, farmer.

There are about 15 bastards in the parish, and none of them have any claim on it for support; they are greatly neglected by their fathers, who show no inclination to repair the injury they have done their mothers, by marriage, or by maintaining their offspring. There is no instance recollected of a mother destroying her illegitimate child, and desertion of them is rare.

From time immemorial it has been customary for women having bastards to apply at petty sessions for wages to be given towards their support by the fathers.

The amount given varies from 3l. to 4l., according to the promises and means of the father. The award is never made until after the birth of the child.

The effect of this system of wages can with difficulty be ascertained, as we were unable to compare the present state of the parish with its condition and moral feeling before the introduction of the practice. However it may be, many women can be pointed out who have had numerous children by different fathers. Mr. Kinsela can particularize more than 12 women under these circumstances, all of whom have had more than one child.

A woman who has had many bastards does not on that account suffer any diminution in the amount of wages assigned to her, nor is she ever visited with any kind of punishment.

Public opinion is the only check on her unchastity; for though it occasionally happens that such women succeed in procuring husbands, the repugnance to them is very general with both sexes, and is even extended to their child, who finds the same difficulty as his mother in getting married; nevertheless a bribe will sometimes overcome this antipathy to the parent of an illegitimate child; and Mr. Kinsela quotes two cases, in one of which a cabin with a piece of ground, in the other from 15l. to 20l. was offered to such a woman, and speedily obtained her a partner. He adds, that the union turned out most unavourably.

The only thing necessary to procure an order for wages is an avowal of the putative father, who is always summoned to attend the sessions, and a proof of some promise or contract on his part. In these preliminaries her general character is in no way brought into consideration. A second demand for the same purpose meets with no greater obstacle than the first; although it is permitted to the man to disprove her statement, her oath alone not being sufficient to preclude his defence.

Much doubt exists as to whether the law gives the magistrate any power to punish the reputed father should he be unable or unwilling to pay the wages ordered, which are generally in one sum and at once. The appeal to the law, which is made directly by the woman at petty sessions, without the intervention of the churchwarden, inasmuch as the parish has no interest whatsoever in the result, most generally exasperates and disgusts the father, and cuts off every chance of his uniting himself to the woman. In some instances men under such circumstances have left the country, and have been traced, some to England, and, according to Mr. Dawson, even to America. If the mother fail to prove her assertions the maintenance of her offspring devolves entirely upon herself; and her only remaining remedy is the bringing an action by civil bill at quarter sessions, and recovering thereby the expense she had incurred in the nursing the child.

When wages are not granted, the mother has little else left than begging; and the refusal of the father to assist her has in some instances driven her to prostitution as a mode of support for herself and child, on whom are thus entailed all the vices and immoralities of a vagrant state; and in others, has led to threats or even to personal violence to the child or its father. Amidst this state of things we cannot be surprised if privations are sometimes endured which materially injure the health of both mother and offspring.

Vice must have obtained a complete ascendency in the mind of a woman before she can bring herself to the commission of crimes so unnatural as desertion or infanticide; and it is only just to suppose, that she who has been once guilty of either one or the other, will not only regain her lost self-respect, but be more prone to similar actions afterwards. We could not learn that any woman here who had remained unmarried in early life had been known to get illegitimate children, in order to secure herself a maintenance in old age; and although it was said that some women had sworn a rape against the father of their child for the purpose of inducing marriage, Mr. Lenon, when questioned expressly on the point, said, "that he could not remember an example."
There are 50 illegitimate and foundling children in this parish, 10 of whom are supported by it. Mothers frequently desert their children.

There is a woman at present in gaol for the offence, who was offered her liberty if she would take the child, and refused. They also frequently destroy them. Lieutenant Batterby, J.P., states that he held three inquiries within the last 14 months on destroyed children; two of them were discovered by dogs, who had mangled them. They are sometimes found floating in the river; one child was seen taken up in an eel net. The fathers neglect the children, and never are known to apply for wages at petty sessions, but have them arrested.

It is a common practice for women with bastards to apply for wages at the petty sessions, and has been the system for many years.

The amount awarded (never before the birth of the child) depends on the circumstances of the father, never exceeding 6l. late Irish currency; the average is 4l. Many cases have occurred of women having several illegitimate children, but seldom by different fathers. Their having more than one bastard makes no difference in the amount of wages awarded to them; nor have they ever been punished at petty sessions when making the application, there being no law for the purpose.

No instance has occurred of young men wishing to marry such women for the sake of the wages granted at petty sessions, the amount is too trifling. Girls who have had illegitimate children find great difficulty in getting husbands; but a little money generally overcomes it. Sometimes persons of the poorer classes are induced by the wealthier to marry such women, by getting some pecuniary or other aid. Kenna and Byrne, labourers, know three instances in Carlow; and Mr. Haughton mentions a person giving a cottage and a small garden, with a sum of 10l. or 12l., to induce a labourer to marry under such circumstances. A labourer, as he states, would have no objection, from his anxiety to get a "piece of ground." The feeling towards such women, by their own sex, is unfavourable; and in the case of a bastard, a farmer would have great reluctance to give his daughter to one, lest he may inherit the bad qualities of his mother.

Before the reputed father is compelled to pay wages to the mother, proof of contract is required as evidence, or promise of wages, supported by evidence or the confession of the father; nor does the woman's oath preclude proof to the contrary on the man's part; and before a decree is issued against the father, it must be proved that he was summoned duly. The general character of the woman does not interfere with her application, where facts are proved. An order of payment within 10 days is issued.

In default of the reputed father paying the sum awarded (the whole of which must be paid in 10 days), he is imprisoned for three months; but if he proceeds from inability, the sentence is mitigated to a fine of 10l. or 12l. Application is never made to the churchwarden by the mother; always to the magistrate. The sentence has not, in any instance, caused the father to abscond; but in no case would the parish take charge of the child. From the decisions made at petty sessions on these points, appeals have been frequently made to the quarter sessions.

Very often women who have bastards are driven to begging, and usually go out of their parishes to beg; in this way they become involved to all the vices and miseries of a vagrant life; in very many instances prostitution is the result; and it was considered that almost all prostitution may be traced to that cause. An instance was told of a girl being driven from her father's house, and having no other means of support, while the children are almost invariably brought up in vice. Three instances in this town where the children were reared without education or religion. Besides, it is often the source of ill-feeling and of violence when the father refuses to support the child.

"I," (says Mr. Haughton) "as a magistrate, have had frequently to commit women to gaol for outrages on the person and property of the father."

The difficulty of supporting the child has not been often the cause of injuring the mother's health; but decidedly it destroys the children; the majority of them die in childhood. Mr. Vernon states an instance of a young prostitute, 20 years of age, who has a child about every year; they always die before they are six or seven months old.

The woman's mind, before she can desert her child, has become degraded, and she herself more hardened. Mr. Vernon mentions a woman who was committed for trial on two different occasions for infanticide.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Lieut. James Batterby, magistrate, chief constable of police.—Rev. Mr. Blood, presbyterian clergyman.—Mr. Robert Brown, secretary to the grand jury.—Mr. E. Butler, magistrate.—Mr. Byrne, 11 years in the employ of Mr. Coffee, brewer.—Mr. John Coffee, maltster and brewer.—Thomas Cox, esq., distiller and merchant.—Rev. Michael Dwyer, R.C. curate.—Mr. Samuel Haughton, general merchant and storekeeper.—Mr. T. Haughton, magistrate.—Adam Jackson, esq.—Stanley Johnson, baker.—Robert Kenna, labourer, in the employ of Mr. Coffee, brewer.—Robert Lawlor, grocer.—Joseph Lynch, working carpenter and builder.—Mr. Francis Montgomery, apothecary.—Right Rev. Dr. Nolan, D.C. bishop.—Mr. Meade Nesbitt Stone, physician.—Rev. George Vernon, rector of the parish.

Hon. and Rev. Dean Bernard, rector of Wells, West Idrone.—Mr. Patrick Boulage, farmer, Kilcarrick.—Robert Bunker, shoemaker.—Mr. William Corrigan, postmaster.—James Davis, millwright and carpenter.—Mr. Dowling, brewer and grocer.—John Harahan, labourer.—Lieut. Hugh Hawshaw, chief constable of police.—Rev. Mr. Kehoe, parish priest, Leitrim, barony of West Idrone.—Mr. Richard Kehoe, merchant.—Mr. John Little, draper.—Thomas Litton, esq., Bagnalstown.—Rev. Mr. McMahon, catholic curate of Wells, West Idrone.—John Malloy, barrister, Leitrim, barony of West Idrone.—Mr. Patrick Moran, grocer and merchant, Leitrim.—William O'Neill, esq.—Mr. Terence O'Neil, innkeeper and farmer, Leitrim.—Rev. Mr. Andrew Phelan, roman-catholic conjurator.—Colonel Rochfort, magistrate, Claggan.—Rev. Samuel Roberts, parish priest, Leitrim.—Mr. Singleton, esq., farmer and merchant.—Mr. Patrick Tierney, grocer and farmer.—Mr. Henry Watson, general merchant, Leitrim.

The Rev. Mr. Atkinson says, "there are three bastards;" and the Rev. Mr. Phelan states, "that among the catholics there are six annually in the parish of Dunleekney" and in the parish of Wells, Rev. Mr. Kehoe states, "that there are 20 annually, and the mothers are frequently known to desert their illegitimate children."

Very few instances are known of men marrying the mothers of their illegitimate child, or being granted a warrant against the putative father. The reputed father must be summoned, and service of the summons to imprison or punish him; the amount of wages is usually awarded in one sum, but accommodation is given to the parties to pay by weekly instalments or otherwise, according to the means of the father. The granting of wages does not, but the intervention of the priest often does, induce the reputed father to marry the mother of his illegitimate child.

Mr. Hawshaw says, he is aware of several instances where such influence was exercised. Mr. Magee knows an instance of an action having been brought by civil bill at the court of quarter sessions for nursing, by the mother of an illegitimate child, against the reputed father, and a distress levied against his goods for the amount granted. When expelled by their families and the seducers do not marry them, those women who have had illegitimate children are obliged to beg for their subsistence, and are sure to go away.
APPENDIX to FIRST REPORT from the COMMISSIONERS for inquiring

away into strange parishes. Mr. Singleton knows an instance which occurred this day of a young woman and her parents threatening a man with violence if he did not marry her, and he has promised to do so.

The Rev. Mr. Kelcey says, "It is usual with women not only to threaten but actually to swear a rape against the reputed father, in order to induce him to marry, and that on an average they succeed in their object in half the number of cases."

Mr. Hawkesworth states two instances as coming under his own knowledge within the last nine months. In the one, the boy married the woman, but within four months subsequently deserted her. In the other, the man is in prison under the charge; but from circumstances which have transpired, very little doubt is entertained, but that the grand jury will ignore the bill.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. JAMES BYRNE, farmer.—Mr. PATRICK BYRNE, farmer.—ROBERT DOYLE, esq., J. P.—Mr. JOHN FINN, farmer.—Mr. GALAVIN, farmer.—Lieutenant HUGH HAWSHAW, catholic curate.—Rev. Mr. KAVENAGH, parish priest of St. Mullins.—Mr. THOMAS MURPHY, farmer.—Rev. James SAUNDERS, vicar of Claneboye.—Rev. Mr. WALSH, parish priest of Borris.—Mr. GEORGE WHITNEY, brewer and farmer.—JOHN WILCOCKS, esq., surgeon.

The parish never provides for the maintenance of illegitimate children, of which the number present is about six. None of the witnesses can recollect an instance where a woman has deserted her bastard, although she generally experiences much difficulty in procuring any assistance from the father, and is often obliged, according to Mr. Kavenagh, to have recourse to the extreme step of leaving the child in the father's house, when he either allows her a sum of money, or procures a nurse to take her place. It is seldom that a man thinks himself bound to repair the injury which he has done to the woman whom he has seduced, by offering her marriage at a subsequent period. The Rev. Mr. Kavenagh states, that his persuasions have not succeeded in bringing about such a reparation in more than two or three instances.

Many women, after having vainly endeavoured to obtain assistance from the fathers of their illegitimate children, make application at the petty sessions to be allowed wages, as nurses, and it has been the practice from time immemorial to award them sums, varying in some degree, according to the circumstances of the man, but in general averaging about 4 l. per annum. "This was the sum," says Mr. Doyle, "which was given in a case that was brought before the bench about six weeks ago." Under this system some women have had several bastards in succession, and one woman is mentioned who has borne four to the same father. The magistrates have not the power of inflicting any punishment on a woman who makes an application of the nature described, and although she should have repeatedly become a mother, they are not authorized, on that account, to make any difference in the amount adjudged to her. It has never been observed, that the money granted as wages has induced a young man to propose marriage to a girl in the receipt of it. The Rev. Mr. Saunders, however, observes, that he recollects a case where an elderly man showed much inclination to unite himself to a woman under such circumstances, and was with difficulty dissuaded by the priest from doing so. He justified his intention by saying, that as it was he had nobody to wash his linen. In general, girls who have had illegitimate children are slow in getting married, and there is hardly an instance where even the promise of money from an individual of a higher class has succeeded in getting them a husband. Mr. Doyle is only able to mention one case where such an inducement was laid hold of: A gentleman, who had had a child by a young woman, gave 20 l. to procure herself a husband; a tradesman proposed and promised marriage, but after getting loans from time to time, until her fortune was exhausted, he refused to fulfil his engagement, and on her remonstrating with him he beat her most violently. He was subsequently committed, and fined for the assault. The prevalent feeling towards a woman who has misbehaved herself, is one of pity and commiseration; her indiscretion is visited rather more severely upon her offspring, and there are few farmers that would not be unwilling to give their daughter to a man who had not been born in wedlock. A woman who seeks an award of wages applies directly to the petty sessions, without having recourse to the churchwarden; she is required, besides her own oath, to produce some corroborative proof of a promise having been made to her by the man to whom she imputes her child, to allow her something to meet the expenses to be incurred by her in nursing it. At the same time, the man is allowed to disprove her assertions by any evidence in his power, and he is always summoned to meet her when the case is to be heard. As general character is, in some measure, taken into consideration in these cases, a second application by the same woman is by no means as likely to meet with success as the first. If a man be unable to pay the sum demanded by the bench, the magistrates cannot proceed against his person; but if he have any property, they can issue an order of distraint against his goods. The sum is generally ordered to be paid before the next court-day, under the penalty mentioned. The payment of it has never been found so onerous as to force the father to compromise it by marriage; and only one instance is known where a man has absconded, in order to elude it.

It is not the custom here for women to bring actions at the quarter sessions for the recovery of expenses incurred in nursing illegitimate children.

In the instances where wages have not been granted in this barony, the mother has continued

Parish St. Mullins.
Bar. St. Mullins.
continued to support her child without being driven either to begging or prostitution, but not without the occurrence of much resentment against her seducer. "One girl," says Mr. Hawkesworth, "who had had two children by the same man, threatened to burn his cabin and premises. The man indicted her, but he failed in procuring a true bill from the grand jury."

*Persons who attended the Examination.*

**Captain Carter.**—Reverend G. Dawson, late curate of Tullow.—Robert Doyle, esq., J.P.—Mr. Duver, farmer.—Major Eustace, J.P.—Mr. Thomas Germaine, draper and farmer.—Reverend Beresford Johnston, rector.—James Kelley, masor.—Patrick M'Nary, labourer.—Lawrence Murphy, carpenter.—Mr. Lawrence Murphy, innkeeper and farmer.—James Neil, labourer.—Reverend Thomas Nolan, P.P., administrator.—Mr. John Nolan, farmer.—John Payne, esq., m.d.—Mr. Michael Roache.—Mr. John Whaley, grocer.—Captain Whelan, J.P.

The number of bastards in the parish is about seven or eight annually; but at present it does not support any. Mothers do not frequently desert their illegitimate children, though Dr. Payne knew one case in the last year and a half, and Mr. Nolan four within the last four years. They do not generally destroy their children; but Mr. Nolan knew three cases in which they did through fear of exposure of character during the last three years; one was put to death, and another smothered. A feeling of honour does not induce subsequent marriage. Mr. Nolan has three cases at this moment who refuse marriage; one of them, notwithstanding promises and the consent of parents, and even the bans being published.

The system of applying with bastards for wages at petty sessions is common; the amount usually granted in such cases is about 3L per annum; the time such a system has been in operation is beyond recollection. Wages are never awarded before the birth of the child; the amount given is not always the same; it generally varies according to the contract or promise of the reputed father. Since the system of allowing wages, many cases have chanced of women having several illegitimate children, and by different fathers. Mr. Germain knew one woman who had five children by five different fathers; Dr. Payne knew a case of seven children by seven different fathers; Captain Carter, of four children by four different fathers; and the Rev. Mr. Nolan knew 10 women having three or four children each, and each child by different fathers. No punishment is inflicted on the applicant for wages, nor is any difference in the amount awarded made on the ground of applicant having had more than one illegitimate child. None of the young men have evinced any anxiety to marry such women for the sake of benefiting by the wages; on the contrary, such girls find great difficulty in procuring husbands. Individuals of the poorer class are frequently influenced by persons of higher station to contract marriages with such characters, who are despised by every one. Mr. John Nolan knew a case where the labourer who married had 60l. per annum settled on the woman; she is since dead, and her husband at present is a mendicant. Mr. Germain knew two or three cases. Dr. Payne stated a case where a farm was given to each of two brothers; the one married the mother, and the other her illegitimate child. All present allowed the system to be prevalent. A small farmer would not give his daughter to a bastard unless tempted by some considerable advantages. Mr. Germain knew at present an instance of a father refusing his daughter under such circumstances. The evidence required by the sessions is a proof of some promise or contract by the fathers; the oath of the woman does not preclude any oath to the contrary offered by the man. The reputed father is always summoned to attend the sessions, and the general character of the woman is not regarded: a second application of the woman is successful. The powers of the magistrate to punish the father in case of refusal to pay such wages are doubtful; the amount given or awarded is usually paid in quarterly instalments. The fathers occasionally abscend when the wages are ordered; in such case the support falls upon the mother, not the parish. Dr. Payne stated a case within his own knowledge in which a child was deserted by its mother and discovered at the door of a cabin; it was supported by voluntary contributions for 10 days, when it died. Women have brought actions by civil bill at the quarter sessions for nursing, and recovered.

Women with bastard children are generally compelled to resort to begging, and then quit their own parish, which inures the children to all the immoralities of a vagrant life. The difficulty of supporting herself and children frequently drives a woman to prostitution, in which case the children are necessarily brought up and continue in vice; the refusal of the reputed father to maintain the child frequently leads to ill-will between the parties. Captain Carter stated an instance which brought of a house and haggard, Mr. Germain of windows being broken, and Dr. Payne mentioned a dwelling-house being set on fire. The difficulty of supporting the child frequently injures the mother's health, and from the scanty provision the child often suffers.

The state of mind into which a mother is brought before she destroys or deserts her child must be highly immoral, and even afterwards it causes her to be less careful of human life. Rev. Mr. Nolan stated a case where a woman co-operated with her daughter to destroy an illegitimate offspring of the latter; and Mr. John Nolan added, that was the second child to which the woman had given birth.

A woman under such circumstances, of course, loses all self-respect, and the habit of conducing
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ducting herself correctly in her relations in life. Women often have illegitimate children at or after 40 years of age; and James Neil has heard beggars declare that when they could not get married, they had such children for the purpose of supporting them in age. Marriage is frequently induced from the women threatening to swear a rape against the father. James Neil remembered ten cases within the last five or six years; one man, he said, did marry under such a threat, but soon afterwards deserted his wife; and he saw a young man who preferred going to Curlow gaol, rather than marry, under the threat.

Rev. B. Johnston thought it was as common for a woman to act so, as for the sun to shine, and recollected many instances where marriage had, in consequence, actually taken place.

Persons who attended the Examination.

JAMES BATYNE, publican and farmer.—Very Rev. Mr. FLANAGAN.—EDWARD MARKS, labourer.—

PATRICK MULVANY, village farmer.—J. H. NANGLE, esq. J. P., resident country gentleman.—

REV. EUGENE O'REILLY, catholic curate.—REV. Mr. PALMER, protestant rector.

The Rev. Mr. Flanagan states, that in the six parishes under his care, with a population of 5,000, there is not on an average more than one bastard born every year. If the parents are known, the parish does not support them. The mothers sometimes desert, but in rare instances destroy the children. The fathers often neglect the children; a feeling of honour has frequently induced them to marry the mother.

The system of applying for wages at petty sessions has commenced lately. Wages are not given before the birth of the child, except where the promise of a definite sum has been proved. Mr. Nangle says, when a child has been sworn to a man, he generally consents to pay something to its support, which is regulated by the magistrate, according to the means of the father of the child. There are some few instances in which the father refuses to give anything; the magistrates have no power to enforce it. The amount of wages varies according to the means of the father; the maximum is 3l. per year, the minimum 1l. 4s.

A young man of the lowest class would feel degraded by marrying a woman who had had an illegitimate child by another. James Marks says, “No Irishman would demean himself by such an act.” Girls who have had bastards seldom can get any one to marry them except those men by whom they were seduced; they are looked on as degraded persons, and scarcely associated with. James Marks says, they “are generally looked down on.” Bastards are looked on in the same view; a small farmer would refuse a match with a bastard.

The woman’s oath is generally attended to; the man usually admits the paternity, on the oath of the mother.

Mr. Nangle, J. P. says the magistrates have no power to punish the reputed father, if he should think proper to refuse wages. The payment is usually made weekly or quarterly; if neglected, the magistrates usually enforce it to the amount of his promise. There are few instances of application to the magistrates to enforce payment. After doing so, marriage seldom takes place. No application is ever made to the churchwardens. The mother invariably supports the child whether she receives assistance or not. Actions for nursing have been brought against the father at the quarter sessions, as well as applications at petty sessions; when the father has engaged a woman to nurse his child, so much as 6l. have been recovered at petty sessions.

Women are obliged to beg if wages are not granted, and they always beg at a distance from home; they may return when they think their misconduct forgotten.

The children generally become vagrants, and their mothers are sometimes driven to prostitution.

The refusal of the father to support the child often leads to great disputes, and sometimes to serious outrages.

The necessity of begging often injures the health both of the mother and the child.

Persons who attended the Examination.

ROBERT ARCHBOLD, esq. magistrate.—BRYAN BOULGER, labourer.—MR. JOHN CORCORAN, farmer.—

THOMAS DORAN, labourer.—REV. LAURENCE DUNNE, parish priest of Castledermot and Timolin.—

MR. JOHN DUNNE, farmer.—REV. R. L. FITZGIBBON, parish curate of Castledermot.—REV. ARCHBOLD HAMILTON, vicar of Castledermot.—JOHN HUTCHINSON, farmer.—MR. SYLVESTER KELLY, farmer.—MICHAEL KEogh, farmer.—MR. THOMAS MAC DONALD, farmer.—MR. JAMES MAC DONALD, farmer.—MR. PATRICK MAGRAZTH, farmer.—MR. DANIEL McLOUGHLIN, farmer.—REV. EDWARD MURPHY, catholic curate.—MR. JOHN MURPHY, farmer.—MR. JOHN MURPHY, farmer.—CHARLES NEAL, farmer.—GEORGE PAYNE, esq.—JAMES PAYNE.—MR. EDWARD SCULLY (who took the census of this parish).—MICHAEL STYLES, farmer.

The parish never provides, directly or indirectly, for the support of illegitimate children. Child desertion is of rare occurrence; but Mr. Archbold mentions a case of it which came under his notice about a year ago; the mother left the child at the house of its reputed father,
father, but when she was brought before the magistrates she consented to take it back, and she has since deserted it. Still more rare is infanticide; but the suspicions of the neighborhood have been awakened as to that crime, twice within the last three or four years, by the discovery of the remains of two children at different periods. The fathers of illegitimate children generally neglect them, and it very seldom occurs that a feeling of honour induces them to marry the mother.

The system of applying for wages at the petty sessions, in the case of women who have bastards, is not very common. Mr. Archbold remarks, that sometimes six months intervene between applications of the kind.

Wages are never given before the birth of the child, the amount granted, varying according to the condition of the reputed father, and many other circumstances, depends chiefly on the agreement entered into by the man. "I consider," says Mr. Archbold, "that the magistrate has no power to grant wages, it must be the father who does so, and in the event of his not fulfilling his promise, the bench then enforces the contract he has made."

In the greater proportion of cases where wages have been demanded, the applicant has had a plurality of children, and often by different fathers.—(Rev. Mr. Hamilton)—"I know this instant," observes Mr. Archbold, "four instances where women have had three children each by different men;" and Mr. Fitzgibbon mentions a case perfectly similar.

The magistrates have not the power to inflict any punishment on women who seek for an award of wages, not even when they have had several bastards; nor would this latter circumstance warrant them in making any difference in the sum to be adjudged.

No instance is known where a young man has been tempted to marry a girl who has had an illegitimate child, for the purpose of benefiting by the wages allowed by the sessions, and in general such girls experience great difficulty in procuring themselves husbands; the witnesses cannot mention a case where an individual of the poorer class has been induced to unite himself to a girl, just at the moment of a birth. "These women are looked upon by the generality, at least of their own sex, with feelings of pity and contempt; and a respectable small farmer would object to give his daughter to her offspring, unless some great and peculiar advantages were to be gained."

When a woman seeks for an award of wages for the nursing an illegitimate child, it is required that she shall prove either that the father has promised to allow her a certain sum for that purpose, or else that he has actually paid her something on account; her assertion, however, on oath is not sufficient to determine the sentence of the bench; he is permitted to produce evidence in disproof, and he is always summoned to attend at the sessions for the purpose; the general character is not at all taken into consideration, and a second application on her part meets with the same success as the first, if she can make good her statements.

If the reputed father be unwilling to pay the wages ordered by the magistrates, there is no mode of compelling him other than by issuing a warrant of distress against his goods, in other cases of refusal to pay wages; according to the capability of the father, the order of the bench distinguishes that payment shall be made either in one sum or in several weekly instalments, and it has never been found that the pressure thus occasioned has compelled the man to compromise the matter by marriage; but there are many instances where it has been evaded by the defendant. Mr. Archbold says, that in his own immediate recollection six cases have occurred where the fathers have absconded; and it is his opinion that the greater number of persons so circumstanced adopt the same course." Mr. Archbold and the other witnesses have never heard of a woman bringing an action at quarter sessions for the recovery of wages due on account of nursing an illegitimate child.

When wages are not granted, women that have bastards are in many instances compelled to have recourse to begging, in the absence of any means of subsistence for themselves and offspring. When driven to such extremities, they generally quit their own parishes, and wander into parts of the country, and in this manner their children that accompany them become inured to all the immoralities that arise from such a mode of life. It is remarkable that, notwithstanding the difficulties which many women experience in maintaining their illegitimate offspring, no instance has occurred in these parishes where any of them have become prostitutes in consequence; at the same time the refusal of the father to assist them always leads to ill-will, and often to outrage; women are continually brought before the magistrates charged with assaulting, breaking the windows, &c. of men from whom they have been unable to obtain any aid. In other cases, though the effects of poverty are not to be traced in the height of the child, they soon render themselves a burden in the child, whose health suffers materially from the want of sufficient clothing and nourishment. In answer to the question whether it was usual for women to threaten an accusation of rape against the men whom they wished to obtain for husbands, Mr. Archbold replied that it was "very common;" he knew a woman who had sworn to five such charges; and no later than three months ago, a woman who was making application for wages, observed, "Please your honour, I intended to have made a hanging business of it." The man who was accused was subsequently advised by his landlord to marry her.

The witnesses consider that the state of mind at which a woman must arrive before she can bring herself to desert her child, must be of the most immoral and debasing nature: from her who is hardened enough to commit such an act, very little regard for human life is to be expected on other occasions, and there can be little doubt that she would become a bad member of society in every particular.
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Persons who attended the Examination.

Christopher Adams, labourer.—Capt. Brennan, chief constable of police.—Thomas Brennan, labourer.—Mr. James Byrne, miller.—Rev. Mr. Cawood, protestant rector.—John Clark, labourer.—Mr. Martin Connett, farmer.—Peter Corrigan, labourer.—Mr. Patrick Cosgrave, shopkeeper and farmer.—Michael Costello, labourer.—Mr. Patrick Cullen, farmer.—Thomas McDermott, labourer.—Michael Feagan, labourer.—Mr. John Gilligan, farmer.—Mr. Edward Goodwin, postmaster.—John Gornon, labourer.—Mr. John Hackett, shopkeeper.—Mr. Patrick Halligan, shopkeeper.—Rev. Francis Hely, parish priest.—Edward Holton, labourer.—Mr. Ambrose Hughes, shopkeeper.—Patrick Irving, labourer.—Mr. Daniel Kearney, shopkeeper.—Thomas Kearney, esq. J.P.—Mr. Patrick Luce, shopkeeper.—Mr. James Magrath, shopkeeper.—Mr. James Mangan, shopkeeper.—Mr. Thomas Murray, farmer.—Michael Nevin, labourer.—Mr. James O'Shaughnessy, innkeeper.—Mr. John Power, farmer.—John Ratigan, labourer.—Mr. Michael Reilly, shopkeeper.—Mr. James Reilly, schoolmaster of National School.—Mr. Thomas Robinson, shopkeeper.—Patrick Smith, labourer.—Mr. Richard Wade, farmer.—Mr. Joseph Walker, farmer.

The number of bastards in the parish is about three annually, none of whom are supported by it. Mothers do not often desert their children, and very seldom destroy them; but Mr. Kearny recollects within the last 18 months a case of infanticide. The fathers of illegitimate children mostly neglect them, and neither love nor honour induces them to marry the mother.

It is the custom to apply to the magistrates to get something from the reputed father, and 3l. per annum is usually granted. But as the mothers are not in general willing to give up the child, a bargain is struck between the reputed father and mother for a certain sum, perhaps 2l. or 3l. at once, giving up all further claims. Wages are never awarded before the birth of the child, nor is the same sum always given, it depends upon the power and inclination of the reputed father to pay, but chiefly on his inclination.

Mr. Kearny states, "I recollect one woman having two children by different men, and another very profligate woman with four children by the same man." There is no punishment for such women. "If they have a dozen," says Mr. Kearny, "we can only tell them they are great fools for their pains."

There is no difference made in the sum awarded to the woman, whether she applies for a first child or for a subsequent one, she always gets whatever can be got, but this sum is too trifling to induce any man to marry her. There are some instances where persons of the lower classes have been induced by persons of the higher orders to marry girls who had illegitimate children. Mr. Hughes says, "I know an instance at this moment of a man marrying a woman for the sake of a cottage and four acres of land that are settled on her," but in general such women find great difficulty in getting husbands. Yet they are looked upon with pity by their own sex, supposing them to have been seduced under promises. There is an impression also against marrying bastards, but if otherwise eligible, birth would not be considered.

The evidence required at petty sessions is the woman's oath, with some corroborating admission of the father. But Mr. Kearny states, "the woman usually applies a month or six weeks before confinement, and makes oath as to the father; and on her delivery she applies for a summons, wherein the man is ordered to attend, and the best arrangement the magistrates can make is entered. The woman, however, does not preclude any contradictory testimony on the part of the man. As to the powers of the magistrates to enforce the payment of sums awarded, Mr. Kearny considers them doubtful; and Captain Brennan says, "If the father has ever been known to pay any portion on account, then he considers the whole agreement can be enforced."

The amount given is sometimes in one sum, but more frequently by instalments every quarter or half year, although a bargain is made for a specific sum in lieu of all demands.

The acknowledgment of the reputed father is not required to enforce wages, if other satisfactory proof were given. The woman makes her application direct to the bench, and not through the churchwardens. In this parish there has been no instance of the father absconding on account of the sum awarded.

Women with bastards, when wages are not granted, very often beg, and generally leave the neighbourhood; for, as Mr. Kearny observes, "the father, mother and family often turn them out;" but the natural consequence is prostitution, particularly if they be well looking; and Mr. Kelly states, "I knew the daughter of a publican who, after having a child, went to Dublin, and became a common prostitute; another instance also, a farmer's daughter, who also turned on the town." The refusal of the man to support the child often is the source of great contention. Mr. Reilly says, "I know a young man who is constantly annoyed by a woman breaking his windows and committing other outrages." The health of both mother and child suffers from want in many cases. Mr. Kearny says, "they generally look pale and sickly."

The woman that would desert her child must have been degraded to the most immoral condition. It has never been assigned as a reason for women having illegitimate children, that they look to these children as a means of support in their old age; yet Mr. Reilly states, "that there are three instances in his neighbourhood of bastards supporting their mothers." "I believe," says Mr. Healy, "it is a very frequent occurrence for a woman to swear a rape against a man to induce marriage, and I remember two or three instances of such
such threats, but in none of these cases did it succeed; but I know two cases where it did succeed, and both men immediately after marriage absconded and emigrated to America." Mr. Kearny states, "A woman, about last March, swore a rape before me against a man; he was arrested and sent to goal; but she quit the country, and did not prosecute; for anything that appeared before the bench, it was supposed her inducement was money."

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Rev. Mr. Bourne, protestant rector.—Rev. Mr. Brennan, parish priest.—Michael Byrne, labourer.—Mr. James Dixon, farmer.—Dr. William Godfrey Dyas.—Peter Ennis, farmer.—Mr. John Fagan, buckster.—Mr. John Farrell, baker and farmer.—Robert Fitzgerald, esq. J. P.—Rev. Patrick Fitzpatrick, roman-catholic curate.—Dr. James Fitzsimons, M. D.—William Flood, farmer.—Mr. William Gardener, buckster.—William Gore, labourer and small farmer.—Patrick Gorman, mason.—Right Hon. Lord Herberton.—Mr. James Hynes, farmer.—Owen Kavanagh, labourer.—William Kavanagh, farmer.—Mr. Thomas Kelly, large farmer.—Joseph Lee, blacksmith and publican.—Pat Lee, farmer.—Mr. James McKenna, parochial schoolmaster.—Mr. Pat Malone, butcher.—Mr. Michael Moylor, farmer and innkeeper.—George Pim, esq. J. P.—John Pim, esq. J. P.—Edward J. Townsend, chief constable of police.

The number of bastards in the parish is about six, and they are not supported by it. The mothers sometimes desert them. Lord Herberton recollects three instances in the last 12 years; but the impression on his mind is that there were more. The fathers almost invariably neglect them. If I have had many women coming to me on that account (Lord Herberton)—Husbands do not induce the father to marry the mother of the child; and Dr. Dyas states, "Women have often applied to me to procure abortion; I know four or five instances this moment in the parish."

Women who have had bastards apply to the petty sessions for wages; but having been told that there is no remedy without proof of previous agreement, they have applied but seldom lately. Wages are never awarded before the birth of the child; but Lord Herberton and Mr. Fitzgerald state that an affidavit is often administered, at the desire of the father, to satisfy him that the child is his, and that the woman has not been inconsistent. The sum usually granted as wages amounts to about from 3s. to 3l. per annum; and it is only granted as an acknowledged debt for services performed in nursing; the power of the magistrates does not go beyond.—(Lord Herberton, Mr. Pim and Mr. Fitzgerald.)

The system of allowing wages to women who have had illegitimate children has not been known to induce women to habits of vice; but the Rev. Mr. Bourne observes, "Although the system of allowing wages may not have been the cause, I know a woman in this parish who has had three or four illegitimate children." The wages granted at sessions have not induced any persons to marry such women. There is a strong feeling against such marriages, such women being held in contempt, even by their own sex.

The evidence required to obtain wages is of the same sort as would be required of farm work done.—(Lord H. and all witnesses.)

If the father should refuse to pay, the magistrates possess the same power as in other cases of distressing goods, although, in default of his possessing any, they do not consider they have the power of imprisoning. This mode of punishing the father has not been known to have induced any to marry the mother; but it frequently happens that the father makes his election of taking the child, rather than pay wages for nursing. Mr. Pim says, "I have had two cases before me where the fathers absconded and went to America." There are numerous instances of those women being driven to begging; but the children often take a dislike to the parent, and turn to labour. It is often the custom with women to swear rapes against men, in order to induce them to marry; and the magistrates present stated their knowledge of several such instances, in some of which the men were induced to marry, and in others they entered into some compromise.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Rev. Mr. O’Beirne, P. P.—Laughlin McCann, clerk of petty sessions.—Rev. Dr. Crawford, rector and J. P.—Mr. Farrell, considerable farmer.—Mr. Grego, considerable farmer.—John Higgins, labourer.—John Keefe, labourer.

There were last year six bastards born in the parish, but the average does not exceed three; the mothers are of the poorer, the fathers of the wealthier classes. They are not supported by the parish. All deserted children are believed to be illegitimate. No instance of infanticide has been lately charged with it and acquitted. A feeling of honour frequently induces marriages before the birth of the child. The petty sessions are held here for a district including the parishes of Killoe and Clonguish, with part of Temple Michael and Ballymacormick. The magistrates do not adjudge wages to the mother of a bastard, unless where a specific agreement has been proved by a 0.5.
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third person. The amount has generally been 10s. a quarter. The number of applicants last year was four, in former years six or eight; the decrease being merely accidental.

There has been only one case of a woman who had four illegitimate children by different fathers.

No punishment is ever inflicted on the applicant for wages. She always obtains the amount specified in the agreement proved.

No young men have been influenced by the wages granted to marry the mother of an illegitimate child. The person marrying her is looked on as devoid of all feeling. Some few, however, are influenced by persons of a higher rank to do so, but always by a great temptation. Next to "guager's nay," bastard is the strongest term of reproach. There is a decided objection to marrying one.

The proceeding to obtain wages is the same as for any ordinary small debt.

Mr. O'B—— had seen beggar women with illegitimate children, but did not know whether they were born before or since she had been reduced to mendicancy.

Such persons would beg in a strange place. He had known such persons also become prostitutes, but could not say whether necessity or inclination drove them to it. Dr. C—— had heard women declare that such necessity drove them to prostitution, and was told that if any other provision were made for them many would abandon it. The child often suffers from scarcity of the provision which the mother can afford it.

Dr. C—— had been 30 years in the parish, and never knew of a case of infanticide.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Peter Corcoran, grocer and general retailer.—— Kirwan, esq. n. d.——Patrick Maguire, day labourer.—— Montgomery, churchwarden.——Thomas Moixham, farmer, and proprietor of cabins in the town, occupied by labourers.——Mr. John Murtagh, cloth-merchant.——Rev. Mr. Robinson, rector, and J. P.——Rev. Mr. Sheridan, J. P.——Thompson, esq., J. P.

There are about three or four bastards born each year in the town; they are never supported by the parish. All deserted children are supposed to be illegitimate. Neither Mr. B——, during 20 years residence, nor any of the witnesses, knew of a case of infanticide. The fathers of illegitimate children are seldom disposed to grant sufficient support, unless compelled by law. Rev. Mr. S—— knew many instances of marriage previous to the birth of the child; few after. The fathers are after compelled to marriage, by the threat of a prosecution for rape.

There are three or four cases of applicants for wages at the petty sessions for the barony of Granard. Wages are not adjudged unless the mother can prove by a third person a specific agreement for the sum sought, upon which a decree is made.

The general rate is 4l. per annum until the child is about two years old. The sum is not varied according to the circumstances of the father. This practice has been always usual here.

The proportion of illegitimate children has not been increased by the custom of granting wages; nor has any instance occurred of a woman having several such, though there is no power to inflict punishment upon her.

None of the witnesses had ever known the mother of an illegitimate child married on account of the wages. They scarcely ever get a husband where they are known, and generally leave the district; if their friends can afford it, they are glad to give them money and get rid of the shame they bring on them. Rev. Mr. S—— had known them obtain husbands after several years of a moral and industrious life, but never otherwise, except persons as profligate as themselves. Few are influenced by the higher classes to marry such women. There was no instance in this town; and it must be very uncommon anywhere, as the man who does so is considered to disgrace himself. The stigma on the bastard is indelible.

There is the strongest objection to contract marriage with him.

If an agreement be proved the magistrates have no power to refuse wages.

The reputed father has never been known to be driven, by the order for wages, to marry the mother. He is generally in good circumstances, and can afford to pay; if not he leaves the country. In this case the mother supports the child.

Women with bastard children are often compelled to beg; and Mr. S—— has known them to resort to an adjoining county for that purpose, to avoid the shame of applying for wages. It is probable that they may be driven to prostitution, or much ill feeling is excited between the parties when the mother fails in obtaining wages. Infanticide is not known.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Thomas Burke, farmer, who holds 20 acres of land, and occasionally labours himself.——Rev. Mr. O'Ferrall, p. p.——Christopher Gorman, day-labourer.——Rev. Mr. Powell, protestant curate.——Rev. Mr. Price, wesleyan clergyman.——Michael Shansley, schoolmaster, surveyor, and occasionally labourer for hire.——Valentine Skipiton, esq., J. P.——Robert Wilson, middle landlord.

The bastards in this parish amounted only to three in number for the last 11 years, according to the testimony of the priest, none of whom were supported by the parish, nor have
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have any been deserted or destroyed by their mothers. The fathers would be ever willing to throw the support on the mothers. Some men have been known to marry women after they had proved pregnant; but instances of pregnancy before marriage were very rare in this parish.

The applications to the petty sessions for wages by women with bastards have amounted only to four in the last three years, in a district including four parishes. Mr. Skipton has given the following account of the arrangements usually adopted in such cases:

The woman is required to prove by her own oath that the defendant is the father of the child, and also that he has in some degree assumed the support of the child by promise or by giving money; proof of the contrary offered by the father is not precluded. The smallest reasonable sum for nursing the child is awarded to the mother, who keeps the child till weaned; if the father takes it, then the wages cease. If the woman can prove no undertaking of the father, the matter is referred to quarter sessions. Punishment has not been inflicted on the woman applying for wages. No instance of a second application by a woman has taken place in this district; nor has any man seemed anxious to marry a woman for the wages allowed at sessions. Girls who have had illegitimate children, because the scandal is so great, go to England or America. There is but one instance in the parish of a girl in such circumstances having got a husband, and he is an Englishman and pensioner, who seems not to feel the disgrace very sensitively. In the case of inability or reluctance on the father's part to pay, the treatment is the same by the magistrates as in ordinary cases for wages.

There has been no instance in the district of the order for wages, or the punishment on disobedience of it, having driven the father to marry the woman, nor to abscond, it having so happened that in the cases occurring in this district, the father had a stake in the parish. No application has been made to the churchwarden previous to applying to petty sessions. Two instances in the parish were adduced of women having been driven to beggary by having bastards, but none to prostitution.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. Carbery, general merchant.—Mr. Dwyer, churchwarden.—Mr. Ganvey, baker, grocer and spirit dealer.—Rev. Mr. Hudson.—Mr. Keenaigh, baker.—Rev. Mr. Kennedy, presbyterian minister.—Rev. Mr. O'Donoghue, roman-catholic clergyman.—Mr. Williams, town-serjeant and under agent to Lord Longford.

The number of bastards in the parish is not known, but the average number born each year among the resident population is about three or four, and as many more among the vagrants; this does not include deserted children, who are almost always bastards. They are never supported by the parish. Infanticide very rarely, if ever, occurs, Mr. Kennedy has seen 16, Mr. O'Donoghue six, and Mr. Carbery four years in the parish, and none of them has ever known an instance. The fathers of illegitimate children always neglect them unless compelled to provide for them.

A feeling of honour frequently induces marriage while the woman is pregnant. Many are induced to marry from the fear of being charged with rape. This threat is commonly held out; and Mr. Carbery states, that three or four men charged with rape are acquitted on these grounds each assizes; and that in two years he has known 10 or 12 instances of men yielding to these threats.

The magistrates do not usually deal with such cases in this district, they are always referred to the quarter sessions. Mr. Carbery did not know of any instance among the industrious labourers where a young man had evinced an anxiety to marry a woman who had an illegitimate child, for the purpose of benefiting by the wages allowed at the sessions. Such women find great difficulty in procuring husbands; the man who marries them is disgraced for the time, but may recover character by the good conduct of himself and his wife.

There are some instances where individuals of the poorer classes are influenced by persons of higher rank to marry women by whom they have had illegitimate children; but the consideration given in these cases is always very large, as there are stronger objections entertained against such a woman than against one who has misbehaved with a man of her own rank in life. The bastard is considered in a very unfavourable light, and a farmer would have decided objections to give him his daughter unless he was above his own rank: in this all the witnesses concurred.

Women who have illegitimate children are, according to two witnesses (Mr. C. and the Rev. Mr. O'D.), constantly compelled to resort to begging; Mr. G. has known some instances. The difficulty of supporting herself and child leads rather to begging than prostitution. The refusal of the reputed father to maintain the child produces in most cases ill feeling between the parties, and sometimes is the cause of violence. The difficulty of obtaining support is frequently injurious to the health of both mother and child.
Persons who attended the Examination.


The number of bastards in the parish was, according to Mr. Henry and Mr. Hope, large; according to Mr. Tighe, but small. The Rev. Mr. Fitzgerald said, among the poor there were not more than four. They are never supported by the parish. Mothers seldom desert,

* This is doubtful; there are conflicting opinions. I may remark in general, that no point gives us more trouble to get a distinct answer than this, though one of law and fact. The magistrates themselves contradicting each other, so as to leave us completely at a loss what to believe.
desert, and very seldom, if ever, destroy their illegitimate children. Their fathers often neglect them, but a feeling of honour sometimes induces subsequent marriages. Lord Westmeath observed that the priests are generally the cause of this.

The system of applying for wages at petty sessions is common. The custom is, that unless the woman can prove a promise of wages by the father, she must keep the child herself. Lord Westmeath says, the amount of wages when granted is at the rate of 4l. per annum; this system has been in operation for at least 20 years. Wages are seldom awarded until after the birth, but the woman is expected to swear the child to the father before the birth. The amount given is not always the same, it varies according to the means of the reputed father. Punishment is never inflicted upon those who apply for wages, even though they may have had more than one illegitimate child, nor is any difference made in the amount of wages awarded.

No instance has occurred where a young man was anxious to marry a woman for the purpose of benefiting by the wages allowed. Girls thus circumstanced find much difficulty in procuring husbands, but some individuals of the poorer classes are influenced by persons of higher station to marry the mothers of bastards. Such women are looked up with contempt, especially by their own sex; but Mr. Hope thought that this feeling was becoming less strong as the fault became more common. Lord W. and Mr. F. thought there was but little objection entertained to marrying a bastard, especially if he were a good match; Mr. Hope said there was a strong objection. The evidence required by the sessions previous to the decision is the woman's oath, and that arising from confronting the parties and sifting the case. The reputed father is always summoned to attend. The woman's oath does not preclude any testimony offered by the man. The magistrates use their discretion as to the general character of the woman, on a second application. If the reputed father is unable or refuses to pay the wages ordered by the magistrates, they have no power to punish, but the wages are ordered to be levied as wages of labour for the service of nursing.—(Lord W.)—The wages awarded are by an order for weekly payments. The order for wages given drives the reputed father to marry the mother of the child; in a case of manifest seduction, the magistrates are glad to see it produce results. The acknowledgment of the reputed father is not, under the present system, indispensable to enforce an order for wages, but is sufficient without anything else. Mr. Henry said it was absolutely necessary.

The application is not made in the first instance to the churchwarden. When the father absconds, the support of the child falls altogether on the mother. Men are sometimes sued by civil bill in the assistant barrister's court, and wages recovered from them, especially if they have promised any.

Women who have bastard children are generally obliged to beg, and leave in most cases their own parishes. The children beg until about the age of 14, and then become servants, labourers, or enter the army. The difficulty of supporting herself and child sometimes leads the woman to prostitution. The children are in such cases generally brought up in vice, but are accustomed to labour and support their mother when they can. The difficulty of supporting the child is often so severe as to injure the mother's health; and that of the child frequently suffers from the scanty provision which she is able to afford it.

The children are often neglected by the mother, but the witnesses never knew more than one instance where there was even a suspicion of infanticide, and there were in that case but very slight grounds.

Persons who attended the Examination.


Bastards were not numerous in the parish, nor ever supported by it, and though the fathers desert the children, the mothers seldom do, and never are known to destroy them. The mothers are more often by the dread of the women's friends induces them to do so.

It is the custom for a woman to apply for wages to the petty sessions, and if she can prove a promise on the part of the father, the money is recovered by civil bill, as a simple debt; no wages however are awarded before the birth of the child, nor is punishment inflicted on the woman who applies.

Girls who have had illegitimate children are looked on with great contempt both by men and women, and are seldom married, nor would a farmer give his daughter to a bastard, except he was much richer.

Women have been known to bring actions against the reputed father for nursing, and recovered in the shape of wages.

Women who have had bastards are sometimes driven to begging, and in some instances to prostitution, and with regard to the children, the females are, in general, brought up very badly. The males sometimes get service.

The scanty provision which the mother is able to obtain of course often injures the health of the child.
The number of bastards in this parish cannot be ascertained, as they are never supported by the parish; the Rev. Mr. Curran said, "perhaps five in a year."

Mothers are never known to desert or destroy them, but they are often neglected by the fathers. Marriage between the parents is frequently brought about by the interference of the clergymen.

Wages are never ordered by the magistrates (Mr. Dought said he was not aware they had any authority to do so,) except when the woman can prove a promise of wages and part payment; then they are ordered by the sessions merely as a simple debt.

Women who have had illegitimate children find the greatest difficulty in procuring husbands; in fact, are scarcely ever married, except when persons of a higher station induce men by money to marry them. The woman is treated with the greatest contempt by the women of her own class, and a great portion of that feeling extends to the "bastard," who would not receive in marriage, unless much richer, the daughter of even a small farmer.

Some thought that the objection would wear away if the person was a well conducted man.

Mothers of bastard children are sometimes obliged to resort to begging, and mostly leave their own parish; the children thus very frequently become inured to a vagrant life, and the woman is often driven to prostitution. In those cases the child suffers very much for want of proper care and nourishment, the mother being negligent of it.

There are but few bastards in the parish, perhaps not more than four or five annually. The fathers sometimes are induced by a feeling of honour to marry, and are advised by the clergymen to do so.

The oath of the woman is insufficient without some acknowledgment or part payment by the father, and the sum allowed is from 2l. to 5l. per annum, the maximum not exceeding 10l. Irish. Girls who have had illegitimate children find great difficulty in getting husbands, as they are looked on with contempt and aversion.

The number of bastards in the parish is not known; very few instances have occurred where women have deserted their illegitimate children, and none where they have destroyed them. A feeling of honour sometimes, and occasionally the dread of the mother's friends, induces subsequent marriages.

If the woman can prove any promise or agreement on the part of the reputed father, she may recover wages by civil bill process, the sum awarded being usually 5l. The oath of the woman was formerly sufficient to fix the paternity; such is not the case now. Young men have never been induced by the wages granted to marry the mother of an illegitimate child, who usually find the greatest difficulty in procuring a husband, except in the few instances where the man has been paid to marry her; she is indeed generally looked upon with contempt, and the child is himself regarded among his equals as an objectionable match.

The mother generally labours to support the child, either by spinning or by agricultural labour, during 10 months of the year. The children are seldom inured to habits of mendicancy. The farmers who were witnesses did not think that the mother was often injured by her efforts to maintain the child; but Mr. Dowling believed that women were frequently obliged to suckle children much longer than was natural, from the impossibility of obtaining for them suitable food. The child in turn suffers much from the scanty provision which the mother can provide for it.
Persons who attended the Examination.


In the parish of Clonmore there have only been five bastards during the last 10 years; they are never supported by the parish; mothers less frequently desert their illegitimate children now than formerly. Instances have been heard of their destroying them, but very rarely. The fathers often neglect them. A feeling of honour, it is said, occasionally induces subsequent marriages.

Women with bastards commonly apply for wages at petty sessions, when a sum from £1 to £4 a year, according to the specific agreement between the parties themselves, is usually granted, but never before the birth of the child: this practice has been in operation since within recollection.

The young men of the neighbourhood have not evinced any anxiety to marry a woman who has had an illegitimate child, for the purpose of benefiting by the wages allowed at the sessions, on which account such women certainly find much difficulty in procuring husbands. Individuals of the poorer classes are frequently influenced by persons of higher station to marry such, despised as they are by the generality of their sex in the parish. As to the feeling with which a bastard is regarded, he is seldom upbraided with his birth, if well-conducted: a farmer would have a great objection to give him his daughter, although otherwise an eligible match.

The amount awarded as wages at petty sessions is usually in one sum; the order for which, or the punishment consequent upon disobedience to the order, never drives the reputed father to marry the mother of the child; his acknowledgment is invariably required to enforce the order; never heard of a man abscinding when wages are awarded by the magistrate.

When women who have bastards are compelled to resort to begging, they generally do so out of their own parishes; the difficulty of supporting themselves and their children often drives them to prostitution, and in such cases the children necessarily become inured to a vagrant life, with all its immoralities, and without doubt are brought up and continue in vice. The refusal of the reputed father to maintain the child frequently leads to ill feeling and violence between the parties. It is not ascertained whether the difficulty of supporting her child is often so severe as to injure the mother's health; the child is often known to suffer materially from the scanty provision the mother is able to afford it.

The state of mind to which a mother is brought before she can destroy or desert her child is highly immoral, and is universally held to be so; it is not thought that, after such a circumstance, she would lose all self-respect.

Persons who attended the Examination.


It is impossible to ascertain the number of bastards. The parish supports them when deserted, and not otherwise. Mothers very seldom desert their illegitimate offspring. Within an extensive district, in the course of 10 years, three or four instances of infanticide have occurred. The fathers of illegitimate children very often neglect them, but, influenced by a sense of honour, frequently intermarry with the mothers of those children.

It is very common for women with bastards to apply at petty sessions for wages, the amount of which usually granted varies from £1 to £4; if no sum were specified in the agreement, the magistrates would decree to the full legal amount. This has always been in operation. The amount of wages seems to vary according to the condition of the parties, but are never awarded before the birth of the child. Punishment is never inflicted upon those who apply for wages to the sessions; and the magistrates, in decreeing the amount, cannot take into consideration whether the applicant has had more than one illegitimate child. The young men of this neighbourhood do not seem anxious to marry the mothers for the sake of the wages allowed them by the sessions. Such women are not supposed on that account to find much difficulty in procuring husbands. No instances are known of persons of the poorer classes being induced by those of higher rank to marry the mothers of their bastards. In this parish a woman is not on this account always degraded in the estimation of the generality of her sex, though her bastard is looked upon with mingled feelings of contempt and compassion; and with respect to a small farmer giving his daughter to a bastard, in other respects a suitable match, there is as much family pride amongst the farmers on this matter as amongst the highest class of society.

Should the reputed father of a bastard be unable or unwilling to pay the wages ordered by the magistrates, they have no power of punishing him. The amount of wages awarded is generally by an order for a quarterly payment; there is no rule for fixing the amount. The order for wages often induces the father to marry the mother of the child. The application for wages is made directly to the petty sessions; and to enforce the order, it is neces-
sary that the reputed father acknowledge the child. The father sometimes abandons when wages are ordered by the magistrates. Women are not here known to bring actions for nursing against the reputed fathers of their children.

Women with bastard children, in a majority of cases, do not beg where they are known. It frequently happens that bastard children become involved in a vagrant life with all its immoralities. But a wide distinction is to be drawn between the mother of one illegitimate child, and her who has had more than one; the former often supports and educates her child well and decently, and ultimately may regain her former station in society; the offspring of the latter are often regarded as a nuisance in the neighbourhood. The refusal of the reputed father to support his child often leads to contention and strife between the parties, and the difficulty of supporting her child frequently injures the health of the mother and that of the child, and there is reason to believe often drives her to prostitution. There cannot be a doubt that the children reared under such circumstances continue in vice.

Persons who attended the Examination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parish</th>
<th>Name and Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kilarmsack, Gorey, Clough and Luskferre</td>
<td>Bar. Gorey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megless, Rathmacnece and Mulranmin</td>
<td>Bar. Forth and Bargsy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number of bastards here is not known; they are not supported by the parish. Mothers sometimes desert, but rarely destroy their illegitimate children. Mr. Walker, Mr. Hickey and Mr. Redmond thought that the fathers of illegitimate children almost always neglected them. Mr. Murphy, Mr. Devereux and Mr. Walsh believed there were more cases of protection by the fathers than of neglect. The parties are frequently incited from a sense of religious obligation, but rarely the influence of a feeling of honour.

Women with bastard children frequently apply for wages at the petty sessions; the amount usually granted is about 5l. per annum. The system was different in form before the establishment of petty sessions courts; the latter is in many respects preferable. Wages are never awarded before the birth of the child; the amount varies according to the agreement between the parties. The petty sessions have not the power of awarding wages, but can only enforce the fulfilment of an agreement between the parties; they cannot in any case act, except upon the admission of parentage on the part of the man. Punishment is never inflicted upon applicants for wages. The young men of the neighbourhood have never evinced any anxiety to marry a woman with an illegitimate child, in order to benefit by the wages allowed: these women bear a stigma attached to them which prevents their marriage; "but," said Mr. Hickey, "a man marrying such a one is sometimes said to have married an injured woman." Individuals of the poorer classes are, in some instances, influenced by those of a higher station. The feeling both against the woman and the bastard is stronger as the ranks ascend.

The Rev. Mr. Murphy mentioned a case well known, where a young man well educated and of excellent character, holding a farm of 140 acres, was refused by several women beneath his own rank in life avowedly owing to the stain on his birth; he afterwards married a servant. The reputed father may be decreed for any wages which he has legally undertaken to pay. The wages are usually given, not by weekly payments, but in larger sums. The order for wages never drives the reputed father to marry the child's mother. The churchwarden has nothing to do with the arrangements. There were no cases known where the father had absconded when the order on him for wages was granted; nor have women ever brought actions and recovered from the reputed father.

Women with bastard children do not generally beg, nor are they often driven to prostitution by the difficulty of supporting themselves and the children. The refusal of the reputed father to support the child frequently leads to ill-feeling between the parties. The difficulty of supporting the child is rarely so severe as to injure the mother's health; nor does the child generally suffer from the scanty provision which the mother can provide.

The state of mind of a mother who can desert or destroy her child must be highly immoral, and in some cases she would be for the future less careful of human life.

Persons who attended the Examination.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parish</th>
<th>Name and Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Bastardy is of rare occurrence in this parish; there was but one case in the course of last year.

Bastards derive no support from the parish, yet have not been deserted, and never destroyed by their mothers; the fathers, on the contrary, totally neglect them, nor has it occurred that a sense of honour has induced a man to marry the mother of his illegitimate child.

It is very common for women to apply for wages to petty sessions, where they receive, according to the engagement, from a few shillings to 6l. Irish. This sum cannot be exceeded. This system has been always in operation in this parish. But wages are not given before the
the birth of the child. Punishment is never inflicted on those who apply at the sessions for wages, whether it be the first occasion or not, nor is any difference made as to wages in such case. Girls who have had illegitimate children find great difficulty in getting husbands, none of the young men of this neighbourhood being induced, by the wages received at petty sessions, to marry them. Sometimes they are influenced by persons in higher stations to do so. The feeling evinced towards a woman thus circumstanced is, in some of her own sex, a feeling of reproach, in others of compassion, but the bastard is everywhere received with reproach and contempt. In case of inability on the part of the father, it has not been the custom in this parish to visit him with punishment for not paying wages; the sum awarded is generally in one large amount, but occasionally by an order for weekly payments; there is no fixed amount nor rule for giving, but this award has sometimes driven the reputed father to marry the mother, and frequently to abscond. The churchwarden does not interfere; the mothers sometimes bring actions against the fathers for nursing, but very often do not succeed.

Frequently women who have had bastards are driven to begging, but not in their own parish; sometimes to prostitution, while the support of herself and child occasionally injures her health; and as to the children reared in such circumstances, they grow up in vagrancy, become inured to its immoralties, and continue in its vices, and at the same time must suffer in health also from the privations to which both they and their mothers are exposed.

Desertion did not seem to some of the witnesses to be the result of an immoral state of mind in the mother, to others it did; but they agreed in thinking, that a woman capable of such an act would be less careful of human life, and be likely to conduct herself worse in all relative situations.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**


There are only two bastards in the parish of Rosstrout, and it never has been the custom for the parish to support bastards. Mothers of illegitimate children in this district seldom desert them, and never have been known to destroy them; but the fathers mostly neglect them, and if they are afterwards induced to marry the woman, it arises more from religious apprehensions than from any feeling of honour.

When women have had bastards they usually apply to the petty sessions for wages, and in most cases are awarded about the same sum, viz. 5l. per annum; but no award is ever made before the birth of the child. This has been the system prevailing in the district since recollection. Before the establishment of petty sessions the same power was exercised by the magistracy in a different way, one which was in every respect worse than the present system.

If a woman with a second illegitimate child apply for wages, she is treated in the same way as before; she is never punished, nor are witnesses aware that the magistrates have any power to punish in such cases. Girls who have had illegitimate children are held in very low estimation, and find great difficulty in obtaining husbands; and bastards, too, are looked on with reproach, but much depends on their own conduct. The sum granted to a woman with a bastard never exceeds 6l. Irish per annum, and is paid at once in one sum, or in partial payments, according to agreement; but the acknowledgment of the reputed father is absolutely necessary, before any order for wages can be enforced. It does not appear that the magistrates have any power to punish the father, in case of his inability or refusal to pay; neither does it often happen that a man has absconded from fear of any punishment.

When wages are not granted to a woman with an illegitimate child, she is necessarily driven to begging, and herself and her child are thus exposed to the miseries and vices of a vagrant life; in the opinion of witnesses, such a woman is often driven by her wants to degradation and prostitution, and her child must be reared in vice.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

Rev. John Chartres.—Mr. William Goodison, farmer.—Mr. Thomas Sparrow, farmer.—Mr. Edward Webster, farmer and miller.

In the parish of Emmiscority there are 12 bastards, none of whom are supported by the parish. Mothers very rarely desert their illegitimate offspring, and there is no instance of them destroying them; but the fathers almost always neglect the children, and very rarely are induced to marry the mothers, after the birth of the children; indeed, in the majority of instances, the fathers are married men. It is the custom for women who have illegitimate children to apply to the petty sessions for wages, and the sum granted is, in general, from 3l. to 6l.; but wages are not awarded before the birth of the child, nor is the amount a fixed one.

0.5.

**Appendix (A.)**

**BASTARDY.**

Leinster.

County Wexford.

Examinations taken by Francis Duggan, Esq. W. T. McCullagh, Esq.

Parish Monart.

Bar. Strangeworth.

Par. of Old Ross.

Rostrout, Clonmore and Emmiscority.

Bar. Bantry.

Parish Temple Shanahen.

Bar. Ballagheen.
No instance was known of any man marrying a woman for the wages thus granted; but frequently persons of the richer class have induced individuals of the poorer orders to marry their mistresses.

Women who have had illegitimate children are generally looked on with a mixed feeling of scorn and pity; and though a bastard is seldom reproached with his illegitimacy, yet it requires particularly steady conduct to overcome the disadvantages it occasions.

The amount awarded at petty sessions is usually ordered to be paid to the woman in one sum; but in case the father of the child refuses to pay it, there is no punishment ever inflicted upon him. It may however happen, though not often, that the order to pay wages is given to her to marry the woman, but it occasionally has caused him to abscond.

The woman never applies to the churchwarden, but directly to the petty sessions, and if the acknowledgment of the reputed father be not proved, no order for wages is given.

If wages be not granted, the woman is obliged to beg, and thus expose herself to all the miseries and immoralities of a vagrant life, and likewise to rear her child up in them. When driven to beggary, such women go in search of alms, where their disgrace is not known; they would be ashamed to remain in their own neighbourhood.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Mr. John Blake.—William Glasscot, esq.—John Rossiter, farmer.—John Usher, esq.
Parish Whitechurch-Tintern.
Bar. Shellbourne.

The number of bastards in this parish was not exactly known, but none of them are ever supported by it. Mothers often desert their illegitimate children, but seldom destroy them; and the fathers always neglect them.

It has been always the practice for the mothers of illegitimate children to apply at petty sessions, and the amount usually granted on such applications is from 3l. to 5l., though the sum is not fixed, but depends on circumstances. Nothing, however, is ever awarded until after the birth of the child, but then the sum would not be diminished because the application of the woman was made for a second child. Girls who have had illegitimate children are looked on with reproach, and find great difficulty in getting husbands; but sometimes persons of a higher rank influence those of a lower class to marry such women. The amount awarded to women who have had bastards is ordered to be paid in one sum, but no punishment is inflicted on the man for not paying; and in every instance the acknowledgment of the man is necessary, before any order for wages can be enforced. No cases were known to witnesses, where the order for wages had the effect of making the man abscond, nor was it usual with women to bring actions at quarter sessions for nursing.

If wages be not granted to women who have had illegitimate children, they are sure to be driven to beg, in which case they always go away from home, and want too often drives them to prostitution. The child also is reared up in all the immoralities of a vagrant life, and suffers, as well as its mother, all the miseries of destitution.

Persons who attended the Examination.

Patrick McDermott, farmer.—M. Gilloghy, weaver.—John Finn, tailor.—John Hynes, carpenter.—Connor Hogan, a retired shopkeeper.—John Hynes, corn dealer, and occupier of 200 acres.—John Hynes, junior, farmer.—Patrick Norton, serjeant of police.—Peter O'Loughlin, labourer.—Thaddeus Salmon, farmer.—Thomas Scanlan, farmer.—William Scanlan, schoolmaster.

It would be extremely difficult to ascertain the number of bastards at present in the parish; but it is thought that not more than two illegitimate births take place there in the course of the year. As there is no court of petty sessions, there are no applications for wages for the maintenance of illegitimate children, and Mr. Hynes observes that public attention is not in general drawn to the occurrence of bastardy cases. There has been a case of desertion for the last eight years, and he did not recollect a case of infanticide at any period. Scanlan said, that in the greater number of instances the father evades contributing to the maintenance of his offspring, which is then thrown entirely on the hands of the mother, who, if she happen to be in service, is sure to be turned out of doors; and after having found shelter in the cabin of some one nearby as destitute as herself, and endeavouring for some time, in vain, to support herself and her child, is at last compelled to have recourse to occasional begging, and perhaps to prostitution; in which latter case she generally leaves the parish. It does not occur, in more than one case out of three, that the might induce the injury has done by marriage; and even then not without much difficulty experienced on the part of the friends of the girl to bring about such a step, as the seducer takes advantage of circumstances to induce them to make up a fortune for the girl; but the parish in no manner ever gives any assistance to the mothers of bastards.

There are not more than half a dozen individuals in both parishes above the condition of small farmers, and no one who could be classed in the rank of the gentry. Considerable difficulty was experienced, therefore, in procuring accurate information upon the question of persons being influenced to marry these women by the interference of the gentry, and also upon other subjects connected with the inquiry, from the want of persons who had leisure.
to attend to the condition of the working classes. The catholic clergyman was unfortunately absent in another province during the entire time of the inquiry; and there is but one protestant clergyman resident in the barony, and his duties do not extend to this parish. It appears, however, that the influences alluded to are very uncommon, and Mr. Hynes said that he never had ground for suspicion in more than two cases. A failure in chastity on the part of the woman is never absolutely forgotten; but if she conduct herself well in other respects, she is not refused, upon that account, the small amount of employment which is open to females. She will, however, find it nearly impossible to procure a husband other than the father of her child, and will not experience at any time that kindly feeling which is displayed towards widows with young children. A bastard always labours under a stain, which is sure to be refreshed in case of a quarrel; and it is curious that the only two brothers remaining unmarried in the parish, at an advanced period of life, are of illegitimate origin. Women have rarely brought actions against the reputed fathers of their bastards; and it was thought that the distance of the petty sessions at Corofin (16 miles) operated as an impediment to their doing so. The refusal of the father to maintain the child has not often led to any acts of violence, except where the woman has had children by more than one father; but if the father of the second child refuse to assist her, she has in some instances perseveringly annoyed him, and even threatened violence; while, however, she has but one child, she is apt to remain quiet in the hope of being made "an honest woman of," and still has some remnant of modesty left.—(Hynes.)—The penury in which the mothers of illegitimate children often live, is not only injurious to their own health, but also to that of their offspring. Kate Hayes, a wretched old creature, who lived in a dark hovel of sods and straw not more than six feet square, said that her daughter, a poor drivelling idiot, whom she exposed at her door in a state approaching to nudity, though nearly 20 years of age, was a healthy child until she herself, on having a second bastard, was driven out of house and home in winter, and obliged to sleep under walls in the open air, when she had hardly clothes to cover her.

Persons who attended the Examination.

JAMES BOURKE, baker.—M. Cahill, a small farmer, with about nine acres.—JOHN CARRIG, labourer.—ANTHONY CURRY, process-server.—REV. MICHAEL DURNON, roman-catholic curate of Kildysart.—The Rev. MICHAEL FITZGERALD, protestant rector of Kildysart.—DR. GEARY, dispensary physician.—TIMOTHY GORMAN, a small farmer, with about 12 acres.—DENNIS HURLY, shopkeeper.—JOHN KINNAHAN, labourer.—PATRICK MCMAHON, grocer in the village of Kildysart.—MR. M'NAMA, postmaster, and extensive farmer.—PATRICK MCMILLON, farmer, steward to Bindon Scott, esq.—MICHAEL MYERS, a small publican and labourer.—MICHAEL O'BRIEN, labourer.—JAMES O'DEA, broker in the village.—DANIEL O'GRADY, esq., an extensive gentleman farmer.—MICHAEL O'SHAUGNESSY, victualler.—HENRY ROSS LEWIN, esq., J. P.—SERJEANT SCOT, police serjeant.—THE REV. P. SKEFFY, roman-catholic rector of Kildysart.

M'CMahon computed the entire number of bastards in the parish to be 40; but Mr. Sheehy said that it would be very difficult to ascertain the number exactly. He stated the average amount of illegitimate births to be about four; and that the crime, though still too frequent, is decidedly on the decrease. The number, however, does not afford a perfect clue to the morality of the parish, as those children only are considered illegitimate who are born out of wedlock. Many instances, however, occur when they are conceived before marriage, which is sometimes hurried on to save the character of the female. The mothers of bastards, in three cases out of four, are farmers' servants, who are particularly exposed to danger from the promiscuous manner in which such servants, both male and female, are obliged, from want of other accommodation, to sleep together. Farmers' daughters, however, are rarely known to become pregnant from this cause. They are, from their possessing fortunes, more exposed to another danger, that of abortion; which has, however, become less common of late years. Bastards are never supported by the parish. Infanticide also is a crime almost unknown. About four years ago a child was found dead at Ballymacally, but it was observed by Rev. Mr. D'Arcy that it was still-born. Rev. Mr. D'Arcy observed, that if ever this crime be committed by a mother, he was convinced that it arose rather from a wish to hide her shame than from any unwillingness to support her own offspring. Several women came to him and asked him to assist them in getting their children out of the fathers' hands, and declared that they would rather beg for them than be deprived of them. Mr. Sheehy stated that there had not been a child deserted within the parish during the last nine years. When the father is in bad circumstances, he generally makes every exertion to elude the claim of the mother; but of those whose means admit of it, the greater part privately agree with the mother about the maintenance of the child. A feeling of honour very often brings about a marriage; and a union that takes place under these circumstances is considered to replace a woman very nearly, if not altogether, in her former position.

* These three men have no land attached to their cabins; they take "muck ground," (con acre) for which they pay from 9l. to 9½ per acre, according to the quality of the land.
It is a common practice to apply for wages at the petty sessions, but it is found that no man but the poorest allow matters to go so far as the issuing of a summons against them. Sometimes the women apply privately to the magistrates, and they are advised rather to bring their case before the quarter sessions. This system has been in operation longer than any magistracy present remembered.

Wages are never granted before the birth of the child, because they are looked upon rather as a reimbursement for expenses incurred. When the woman makes her application, the magistrates award her about as much as she has been accustomed by her usual occupation in the period of time during which she represents herself as having been unable to continue such occupation. As to the amount given in the case of a farm servant, the most usual case of seduction, it was calculated from about 10s. to 15s. a quarter; but this is subject to variation, in some measure depending on the power of the party to pay.

The number of illegitimate children bears each year a decreasing proportion to the number of legitimate births, and as wages are rarely continued beyond the period of weaning, it can hardly be expected that any consideration of their value should have any influence on that ratio. Major Ross Lewin stated, that though cases can be adduced of women having children by different fathers, there were but two instances known where they had been successful in getting decrees for wages, partly because they are entitled to less credit, and partly because it is not probable that a man would enter into a contract involving the maintenance of a child with a woman whose character had been already injured.

No punishment is ever inflicted upon those applying. No difference is made in the amount awarded, on the ground that the woman has had more than one child; but she finds more difficulty in substantiating her assertion, that a promise or contract had been entered into with her.

No instance was known of a young man evincing an anxiety to marry a young woman for the sake of the wages. These women find the utmost difficulty in procuring husbands, and there is a decided feeling against them, "so much so," added Harly, "that she is always the last to get a partner at a dance, and nobody will step out with her as long as he can find another." Mr. Sheehy calculated that not more than three out of twelve such women get married to any others than the fathers of their children. There were a few instances, perhaps a dozen, where money given by the wealthy father has succeeded in getting husbands for such girls; they have all been ill-conducted fellows, too, who have accepted such conditions, and though some of the marriages have, in other respects, turned out happily, yet the man is much locked down upon by his equals. Rev. Mr. Dinan said, he knew several instances where small farmers' sons have refused considerable sums held out as a promise to the mother to support the child, or that he has given her any money to meet the expenses which she has incurred. The man is always allowed to bring his witnesses to disprove the assertion of the woman, and for this purpose a summons is always served upon him to attend at the petty sessions on a given day. If the woman can prove the promise, the magistrates have no discretionary power to refuse her application; they can only use additional strictness in examining the witnesses produced.

Should the reputed father be unable or unwilling to pay the amount ordered by the magistrates, they have not the power of inflicting any punishment on him; they can issue a warrant for the distraint of his goods, but they cannot attach his person, such a jurisdiction belonging exclusively to the court of quarter sessions. The amount given is usually awarded in one sum, but time is often allowed to the father to pay it in instalments, either by the woman herself, or at the discretion of the magistrates. No case known of such a procedure having driven the reputed father to marry the woman.

The acknowledgment by the father is not considered necessary, but it is rarely ever wanted. The point upon which a man usually endeavours to avoid an order for wages is not that he is not the father of the child, but that he has not made any promise or contract.

The partial is in no way concerned about the business. Major Ross Lewin said, that women have been frequently known to bring actions for nursing, and have recovered in them. That when they apply in private to the magistrates, they can advise them, without the attendance of the assistant barrister, because even when a contract or promise has not been made, that officer is empowered to adjudicate and to award damages where a loss of time has been incurred. A case which the petty sessions have ceased ever to entertain.

Applications to the quarter sessions are very generally successful, and the expense incurred is but 5s., which is always ordered to be paid by the individual against whom a decree is obtained.

When wages are not granted," said the Rev. Mr. Sheehy, "the woman with more than one bastard has hardly any other resource than begging; while she has but one she endeavours, if possible, to support herself by occasional labour; but she does not obtain it very readily. In certain months she may find work in the fields; but people are unwilling to admit her into their houses. If she has more than one child, she is too much occupied in the charge of them to be able to earn her livelihood by industry, and she is sure to resort to begging, of which there are four or five instances known here, and sometimes, though rarely, to prostitution."

The Rev. gentleman described the condition of the unfortunate creatures who are driven...
to this extremity as deplorable in the extreme. Unable to pay their rent, they are first driven from their cabins; they then rear a wretched howel of sods against some ditch, which, as soon as it is discovered by the farmer on whose ground it is, is immediately pulled down, in order to prevent the corruption of his children and of his servants. She then goes to another place, and finds the whole neighbourhood leagued against her; she is thus compelled to lead a wretched and vagabond life, and gradually rendered reckless by her sufferings, and by a consciousness of her degradation, she instructs her children in every kind of vice, and ultimately takes refuge in a town, where she soon terminates her miserable existence. Few of the children of these women outlive the period of infancy; but if they do, they become the pest of society, and endeavour to make other children as bad as themselves.

"Last Sunday," said Mr. Dinan, "going to a chapel that I have up towards the mountains, I found that such a woman as Mr. Sheeby has described had erected a hut by the side of the road. I caught her son, a boy of seven years of age, in the act of teaching the most horrible imprecaisons and acts of the grossest obscenity to a child of only five years old. I chastised the elder boy, and thereby drew down on me the abuse of the mother, who said that her child had a right to do what he liked."

**Persons who attended the Examinations.**

Andrew Clancy, farmer with 100 acres.—Dr. Costello, of the dispensary.—Rev. Andrew Davoran, protestant rector.—Michael Hehir, innkeeper.—John Kane, a farmer of seven acres.—Mathias Kearney, an extensive farmer.—Rev. P. Mc'Guane, roman-catholic curate.—John Maguire, blacksmith.—Daniel Knigh, weaver.—Thomas Morony, blacksmith.—F. G. Morony, esq., J. P.—Mr. Morony, postmaster.—Michael Murrough, farmer of 11 acres.—Patrick Murrough, land surveyor, and a farmer holding 10 acres.—John Owens, grocer.

Rev. Mr. Mc'Guane declared himself unable to ascertain the entire number of bastards in the parish, for that as they arrive at an adult age they merge in the population, and the stigma of their birth is almost forgotten. He could, however, speak more positively as to the absolute number of legitimate births, as compared with others. He found 1,000 births in his parochial books since the census of 1831, and out of that there were not more than 20 illegitimate; that is, in the proportion of 1 to 50. The parish never undertakes the support of bastards, unless they be deserted; and there have been but three instances of that crime during the last 10 years, in each of which the children were supported by contributions collected by the roman-catholic clergymen. During the 30 years that Mr. Davoran had been acting as a magistrate at Miltown there had not occurred even a suspected case of infanticide. The majority of bastard cases occur between farm servants, male and female, who, from frequent opportunity, are more exposed to temptation. Under these circumstances the father is generally poor, and shows much reluctance to assist in the maintenance of his offspring. Those of a better class are not, however, found so willing to do so. When there is not any disparity in the condition of the parties, the parents of the girl often make up a sum of money as a portion, and thereby succeed in effecting a marriage between them; "but," said Mr. Mc'Guane, "this effort is frequently not necessary, when a feeling of honour induces the man to marry his victim, as the only reparation in his power; where there is great inequality between them, however, I do not press this reparation, as it is not likely that the girl herself could have expected it when yielding to solicitation."

The mother has no direct mode of procuring assistance from the father unless he gives it voluntarily, except by applying to the magistrates for an award of wages, for expenses incurred and work performed in nursing the child. It has been the practice of the bench to entertain such questions for the last 20 years; but applications of the kind are not very numerous. Mr. Davoran stated that there had been one the last Thursday, and he did not recollect when there had been one before, certainly not for the last two years. From the point on which the claim is founded nothing can be awarded before the birth of the child; as to the sum granted, it altogether depends on what had been promised by the father. In the case above alluded to it was 2L for the year; and in general it may be set down as between 10s. and 15s. a quarter. (Morony.) Any variation in the amount depends not on the power of the father to pay, but merely upon what it can be proved that he has in any manner contracted to give.

The system of granting wages for the maintenance of illegitimate children has been in operation for such a length of time, that it is difficult to compare the present state of the parish, as to bastardy, with what it might have been previously. Both Mr. Mc'Guane and Mr. Davoran, who knew the parish previous to its introduction, did not think that it introduced any alteration. There are a few women who have had children by different fathers, but they are, for the most part, women whose characters would render it exceedingly difficult to substantiate a statement of a promise made to them by any individual; and in point of fact, there is but one of them who has endeavoured to derive any advantage from her intrigues, by an appeal to the laws for wages, and she was unable to prove her case. (Morony.) Mr. Mc'Guane had met only with one instance where it had appeared that a woman was anxious to have a child, in order to benefit by the wages to be received in this manner; and he stated as follows:—"I was holding a station* at the mountain foot, and amongst

* A place appointed for hearing confessions in the country.
amongst others a boy of about 18 came to me, and I asked him, of course, whether he had anything to do with the other sex, and he said no, but that it was not for the want of offers, for that a girl had asked him to do what he liked with her, and said that she would swear the child, if she had one, to another man.”

The magistrates have no power to inflict any punishment upon those who apply for wages. No difference is ever made on account of the applicant having had more than one child; as the amount awarded always depends on what it can be proved that the man promised.

Kenny, Clancy and Molony agreed that the sum awarded for wages never operated as an inducement to any young man to marry the girl in the receipt of it. Any young woman who has an illegitimate child finds considerable difficulty in procuring a husband; but there are cases known, where this general repugnance has been overcome by the offer, on the part of individuals of the upper classes, of certain advantages to be received by the man who would consent to take as a wife the woman who had cohabited with them. Mr. Maguane observed upon this point, that he perceived with regret that a female, who has been seduced by a gentleman, is not looked upon as being altogether so impure as one who has been led into error by one in her own station; and he added that this leniency of opinion arose from the probability that she had weighty reasons for her yielding. The eagerness to procure land is so great, in consequence of its being the only source of support to the peasantry, that nothing is so likely to procure a partner for such a girl as the temptation of a small farm; and he knew of instances where such temptation had not been resisted.

Mr. Davoren observed, that all the women alluded to, were bad characters and their children, and stated that the vices of their mothers, but there are a few women who have had but one child to whom this remark did not apply, and who when the fathers of their children have refused to allow them anything, are cautious in their conduct, and avoid doing anything offensive, through the hope that they may at some time be induced to marry them; “but,” observed Mr. Morony, “it is when the man has chosen another girl for a wife that the mischief begins, and then it is that we expect her to prefer a claim for wages.”

As to the description of evidence required at the sessions, Mr. Davoren stated, that the magistrates require that the woman who applies for wages should prove, either by her own testimony, or by that of other witnesses, that the father of her child has at any time undertaken to pay the expense for the labour to which the maintenance of such child shall have exposed her. If it can be proved that the father has given money for such a purpose, even without a verbal declaration on the point, such an act is looked upon as an acknowledgment of the obligation; and though he is always summoned to attend and to disprove, if possible, the statements of the female, it is not very likely that he would escape. Mr. Morony, the magistrate, said, that they would look upon the question merely as any other contract for wages, and would decide solely upon the evidence, without any regard to the character of either party.

The magistrates have no power to punish the reputed father if he refuse to pay the sum awarded against him; they can issue a warrant of distraint against his goods; but that proceeding has hardly ever been found necessary, as obedience has almost always been yielded to their decree. The father is ordered to pay the sum at once, but in general the period of payment is a matter for arrangement between the parties, though the time nominally given by the bench is 10 days. A second application is seldom resorted to. The father continues to pay until the child is weaned; and it has never been observed that the burden thus imposed for so short a time has had the effect of driving him to marry the woman. The churchwardens do not interfere in the business, which does not in any way concern the parish generally, neither is it deemed necessary that the man should acknowledge his paternity.

Some women adopt another mode of procuring indemnification, by bringing actions against the father at quarter sessions for the recovery of wages for nursing. If they make good their case the assistant barrister may grant them a decree; and if any delay should occur in the payment, he is empowered to commit the recusant to prison.

The charge of a single child unsupported by wages, drawn from its father, does not necessarily drive any woman to beggary. She may sometimes be turned out of doors by her father; but she will be sure to get something underhand from her mother or other relations; she may even gain a partial subsistence by occasional work; but if she has more than one child she can hardly escape mendicancy, and she will not pursue it in her own parish but at a distance. Mr. Maguane observed, that there was more than one woman at that time in Miltown supporting herself and several bastards by begging, but they have all come from other places, though some of them have increased their families since their arrival. It is not unlikely that natives of the place, who have left their home after their seduction, are following the same mode of life elsewhere; and Molony said he has actually seen one woman doing so in the town of Kilruth.

Mr. Davoren observed, that all the women alluded to were bad characters, and their children participated in their vices; but out there are a few women who have had but one child to whom this remark did not apply, and who when the fathers of their children have refused to allow them anything, are cautious in their conduct, and avoid doing anything offensive, through the hope that they may at some time be induced to marry them; “but,” observed Mr. Morony, “it is when the man has chosen another girl for a wife that the mischief begins, and then it is that we expect her to prefer a claim for wages.”
The exact number of bastards could not be ascertained, but the opinion of all present was, that, considering the extent of the parish and the density of the population, the number was extremely small. The difficulty of a mother toward an illegitimate child is very strong, and a case of deserting a child never occurs here; indeed, it is with the greatest difficulty women can be prevailed on to give up an illegitimate child to the reputed father, in order that he may support it. No case of infanticide or of finding a child dead has ever occurred in this parish within the knowledge of the witnesses. When the woman is brought to bed her friends generally apply to the father for some maintenance for the child, and if his means are at all adequate, he usually makes some provision for the offspring. In cases, however, amongst the poorest, which rarely occur, an attempt is often made to elude any promise; if a promise can, however, be proved before the magistrates, they will recognize the claim and award the sum agreed on between the man and his means. If he does not, the case is dismissed; if he fails, the sum claimed is awarded to the woman.

Mr. Studdart says, ‘If the petty sessions were regularly held here throughout the year, the number of applications would certainly average eight; at present, held as they are during the summer only, they do not amount to more than four, and these applications proceeding only from those in very poor circumstances; the more comfortable farmers seldom allow these matters to go so far; public opinion does not encourage such an exposure.’

Before the birth of the child wages are never granted, and then the sum seldom or indeed ever exceeds 3l. or 4l. This, however, depends entirely on the sum applied for; the woman claims so much wages for the nursing of her child, and, if proved by the testimony of another witness, she will receive it.

The system of granting wages has not produced any sensible effect in increasing the number of illegitimate children; they are rather on the decrease, though the population for the last four years has wonderfully increased.

Mr. Studdart says, ‘We have never yet had a second application for wages from the same woman.’

The sum granted as wages is so small it could not induce any man to marry the mother of an illegitimate child, and such women seldom get any one to marry them, unless (sometimes, though rarely, happens) a sum of money was raised among her relations as a dowry, to induce some one far inferior to her in condition to marry her. M‘Inerney says, ‘The loss of character, when publicly known, deters any respectable person from being seen courting her; besides, by her own sex she is looked down on as degraded, and I should be sorry indeed to have my daughter seen speaking to her; but it would be cruel to taunt her with it, for I am quite sure she feels it enough one way or another, without speaking to her on the subject; neither would the bastard ever be upheld by his neighbours, unless he did something to make them angry, and if he wished to get married into a respectable family there would be a great deal to do, and I do not think, unless he had a tolerable fortune for one of us, he would find it an easy matter to get a wife.’ The Rev. Mr. Murray says, ‘I have generally observed that bastards among the more respectable agricultural classes marry people of inferior families.’

The reputed father is summoned to attend the petty sessions; and then it is necessary for the woman to prove, by the testimony of a witness, either a promise on his part to maintain the child or some act of adoption, such as giving money for the child’s support; the man also is allowed to produce witnesses to disprove the story told by the woman; if he succeeds in doing so, the case is dismissed; if he fails, the sum claimed is awarded against him. It has happened, however, that the case for the appellant has been clearly proved, and equally so that for the defendant, the magistrates then settled the case to the best of their discretion.

The woman’s character is not taken into consideration; the only thing required is that she shall have her case clearly proved, and if she would do this 10 times over, she would be entitled to get relief.

If the reputed father is unable or unwilling to pay the sum, the magistrates can only issue a warrant against his goods; his person cannot be touched, except by a decree from the quarter sessions; the amount is awarded in one sum; frequently a few days are granted to the reputed father to pay it. ‘This is done,’ Mr. Studdart says, ‘because it would be cruel to force a man to pay a large sum at once.’ To enforce wages, the acknowledgment of the reputed father is not necessary. ‘In fact,’ observes Mr. Studdart, ‘they generally 0-5.’
acknowledge the child long before they come to us; the point we are called on to decide is, whether the promise to pay has been made or not.” No case has occurred here of a father absconding to avoid the payment of the sum awarded against him.

Women have never been reduced in this parish to beg, in consequence of their having bastard children; they sometimes will get work in the fields or picking potatoes, but seldom would a woman who had lost her character be admitted into a farmer’s family as a farm servant. Neither have such women become prostitutes in this parish. “But I am sure,” says Fitzgerald, “frequently the beggarwomen who come into this part of the country, have been obliged to leave homes in consequence of their misconduct; indeed, no complaint is so common, during the summer, as that they have been forced to fly from their own parishes owing to a ‘misfortune’; and no woman would admit this but one who had undergone great privation and hardship.” The Rev. Mr. Comyn further observes, “The very act of begging from infancy, coupled with the scenes the wander up and down in all however do so, injury must necessarily accrue to the mother’s health, when she is obliged to wander up and down in all seasons, exposed to the uncertainty of procuring a night lodging.

Persons who attended the Examination.

James Burke, small shopkeeper.—Pat Courneen, weaver.—Mary Courneen, his wife, employed to nurse a deserted child.—Pat Curtis, farmer of three and a half acres.—Pat Doolan, a resident beggar.—Michael Edwards, farmer of 10 acres.—John Gilmore, innkeeper.—Pat Hehir, a mendicant.—Pat McDonnell, labourer.—Captain Martin. J. P.—Judy Minahan, a town beggar.—Mr. O’Brien.—Parker, Esq. a barrister, living in the parish.—Dr. Purdon, dispensary surgeon.—Michael Ryan, shoemaker.—Rev. Mr. Scanlan, roman-catholic curate.—Widow Slattery.—Rev. Mr. St. George, protestant curate.—Rev. Mr. Vaughan, roman-catholic priest.

Most of the witnesses examined bore testimony to the rare occurrence of bastardy in the parish. No person could tell the entire number of bastards; but Mr. Dunear and the Rev. Mr. Vaughan said, there could not be more than three or four cases of it in a year, and at any rate it is not on the increase. They are never supported by the parish, except when deserted, and then a cess is levied for their support. There are only three deserted children in the parish; and Martin says, these have been the only instances of desertion within the last five years; and though it would of course be hard to prove it, they think they were deserted by women from other parishes. There is no instance known of women destroying their children. About a year ago a woman was tried who had thrown her child into the canal, but it was proved by medical men that the infant had been still-born. If the father be sure of the paternity, he is well inclined to support his child, and will often marry the woman, a practice which the Rev. Mr. Vaughan says he always encourages.

The bench of magistrates at Killaloe do not at present grant wages to women with bastards. Mr. Martin got a legal opinion, which induced him to refuse applications for that purpose.

At Clonara, a short distance off, the magistrates do give wages, and there are generally four or five applications in the year. The woman obtains about 1s., but the sum is regulated by the circumstances of the father. Since the petty sessions have refused to interfere at Killaloe, women have not had recourse to the quarter sessions for compensation.

When wages were given it was usual for women to swear the child before birth, that in case of being unsuccessful before the petty sessions, she might be able to substantiate the charge before the assistant barrister.

Since the system of not giving wages has been adopted, the number of bastards has not varied; and Mr. Martin thinks the numbers small in a population of 8,000.

About five years ago, when the practice of giving wages existed, a woman applied against a man whom she stated to be the father of her second bastard, as he was of her first. She was awarded but a very small sum, being considered undeserving, in proportion to the number of her illegitimate children.

The high spirit of the young men in this quarter would never allow them to marry a woman merely for the wages obtained on account of her child; such a thing was never known. When the character of a girl becomes suspicious from her behaviour to a young man, she is more apt to be treated with scorn than if she had even had an illegitimate child. In the latter case a feeling of pity is excited; but it often happens, according to Mr. Vaughan, that the father of a young man will marry a girl merely to free her from this suspicion. Girls who have had illegitimate children find great difficulty in getting husbands. Mr. Martin knows one instance only where a girl of the kind got married to a man who was not the father of the child. The match was made through love on the part of the husband, and it has turned out well. If her frailty extends no further than having one child, and she be in other respects well behaved,—though in such a case a woman will certainly have lost her caste,—it is not usual with her equals to treat her harshly. "I would not like much," says Mrs. Mahony, "to see my daughter keeping company with her, but sure, if her misfortune possessed over her," (i.e. if she has but one child,) "she is to be pitied, poor thing."
The bastard certainly suffers from the incontinence of his parent; for though he is not an object of disdain, yet he is liable to be taunted with his misfortune on all occasions of quarrel. It does not appear, however, that if he had a little money, he would find any difficulty in getting a wife.

There are no wages granted at Killaloe; but at Clonara, a neighbouring parish, the woman is obliged to prove previous promise on the part of the father, though he is required to produce any evidence against the charge, which he may be able to bring forward. If the woman be of otherwise good character, and the man not so, Mr. Martin says the magistrates would take her testimony in preference.

Mr. Duncan states that he does not know an instance where the father has refused to pay the award. The warrants are all directed to him, and he does not find any difficulty in levying the amount. If the father refuses there is no authority to punish him, the only mode of compulsion is to distress his goods; the person is safe. The sum awarded being considered as wages due for services performed, or expenses in nursing, or as a debt resulting from a previous promise, it is usually directed to be paid at once, but the mother generally draws it in small portions, without the necessity of more than one application to the magistrates, as the parish at large is in no way concerned in the matter. The churchwarden, who represents the parish, never interferes ex officio. The woman applies directly for a summons against the man she charges. There is not at the present moment a single woman in the parish of Killaloe who is in the receipt of a legal compensation for an illegitimate child.

There is only one beggar with illegitimate children in the parish, and she is a stranger, having been driven out of her own parish by the force of public opinion. And as to a woman being driven to prostitution in consequence of having an illegitimate child, there is not a prostitute in the parish except those who have come after the soldiers from other places.

Mr. Vaughan says, that in the rare opportunities he has had of making any observations, he has found that great affection is shown by mothers to their illegitimate offspring. He recollects a case where a woman carried a regular system of annoyance to get her child out of the hands of the father. An illegitimate child cannot be much worse off than the children lawfully begotten of the lower class in general.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

AUSTIN CARRIG, one of the late enumerators under the Commission for the Public Instruction.—THOMAS CURRIE, dyer and pawnbroker.—JAMES DALY, apothecary and innkeeper.—LAWRENCE DOWNEY, labourer.—JOHN DONOGHUE, a cottier, holding five acres.—DOCTOR FINUCANE, dispensary surgeon.—JOHN HIGGINS, labourer.—JAMES KEANE, farmer of 12 acres.—THOMAS MUSGRAVE, labourer.—AUSTIN M'CAHTRY, a cottier holding two acres.—Rev. Mr. M'NALLY, P. P.—P. M'NAMARA, labourer.—Mr. MALONE, farmer of nine acres, and tithe collector.—JOHN MALONE, a cottier holding four acres.—JOHN MORRISBY, weaver.—JAMES MULGREY, farmer of five acres.—JOHN O'REILLY, publican and farmer.—PATER QUAHN, baker.—WILLIAM ROBKRE, widow of a carpenter, supporting four orphans.—MATTHEW THYNNE, shopkeeper.—Rev. ARCHDEACON WHITTY, protestant rector, and justice of the peace.—Mechanics, labourers and others, besides the above, were examined by the Assistant Commissioners.

Although the assistant commissioners are unable to ascertain the number of illegitimate children in the parish, yet it was found in the course of the inquiry, that the applications to the magistrates in cases of rape, had somewhat increased. Bastard children were never supported by the parish; and it was stated that there had not been a case where one of them was deserted by the mother for the last four years. There were then, however, two foundlings supported by individuals, who were exposed about five or six years ago, and whose expenses had not been paid for some time back. Collections are made at the roman-catholic chapel for nursing two other foundlings, who were also exposed anterior to the above-mentioned period. There had been only one case of infanticide within the last 10 years. The infant was found in a bog lake, but no traces of the mother could be detected at the time. When the investigation commenced there was the greatest anxiety evinced to detect the parent, but this zeal soon wore off, and it was ascertained eventually, that the suspected criminal had been screened, and got out of the way. It has been observed in that district, that the fathers of illegitimate children generally maintain them very well, according to their means; and Archdeacon Whitty said, that most applications to the petty sessions arose from the mother's making exorbitant demands, and not from the unwillingness of the reputed father to contribute to the support of the child. On these occasions the general defence set up, is the unreasonable amount claimed by the mother, and the assertion by the father, that if the child be left to himself he would be able to maintain it at a much less expense. Several of the witnesses remarked that the business is generally hushed up, until the reported marriage of the man, when the mother, fearing that no allowance will any longer be made, brings the matter before the public. There had been no instance known there of a marriage having taken place from feelings of honour, after the affair had been made public by being brought before the bench of magistrates.

The system of granting wages has been in practice there ever since the sessions were first instituted; but where applications are made to the magistrates before the birth of the child, they always refer them to the quarter sessions. As to the amount usually granted, although O.G.
the women often apply for the whole 6l. allowed by the Act of Parliament, yet the magistrates very rarely decree more than 3l. Out of 20 applications which had been made at the petty sessions, there had not been more than five successful, owing to the evidence to make out the case having failed. The amount awarded in these cases varies according to the contract made between the parties. In entertaining the question, the individual circumstances are never taken into account, the magistrates conceiving that their power is limited to the consideration of the bargain alone, and no farther.

It was the opinion of all present that the amount generally awarded was so trifling, that there could be no inducement thereby held out to incontinency; besides, as Archdeacon Whitty declared, he must do the people the justice to say their chastity is marvellous, when their poverty and wretchedness are considered; and several persons added, that the morality of the women had considerably increased since the military had been withdrawn.

With regard to the difficulty that girls who have had illegitimate children would have in procuring husbands, four different witnesses stated that a great difference would be made on that point between a woman who had a child, by a countryman, and one who had connected herself with a gentleman. In the former case, no one would have anything to say to her, while in the latter many would be anxious to marry her, in the hope of getting money; all agreed, however, that by far the greatest number of women who had committed themselves, remained unmarried. It does not always follow, however, that a woman loses all respect because she has had a child; and Mr. McNally said, that the people are discerning enough to, and do consider particularly the circumstances under which she had been seduced. There was only one instance remembered there of a woman being induced to marry a woman under these circumstances, through the influence of one of the higher orders. The case occurred in a grazing part of the parish, and the woman was allowed five cows, which tempted a young man, who was her inferior in station, to marry her. The stain, however, never wears off the child, and several cases had occurred there of intended marriages being broken off in consequence of a discovery that one of the parties was illegitimate.

In a case of an application for wages for nursing a child, proof of a contract by a witness is all that is required, before it can be adjudicated on by a bench of magistrates. The woman's own oath and that of her witness, does most, however, preclude any proof to be offered by the man to the contrary, as he has it in his power to disprove by witnesses the statement made by the complainant. The reputed father is always first summoned to attend; and as the magistrates do not consider that they have any jurisdiction beyond the simple case brought before them, they do not go into the character of the woman, consequently a second application might be equally successful with the first.

In case the reputed father should not pay, the magistrates can issue a warrant against his goods, a course, however, which it has never been necessary to adopt there. As to the time within which the amount awarded is to be paid, the magistrates, when they find the person decreed to pay is in poor circumstances, generally recommend the woman to receive it in instalments. This has been found, from experience, to be the best and most convenient way for both parties. It has never been known that the order for payment of wages has driven the reputed father to marry the girl, because the wages are not continued beyond the weaning of the child. It was also stated, that after the case has been once brought before the magistrates, the fathers continue to pay very regularly for the child until it is weaned, but after that period, the bench would not entertain the question. No acknowledgement by the reputed father is necessary to enforce an order for wages, nor is there any application made in the first instance to the churchwarden; it is made to the bench direct. The reputed father has never been known to abscond, where wages have been awarded against him. The men, however, sometimes leave the place where they reside for a few weeks or months, when they anticipate a claim being made upon them, but the woman invariably watches them, and brings her case on the very first opportunity when they return. This fact has been ascertained by the magistrates often asking the woman why she had allowed so long a time to elapse, without coming to them, which they have generally answered, that it was in consequence of the man thus leaving for a short time, in the hopes of escaping all expense.

A woman thus circumstanced will not be forced to beg, because she will be taken care of by her parents, while she receives the wages; but this remark only applies to women who have been unfortunate once, for a bad character would inevitably leave her home and parish.

Rev. J. Hastings Allen, perpetual curate of Corofin.—Austen Curtin, carpenter.— Davis, weaver.—George Dixon, farmer and tithe collector.—Michael Egan, carpenter.—John Emerson, sizer.—William Fitzgerald, esq., J.P.—George Fitzpatrick, innkeeper.—Tim Fitzpatrick, publican.—Michael Halloran, labourer.—Heher, weaver.—John Hicks, postmaster, and farmer of 15 acres.—George Hogan, labourer.—Tim Hogan, farmer.—John Kenny, shopkeeper.—Thomas McMahon, labourer.—Charles McNamara, farmer of eight acres.—Martin, weaver.—Michael Moriarty, farmer, holding 15 acres.—James Nolan, farmer.—Rev. Mr. Walsh, roman-catholic rector.

Bastards are never supported by the parish; indeed, the cases of deserted children are very rare, and no instance has been known here of a woman destroying her illegitimate child.

Women,

Persons who attended the Examination.
Women with bastards very commonly apply to the petty sessions for wages. This, indeed, has been the custom of all since the establishment of petty sessions. No wages are ever granted before the birth of her child. The system of granting wages at petty sessions does not appear to have made any difference whatever in the number of bastards, nor have any women made applications for a second child.

No punishment is inflicted on a woman who makes application for wages. The petty sessions have no such power.

Young men in this district have never evinced a desire to marry women for the wages they might receive for the support of illegitimate children; nor have they been induced by any of the richer classes to marry their mistresses. Indeed, women who have had illegitimate children find great difficulty in getting husbands; they are shunned by their own sex, and looked down upon by all their neighbours. If a bastard behaved himself well, and became an industrious member of society, the circumstance of his unfortunate birth would be forgotten; at the same time several of the farmers stated that they would "move heaven and earth to prevent their daughters marrying bastards."

The magistrates can issue a distress warrant against the goods of the reputed father, but they conceive they have no power to levy an attachment against his person. If the amount claimed by the mother of the child as wages for nursing be proved to the satisfaction of the magistrates, even without the acknowledgment of the reputed father, it is ordered to be paid; but whereas a rapidly current sum is a matter of convenience among the parties. The award of wages has never here induced the reputed father to marry the woman. Men sometimes marry to get rid of charges of rape.

**Persons who attended the Examination.**

JAMES BRASIL, farmer, holding seven acres.—THOMAS CARROLL, labourer.—REV. MR. COFFEY, Roman-catholic curate.—M. COLLON, weaver.—Major CReaGH, J. P.—MARY FITZGERALD, a beggarwoman.—DR. FRAZER, dispensary surgeon.—Widow GReFFy, widow of a labourer.—Mr. HANKEY, steward to Sir A. FITZGERALD.—MARY HAY, labourer, occasionally employed.—MARY HALPIN, his wife, always begging in Newmarket.—M. KEOGH and James GEARAN, small farmers, holding about 12 acres each.—Rev. Mr. McCULLAGH, rector.—John M'Cormac, labourer.—John Molony, clerk of the petty sessions.—RONALD MOLONEY, a decayed shoemaker.—HENRY O'BRIEN, esq.—LUCAS O'BRIEN, esq., late m. p. for the county of Clare. Rev. Mr. O'BRIEN, roman-catholic curate.—PATRICK SHIELDS, carpenter.

In this parish the usual clue to the number of bastards is wanted; namely, a distinguishing mark after the entry of their baptism in the register kept by the catholic clergyman. The number of women to whom the ceremony of churching has been refused would in some measure have been a guide, but the Rev. Mr. Coffey could not find his papers upon that point. The clerk of the petty sessions supplied, however, a list of the number of applications for wages for the nursing of illegitimate children within the last three years; but the information thus obtained is only an approximation, as of course many cases of bastardy are never brought before the public. The number of such applications in 1831 was 13, in 1832 it was 15, and in 1833 it was 21. The parish never undertakes the support of illegitimate children. Instances of desertion are rare in it, and Mr. Coffey could not recollect more than one case during the last six or seven years. About a year ago, however, an attempt was made by a woman who left her child in a ditch, but fortunately a boy passing near the spot at the time questioned her as to her intention. She said that she was only leaving it for a few moments, and taking it up again she went away. It was afterwards ascertained, however, that she was successful in deserting it without detection, in the next parish of Clare Abbey. "In general," said Molony, "women are fond of their illegitimate children, and seem grieved when the magistrates order them to give them up. In some few cases they have even preferr'd forfiting their wages to losing their young one." The Rev. Mr. Coffey stated that the crime of infanticide occurred but once since he came to the parish, a period of about nine years. A child was found in a drain that runs into Lough Gash. It was impossible to make any satisfactory examination of the body, as it was totally disfigured by water rats. The affair created a great sensation, and a woman was taken up and interrogated three times. Although a surgeon was of opinion that she had been recently delivered, yet she was ultimately acquitted of infanticide for want of evidence. The fathers of these children are generally too well inclined to escape supporting their own offspring. They will sometimes take the child for a short time, but they soon get tired of it, and return it to the mother after making a compromise, and agreeing to pay her something for nursing it. Subsequent marriages are seldom brought about on these occasions from a feeling of honour; and the catholic clergyman does not press the matter unless there be equality between the parties. He considers that if there be much disparity in wealth, the party who was the father of the child could have become the dupe of a promise of marriage. Women who have had bastards sometimes apply at the petty sessions for wages; and Major Creagh said that this practice has prevailed for the last 13 or 14 years; the demand being made for services done, and expenses incurred in nursing the child. Wages are never awarded before birth of the child, nor indeed until some time after it. The general amount awarded varies from 10s. to 3/. It varies according to the character of the mother, but still more according to the circumstances of the father. Most applica-
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P. F. Johnston, Esq.
E. B. Melloy, Esq.

Par. of Templeaf, Kilmallock, Kilmalvery and Drumline.
Bar. Buncratty.
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City of Cork.

Mr. Abraham Arell, officer of health.—Mr. Michael Joseph Barry.—Rev. Charles H. Leslie, rector.—Mr. George Love, overseer of the parish; appointed by the officers of health.

It is impossible to tell the number of bastards in the parish; there are no cases known of bastards being destroyed. It is not usual for women with bastards to apply for wages at petty sessions.